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Western

Laying liens.
I'lic editor of the Southern Farmer
and Stock Journal says all granivorous
birds and fowls must he provided, if kept
n conlincmciitjuud during winter months,
with gravel in some shape to grind ami
thus digest their food, or they will substitute some unnatural substance to answer instead, which often proves fatal.
Any close observer of the habits of fowls
lias learned the fact that a material to
grind the food is as essential as the food
itself.
Fowls will pick up the coarser
parts of d;searded coal ashes and hits of
hard black coal,
l-'.vcry one knows that
,i
millstone must be picked to grind
grain ; so also docs the bird choose hard,
white, llinty stones, with sharp edges.
W lien the stones become so smooth as to
he of no use, they pass from the gizzard
into the intestines and are discarded, and
new stuck is taken in.
Stone by stone
they pass away as they become useless,
and thus tile bird is kept in a healthy
uiidition. If oyster shells, broken in bits
the r-i/c of a kernel of corn and less, are
kept iii an abundant supply within their
iange, the lewis will give over hunting
for gravel stones, and there will be in
complaint of their eating glass or any
'lid
foreign substance. Some writers
penally recommend shells.
\!1 granivorous birds have two stomachs or receptacles of food.
In the lirst
is received : in the second it is digestd, and it aF the organs be in good working •'filer, tin birds will replenish tin* lirst
cccptaelc often, if food be w ithin reach,
and thus keep it tilled, which is better
a in
n allow this receptacle (called in
fowls the •■crop,") tu become entirely
■iiipty ,n which ease the bird when actual to food, especially grain, is
vci
at, and thus bring on indi•hard craw," w hicli, if not
hand as soon as discovered,
fatal.
.Many diseases termed
i,c:i cholera, roup and canker arise
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there appears to be a burning
l'liere is no remedy so simple.
'Hi
ye! so sure, if given ill time, as a
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home made y east, two table..nils being
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villi but lew exceptions, all mn
Lling birds, and many aquatic birds
granivorous to a certain acquired exbut those in a natural state feed
el; on insects, and forage about
-i■ es and sedgy wastes, where they
rise also tender succulent
vegetable
mter which is highly relished by the
Both insectivorous and
grr varieties.
;e
'irmis birds feed largely on vegetamatter,
liens, especially laying ones,
'Ii green grass at all seasons of the
in the open air is also hene.1! to laying hens, and it is just as nut
ii for a hen to scratch as it is lor her
eat. There is a dilference in the breeds
■in seratehmg.
1 lie Dominiques and
Leghorns are great sciatehers,
m
light in the body and active in
Laying liens are great foragers
i .ire subject to various diseases,
a are sudden and generally
prove
Frequently we find a dead hen on
•ie.-t, heavy and fat. yet stiff and life's*
and m a natural position.
Appar
there had been no struggle.
\
iii'irlcm examinatioti will generally
■
satisfaction.
Very often mortitieaoti lias taken place in the intestines and
gg duets, the organs of which will free’
:.. found
,
ctitiiviy destroyed. This
mien iieeiii
froui hurts and bruises, iuiries a, -oine way inilieted which have
•ecu of long duration, still the bird lias
.‘
ired healthy and has eaten well,
e comb
the lien's pulse.
If that he
"- and bright, of
good color, and
"i blood, shaking with ever quick
'•einent of the lard in the combed vas. the bird is
in a normal state of
di and in a laying condition
When
i iin of the comb and wattles have a
~h tinge ;he bird is not well.
!.
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Poultry.

I’oitltry

World says the demand
on the itt-e. whether
among the fancy varic■r for general
consumption. For
list-mentioned purpose, amateurs
beginners in every portion of the
are constantly
coming forward
ike up the higher bred birds produced
e season to season to
experiment with
heir way.
Through the other means,
"i md for chickens and eggs
every
'.me in our markets, or for family uses
:el us, has been enormously enlarged
thin the past few years.
Ii was averred years ago, that when
roads became general we should find
tie sale for horses r oats.
Well, this
uitry is now a network ot railroads in
laity "t the States, ami more horses have
en rai>"d and sold (at
higher prices,
■'ii'i
i; the past ten years than ever be
in 'lie I'nited states in thrice that
i "i. and oats bring a considerable
gher price now than they commanded
"'■n years ago, w hile the multiplied raildsliave provetithe very means that the
ms
and breeders needed to trails
t
their stock and their immenseii' teased yields of grain from a disto good pay ing markets.
as the supply of good poultry
ities, will the demand become more
rsal for what less than a quarter of

good poultry is constantly

■

■
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since

was

deemed

ug the common classes.

a

luxury

It has been
and over again demonstrated by
0 riinvtit
that, upon the farm or smail
niry estate, a hundred pounds of
edible poultry can be raised at much
cost than so many pounds of mutton,
k m beef, while it always brings twice
price, or more, per hundred weight
ui either of the other kinds of meat will
inland in the market.
1 bis demand must continue to increase
K very body who can do so
lerdore.
■Ijv fluently,will keep a few fowls. Farmare adding to their stock, and we are
ipy to say are latterly adding to their
"liiencesfor keeping fowls, since they
e
discovered that there is a much
ater return upon their investment in
kind of stock than in hogs or slice]),

ISept.

Knox, t nion Common,

<

let. 4-(i.

Ossijiee Valley. Cornish, Sept, dll-dd.
Sagadalioc county,Topsham.i let. II Id.
Searlioro' and Cape Klizalietli, ScarIn n o'. Sept. d I -dd.
Waldo county. Belfast. Sept. d7-‘d!>.
Waldo and Penobscot. Fnion, Monroe,
(let. r»-(i.

West Washington. Maehias.Sept, dd-dl.
Vork county, Biddel'ord, Sept. 1 -d-1 .T.
Buckwheat

mu\
be made prolitablo
upon
piece of rough or newh cleared
No other crop is so ell'eetivo in
ground
mellowing rough, cloddy land. The seed
I 111 northern localities should be sown before .July tin* idtli, otherwise early frosts
ma\ catch the crop.
Brass and clover
mat sometimes be sown successfully with
buck wheat.
a

The lirst Hereford cattle brought into
this country were imported in lslb, by
j Heiirv day, and were kept on bis farm in

Lexington, Ky.

Brighton

j

Cattle

Market.

Wki»ni <i* \ \. I III'* 27.
\m* unt *»i stoi-k
market: Cattle, 2711; sliccp
and lamhs, litll'i; i-wine, l2,Y*n; veal.-,
mimher
nt western cattle, 2iY2; ca-tern cattle, 11.5; milch
cow s ami northern cattle, 11 >.
Prices of licet cattle P loo !l» live weight, extra
second, $Y
piality, sn2Yah -;2 ; lir-t, £Yoofj»; 12
n't ;I7
12
; third, $4 ;57 «iYoo; poon-t grade- of
n I 2Y.
coarse oxen, hulls, etc., $.'5 *12
Brighton llidcs, si.^'ae p it,; Brighton Tallow,
Ypc P Ttii ('ountrv Hides, 7:, «i7'.<• P tt», < ountrv
Tallow, -lid'.c. Pit., (all skin-. 12'.e. P tt.';
Northern sheared -kin- :jYm40c each ; U V-tern shear
ed -km-, jdiiYnc ea« h N-rihern Lamli skins, Yd/iiVYe.
eadi; Western laml* skins, dY«sYe each.
Working < Ken—We note -ah of
1 pair girth *; ft., > inches. live weight 2<>no It,, sl2Y.
1 pair girth
ft.. Y inelie>, l;\o weight 27dd tt*. s!27;
Mileh ( owKxtra, .^Yda^Td; ordinary, $2n«i
•■sYd; springer.-. shii.yV:. MV «piote sale «d
spring
< rs foi’ s2'»d the hit.
springers 1 do.s 1Y each ; 2 milch
I cow and calf, $.*»(»;
eow’s forS^d; 1 mih-li cow
7»i:j7e P lt». live weight;
>wim*—Pat, leg
-pring !.i” -.s2 2Yi_i Y ui p head, store pig- 7>j lo<* P lt>.
slice
and I imhs—Western sheep and lamhs
were ah ow ned hy Imtcher-, sheep eo-iing from Yd
l<* (■•'.•■ P It.; lamhs from > to >e p tt>, live weight,
landed at the yards.
■
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Demand

The

Absorbent.

Tin* following agricultural fairs arc to
lie held during the season :
Maine State Fair. Lewiston, Sept. (!-!•.
New Lngiand Fair. Worcester. Mass.,
Sept. (l-!i.
Buxton and Hollis, Bar Mills, (let. FF.
(’uinlierland Farmers’ Chili, West ('uniBorland Sv*j>t. dI dd.
Franklin coimtv, Farmington, tlet.
11-Id.
Harrison and Bridgton, Bridgton. (let.
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If one will observe when the cows
choose to lie down in the yard or pasture,
it will be seen that they choose the bare
ground, rather than the sod or bedding
of straw. The same is true of sheep.
We have taken this hint, and furnished
the cow-stables with dry earth bedding.
Leaves and straw are poor absorbents in
comparison. In the pig-pens dry earth
has no equal. In very cold weather we
add straw or leaves, but until the weather
is very cold the animals will be more
comfortable with a bed of fresh soil, or of
soil changed once a fortnight or week.
In the chicken-house we have learned its
great value as a deodorizer. Our roosts
are over a sloping lloor, on which we occasionally scatter dry earth. This is
turned over with a shovel each week or
oftener, and we can say the chickenhouse is free from any offensive odor, and
the bright combs and glossy feathers tell
of the health of the fowls.
Dry earth is
a good preventive, too, of vermin on cattle, pigs and poultry.
It must be procured at a dry time,and
stored under shed or in the stables.
It
not only promotes neatness and health
but saves the very elements of the manures, which make them most valuable,
and most of which w ould evaporate if not
We do not
absorbed by the dry earth.
like it as a bedding in the horse stables,
but it should be found in every stable to
sprinkle the lloors with as soon as the
bedding is removed in the morning.
W hen removed from the stables, sties
and coops, it should be kept under cover
for spring use, or for drilling with the
wheat in the tall,
j Cincinnati Commercial.
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Adam never dared to
other live."

use

the sidy

slang.

"Some

In Ayer's Ague t ure we have a positive remedy
for lever and ague and all malarial disorders, and
one entirely tree from ipinine. arsenic, or other
injurious drills. It is the chemical and medicinal
triumph of the age.
\ Dutchman repeated the adage,
tedder goes mit demselvcs."

birds mit

one

In* not neglect that pain in your back too long,
it will lead t*» something serious oefore you are
Take Kuxiuor Li 1 k Kooi at oneo
aware of it.
and be made well and happy.
The lecturer who was pelted with ancient eggs
had no ditlieidty in ascertaining the scents of the

meeting.
Persons suffering from impure blood, or whose
health is giving way. either as ministers or those
who study closely, will find in Fellows’ Syrup ot
llypophosphites the material to build them up and
tlie tonic to keep them there.
Du f. (’lav.
One hundred head of cattle was the amount involved on the result of a recent Texas horse race.
This is the largest beef steak on record.

Lydia F P.nkham's Vegetable Compound has
don«3 thousands of women more good than the
medicines of many doctors. It is a positive cure
for all female complaints. Send to Mrs. Lydia F.
-JwdO
Pi nk ham.
their pictures to Fore
the handsomest women in
the world. Who says modesty is dead in America i

Only

1.I J7

women

paugh claiming

to

sent

be

1

aparativ ely.
tnd

the market will constantly be
reception of this prospective
lease; for good chickens, fat ducks
I geese, or well-rounded turkeys, will
'ays find ready buyers, however we
be able for the present to increase
1 multiply this stock, or however lihilly we may contrive to produce fresh
-mm of which latter commodity so many
limis of dozens are consumed annually
the cities, towns and villages of the
lor the

sly

■

kind.

There

Have Wlstar’s balsam of Wild Cherry always at
hand It cures Coughs, Colds, bronchitis, Whooping Cough, Croup. Influenza, Consumption, and all
Throat and Lung Complaints. *»0 cents and Si a
bottle.
The eternal Illness of things crops out beauti
in the fad that Miss Targett is the poorest
archer in Detroit

fully

Hard

Times,

Many people have become mentally ami nervously diseased from the depression caused l>j hard
times, anti suicides are shockingly frequent. It is
cowardly to give way. What is needed is a remedy

purify

the blood which has become feverish and
wear and tear of brain and nerves.
Dr.
Kennedy's •Favorite Remedy" goes to the root of

to

tout from

the matter.

It cleanses the blood, gives tone and

the system, and cheer and
to the mind. Its cures are permanent.

strength
tle.

to

Sold

Proprietor.

by

all

druggists.

Dr.

hopefulness
Try a botDavid Kennedy.

Rondout. X. V.

It is an extraordinary fact those who get to
words generally use very low language.

high

Kkei* it on Hank.
No farmer or teamster
should be without Henry A Johnson’s Arnica
and On, Liniment
It is invaluable iu cases of
hurts either on man <>r beast.

Singers and public speakers should use Downs*
Lunik, as it removes hoarseness and increases
the power of the voice.

good reasons for living
plain, simply-cooked, but nourishing
If you desire rosy cheeks and a fair complexion,
'""d. Variety is necessary; that is, a
purify the blood by the use of Ranter's Man
Tirious mingling of dishes of grains, Drake Ritters.
ogetables, fruits and meats. There need
A Quincy girl cleared fourteen feet at a
hut

are

many

few kinds at one meal if the
agreed in their tastes. The
mger the family, as a general rule, the
“■re need of
variety at each meal, that
1'
"'h one may follow natural instinct in
lection, as far as can be done with due
reference to the rights of others, l'lain
mg reduces not only our expenses, but
:m labor in the
kitchen. Another im'"rtant thing 1 have been taught by both
'"ason and experience plain living rc‘lu'cs our liability to diseases of all kinds.
"

!;,,|iily

a

are

I’ennsylvania yields

one-fifth of the rye

produced in the country. The annual
I’l'oducc in that State ranges between
""Tono and 4,000,000 bushels. It is a
"c

thing

are is

to see a poor field of rye when

taken in its cultivation.

standing

The boy who yelled “rats'' at her measured
the distance.

jump

For a cough, cold, sore throat, bronchitis, whooping cough, consumption, etc use Dr. Graves' Bal
of Wild Cherry aud Tar—a sure relief, pleas
ant to take
Get a sample bottle for 10 cents, aud
you will be pleased with its effects: large sized
bottle for 50 cents.
Dr. Graves’ Blood Purifier eradicates all impurities from the system, cleanses the blood, renovates
the liver and stomach, which from being torpid
and iuert, by its use become unusually stimulated,
aud, in fact gives a healthy tone to the entire system.
Price. £l
Improved Family Cathartic Pills are the best
pill ever given a patient by a physician, and are
prescribed by them. They give prompt
frequently
action to the bowels, contain no
mercury, and are
entirely vegetable When you desire a prompt
movement of the bowels, give the Improved Family Cathartic Pills a trial. Price, 25 cents per box.
Dr. Graves' remedies are for sale by W. 0. Poor A
5wi28
Son, Belfast.
sain

Heart

of the

Nation.

this

The heart of the nation is strong: from

sea

sea

as

steel;
and to <7 ;
Steady and loyal its love, quick to
It gave thee a pledge for joy or grief: it will not
lie:

The heart of the nation is true.
Brave soldier,
Aud it will not let thee die.
The heart of the nation is kind, tender, and true,
aud strong :
It throbs to thy weary pain, it burns with thy hit
ter wrong :
It will turn to no lesser love ; so keep thy courage
The heart of the nation is kind,
(iood soldier,
Aud it will not let thee die.

It will bear thee up in its strength, and

thy

lighten

all

cares:

It will comfort thee with its love, and share thy
humble prayers;
So look with a hopeful confidence to Him who
rules on high.
For the heart of the nation is thine,
Old soldier,
And it prays that thou may not die.
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Captain Bob
Ghost.
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hen the old man came to the conclusion
as lie daredn’t let her he onto the port
tack any longer. She had then reeled
foresail and close-reefed foretopsail onto
her, and it were a bio win' a awful hard
gale, with rain and a tremendous high
sea.
‘Call all hands,’ says the old man
to the mate, ‘anil we'll git her head to the
south’ard, and heave her to.
Keep a
few hands for’ard, and as soon as she’s
off afore it git that port foretack and
sheet unhooked from the clew if you kin,
and run the foresail up snug while she’s
goin’ round. Let the rest on ’em come
aft to the weather main braces.’
“It weren’t no fool of a job to wear
ship in that sea, but the old man knowed
howto do it, being a good sailorman, it
ever there were one.
The second mate stood by the lee main
brace and one of the hands at the lee
topsail brace. A couple of us was at the
weather main brace.
When we was all ready the old man
says, ‘Let her luff now all she will,’ and
as the weather leech of the topsail lifted
he sings out, ‘Slack away the lee braces,
handsomely ; lial in to windard; hard up
the helm: keep your eye on the sail (to
the second mate) and don’t let it get
aback ; just keen it a shiverin' nicely as
she goes off’
“< Ml' she went like a
daisy, kcepin’ good
headway on, and as she drew the wind
abaft the beam the lee brace was let go
altogether and we rounded in on the port
ones all we could w ithout backin’ the sail.
When the wind were only a point on the
port quarter the old man sings out again :
‘Jump for’ard to the land braces, now,all but two or three hands, as will stay
here to take in the slack of the port
braces as she comes to slack away the
fore-sheet and starboard fore braces ;
haul up the port clew of the foresail
there, for’ard; lively, there, now ; don’t
let them head sails get aback for your
lives.
Away went the head yards livin'
as the wind came in on the starboard
quarter and afore she could come to the
mate had the foresail up snug. We didn’t
let the head yards go chock for’ard, but
for’ard, the whole of us, and clewed the
foretopsail right up. Then we mustered
aft and braced the mainyard up sharp
and bowsed the starboard brace well
taut and after bracin’ about the crochiek
and mizzen-topsail yards, we hauled the
fore-braces and lifts well taut and laid
aloft and stowed the foretopsail, mittenin’
the foresail as we laid down, and there
she were, just as snug as a bug, without
ever carryin' away a rope-yarn.
I know
when our side went below at eight bells
and lit our wipes we said, ‘Now let it
blow and be ---: we’re all right,’ cause
we know'll when it shifted it would ketch
her aft, and she just came up to west
sou’west or thereabout, and wo hadn’t
got to look out for nothin’. The shift
came about 8 o’clock in the mornin’, and
it were a awful one as ever I seen, hit-tin’
us aft as it did, we thought for a while as
everythin’ would go out of her, and so
very violent were it that the old man
daren’t bring her to, but just let her run
afore it.
Arter a hour, however, the lirst
flurry was over, the big-drop rain stopped
and the clear sky began for to show to
the north auil by degrees we let her come
up to it, havin’ i'ust put a jumper on to
the yardarm, and settled the topsail yards
on to the lifts.
She came to lovely, and
everythin’ stood like a charm and the old
man says to the mate, cheerily, ‘Thank
God’ for the next breeze ; we’re sure of
w

below for a nap; giv
bells ef I don’t turn

••

Thompson’s

“Of course, sir,” said the old sailor the
other day as we sat together as usual,
"it ain't necessary for me to tell you, as
has know'd me these many years, that I
ain't no believer in ghosts; still there’s
things as happens in the recollection of
most everybody as they can’t explain
no how and they jist has to let ’em go for
what they’re worth : take ’em alongside,
as one might say, and never make no attempt to hist ’em in. 1 mind one of them
things just now, as I’ve made it a rule
never to tell ’eept to people as was well
acquainted with me, for fear they might
think 1 was a-yarning.”
"I suppose, sir, as there never weren’t
two as was faster friends than Captain
Hill Jackson, of the ship Ariel, and Cap
tain Hob Thompson of the ship Mysore,
doing in the Liverpool trade rcg’lar and
sailin’ always within a week of each other,
they was always together fora fortnight
or so in New York.
Captain Hill were
married, while Captain Hob weren’t, but
that didn’t make no difference, ’cause
when in New York Captain Hob always
lived at Captain Hill’s home, and in
Liverpool they boarded together.”
“I were into the Mysore afore the mast
when Captain Hob had her, leaving Liverpool in the month of December, I1
think it were, but ain’t sartain as to the
scar; but I know the Ariel had gone out
of the dock about a week ahead ol us,
('aptain Hill lnu in' his wife and two chil
dren aboard. Doth ships had passengers,
though, as I recollect, neither of ’em was
full, it bein’ the winter time, when there
weren’t so many a-goin'.
“\Ye had a good time clearin’the land,
eatchin' a sou’wester olf the Skerries, the
old man stuck her out of the North Chan
nel, the wind boldin' till he was well clear
ol the Irish coast, and in the nor-wester
which followed we give it to her big. and
went to the suth'ard kitin’.
After that
we had the usual luck of a winter passage
and hammered away to the west’ard till
pretty nigh up with the Hanksin the Latitude of hi, or thereabouts, when we got
a most tremendous gale of wind from
son'west which lining us down to a closereefed maintopsail and foretopmast stay
sail, and fearin’ the shift the old man
weared her round, puttin' her head to
tlie suth’ward and east’ard, which are
the right thing for to do, sir, and many
a
ship has been lost for not doin’ of
it, gett'in’ ketched aback in the terrible
Hurry from the nor’west as always tollers
these son-westerly gales.
If your head
are to be south-aril of course it hits you
aft, and there ain't no harm done, but of
course all the while you're a heading to
the southeast the variation and leeway
are both agin you, and you make oustin'
fast, which ain’t consolin’ when you’re
bound to the west-ard.

going
seven

‘Aye, aye, sir,'says the mate, and the
old man went down, but in less than a
half hour he came up again, and he says:
“‘Mr. Morton,’ (that were the mate,)
‘I’ve had the singlerest thing happen as
ever I know’d.’
‘What were that, sir ?’ says the mate.
“‘Well,’ says the old man, ‘I’d just
throwd oil' my dunnage and was goin' for
to roll into my bunk, when who should I
see settin’ bolt upright in the bunk but
my old friend Hill Jackson.’
“
‘You mean, sir,’ says the mate, laughin’ ‘that you think you seen him ; cause
of course you didn't see no such thing
If I was you I'd take a good still' horn of
grog; this temperance lay of yourn (Captain Hob were a teetotaler) arc ail very
\\ell ashore, but it don’t do at sea nohow.
If you ain’t got none of your own, sir, I've
got some rare old stutf, as would lay all
the ghosts this side of Jordan.’
‘•'I not only seen him,’ says the old
man, ‘but I heerd him speak as plain as
I hears you.’
‘What did he say ?' says the mate.
“‘Me said,’ says the old man, ‘don’t
turn in, Cap'll Hob; go up and wear her
round to the north’ard.’
“‘I’ll go right down,’ says the mate,
‘and fetch you a caulker: you needs it,
sir; bein’on deck all night has kind of
unstringed you, and you won’t sleep, not
unless you’ve somethin’ to steady your
nerves."
“
‘All right,’says the old man, ‘I’ll take
it as a medicine, but I'm dead agin it as

It throbs with a passionate tide, invincible, free :
It never wearies nor faints, no enemy maketli it fly
The heart of the nation is strong.
Old soldier,
And it will not let thee die

high

I’m
at

out.’

unto

The heart of the nation is true; its bands are

one.

me a rouse

Colonel Rockwell. “The heart of the nation is
in this room."
The President.
“The heart of the nation will
not !et the old soldier die."
[New York Herald.
14.
July
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should Ik* kept in all households It
is as harmless and far more effective than < (imposition.
< Til'll
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1881.
From Arizona to Oregon is
but it can no made on paper

Editor Journal:
somewhat

a

long leap,
quickly and comfortably

more

than 1 was able
The remainder of my journey
through Arizona and Southern California was very
much like that I described in my previous
letter,
to do it in fact.

through

a

comfortable.

NUMBER 31.

reaching

dreary country, hot, dusty,

a

beverage.’

“Well, sir, the male went down, but lie
were up agin afore you could say Jack
Robinson.
“‘Cap'll Thompson,’lie says, and his
face were white as a sheet, ‘let’s call all
hands and wear her round: Cap'll Hill's
in my room now: I seen him as plain as I
see you, sir.'
“
‘Is that so
says the old man.
“‘.list as sure as you’re born, sir.
I
opened tlic room door, and there lie sat
on my ehist with the bottle of grog in his
hand.' ‘You can’t have none of this’ says
lie. -iill you get her head to the north’nrd.’
‘Call all hands to wear ship,’says the
old man, ‘and let 'em put the reefed foresail onto her fust, or I’m afeared she won't
go olf, the old sou'west sea is so heavy
under her bow.’
“Well, sir, alter we got her round it
were nigh hard onto four bells, but afore
I were relieved from the wheel, where I'd
been since our side come on deck, I heerd
tiie old man say, ‘I don’t pretend to know
what this means, Mr. Morton, but I'm so
sure it means somethin’ that 1 shall keep
her on this tack till dark.
1 think, too,
we'll hurry her a bit: afore the men go
below let them give her the reefed mainsail and fore and mi/.zen topsail: 1 guess
she'll carry 'em and it's sure to moderate
now the wind has got to the north’ard.'
“Well, sir, the man had no sooner got
onto the foretopsail yard for to loose the
sail than he sings out, ‘Sail on the lee
bow.’
“‘What do you make of her
says the

j

a little spray front the curl
of a wave would blow aboard, but other
than that we never shipped a spoonful of
water all the way to the wrack. The
mate give us our orders as all except the
bow was to remain at our oars, so as we
could keep her bow on to the wrack and
well clear of her, so as we would not be
swamped by the seas as was a washin’
over her, and so we should take ’em
aboard one at a time, so as not to get
overloaded. We pulled round to the leeward of her and found as they was ready
for us, havin’ rigged a whip onto the foreyard arm. Wo pulled up to her and
throwd a line aboard of her, and the bight
of this they bent onto the whip, koepin’
enough slack aboard for to ease’em dow n
into the boat, and the next miunit little
Willie Jackson was a danglin’at the eend
of the whip and was pulled into the bow
by Billy Edwards, as had the bow oar,
and was passed aft to the mate. Little
Sissy Jackson came next, and then their
mother fullered.
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min and children, till we had a boat load
with which we pulled back to our ship,
tindin' there a whip all ready for to whip
'em up.
Alter the second load tindin’
that the boat was behavin' well, the old
man got out the second boat, and
then,
the transfer went on quicker.
It were
about two bells in the artemoon when we
got to the wrack, and by dark we had
the whole lot
175 in all safe aboard,
and got our boats liisted in again. The
last man to leave was the mate, giftin’ in
the bowline and lowerin’ hisself down,
and arter securin’ our boats we tilled
away and purceeded.
“The mate said the way it happened
were they were hatched on the port tack
w hen the shift come with reefed courses
and reefed topsails on her, and as she
was took flat aback, and afore they could
brace about, she got starn way, and a
tremendous sea rollin’ in at the port waist
took the main and m.zzen masts out of
her. earnin' away with ’em the head of
the foremast and washintheold man and
the man at the wheel overboard at the
same time.
Afore they could get clear
of the wrack she drifted on top of it, and
it started her a leakin’ so as when we
got the last of’em oil'she had four feet of
water into her, though they had been a
pumpin’ all the while, and there ain’t no
doubts but that she went down that night.
However their old mail got aboard of us
that was miles oil'are somethin’ i doesn't
purtend for to explain. I’m jist a givin’
it to you straight exactly as it happened.
How it weie ‘doth not yet appear,’ as I
lieerd a Holy Joe say, ‘but by and by,'
he said ‘we’ll know all about.' There
ain’t much more to tell, sir, 'eept that we
got in all right, and after awhile the old
man were spliced to the Widder Jackson,
and, sartain, nobody bad a better right.
Mr.

Blaine

at

Home.

The London World has added

to its sclies of “Celebrities at Home" a sketch of
Mr. Blaine, from which, though it contains nothing very new, the following may
be quoted : “Mr. Secretary Blaine's house
mate.
is incontestably the most popular in
‘Can t make In r mi' at all.'says the
Washington. On Wednesday afternoon
man. she's too far oil'.'
—the days in Washington when, during
“Well, sir. miller the increased canvas the session of
Congress, the wives of Cabiwe began to forge ahead probably three
net Ministers and those of foreign Ambasor four knots an hour.
The weather was sadors
receive—there is no house in the
beautifully line. A clear blue sky over- American capital so crowded. Whatever
head and bright sunshine: the sun’s glare the
weather, however thin the attendance
bein’ directly in our wake, makin' our in other
drawing rooms, there is always a
track as bright as silver. The wind,
throng at Mr. Blaine’s. Nor is this due
however, still blew a gale from the lior'- to the
importance of his present position
west, and the sea, beginnin’ to git up as Secretary of State. It was the same
from that direction, mootin' the swell when
he was in Congress, whether as
made by the sou'west gale, made an ugly member or
Speaker of the House; it was
bubble from the top of which blindin' the same when
he was in the Senate ; it
clouds of spray was blowed aboard of us,
would be the same if .Mr. Blaine were not
drenchin’ the ship fore and aft. The sun in
politics. People go there because they
astern of us shinin’ through this spray
like Mr. Blaine and all his family, which
formed a perpetual rainbow ahead of us,
consists of his intellectual and ladylike
which we seemed ever appro;idlin' and
wife; a kinswoman of brilliant reputation
never quite reachin’.
! in American letters, who uses the hum tie
“In about a half hour the mate took a
pi tune of “Gail Hamilton,” and six line
glass and went aloft onto the lbretopsail and promisingehildren. In the examinayard. He soon came down agin his face tion of the drawing rooms at Mr. Blaine’s
wearin’a very grave expression.
‘It’s a we
find, among other valuable possessions,
wrack’, said he to the old man, ‘and arter one very interesting picture—a
large canwhat me and you lias seen, of course we vas
by Sir Peter Lely, representingChas.
know what siiip it are.'
II. and his Court.
It is signed, with
“'Poor Hill,’ says the old man, ‘He the date Bids.
It was painted by Sir
were the best match at backgammon 1
Peter for Lord Baltimore, and was bought
ever fell in with.
He's gone, I doubt not, bv Mr.
Blaine for a sum of comparative
but there's others there that he wants us
at the sale of the Calvert
unimportance
to save, and we'll do it, Mr. Mia ton, if
estate, Riverdale, Md., a few years ago.
it's in the power of the pins. Let ’em
There is not an art gallery in Europe,
haul taut the top-sail riggin'and turn a
which would not be
public or
reef out to each topsail and give her enriched private,
this large historical picture,
by
the jib and spanker. We must hurry up full of
portraits, and executed in Lely’s
for ’tis to save life.’
most delicate and yet most animated style.
“Then we turned to a gittin' a boat
Near at hand, on a pedestal, stands a tine
ready for to put overboard -no fool of a life size bust of Mr. Blaine, as good a likejob I can tell you, in that nasty bubble ness of the statesman as could
perhaps be
of a sea.
We didn’t have no davits, our obtained in
this form of a man, the charm
boats bein' stored inboard, bottom up,
of whose features lies principally in their
one end resting on a gallows frame and
mobility and ever changing play. Porthe after ends on the i'or’anl part of the
traits of men of letters abound here. DickWe
turned
the
starboard
boat
poop.
ens, Thackeray, Disraeli.Washington Irvover onto her keel, and secured her so
ing, Hawthorne and many others gaze
temporarily. Then we passed a strong down from the walls, principally in the
sling right round her with backin’ to the last of the suit of drawing rooms -the
ringbolts for’ard and aft, and the carpen- one in which the Premier sits of a mornter fitted some stout spreaders from guning before going to the Department of
nel to gunnel so as to take the strain oil'
State, examining such, letters as imperathe sling when her weight come on it,
tively demand .his attention at home.
and into the bight of the sling we passed
Routine correspondence is carried on by
a selvage straw.
Then we got a prevent- secretaries in avast room
at the top of the
er tackle on the erochick yard, and a
house and is an enormous and never ceasdown
for
to
and
tackle
lower
heavy up
ing task.”
the boat into the water.
We fitted the
oars with trail lines and rigged a bucket
Rapid Railroading.
aft for a steerin’ oar that being much
better than a rudder to steer with in a
The marvellous speed with which the
sea.
Then we put into her life lines and
physicians telegraphed for to attend the
a couple of life buoys, and then all were
President Saturday were hurried to their
complete. On a call for volunteers all destination is related as follows in a lethands come for’ard, and I were one of the ter found in the columns of
the Provifust choused.
dence Press:
“The distance to Phila“By this time the warck were plain in delphia —eighty-nine miles—was accomsight from the deck, and we seen she plished in ninety-six minutes! Seventeen
were, a dismasted vessel, nothin’ standin’
freight trains had to be switched on to
above the deck except a part of the foreside trucks to allow the special train to
mast, which had gone above the foreyard
pass by without a stop; but fifteen minthe yard bein’in its place. She were head- utes
were lost on account of two passened to the south’ard and west'ard, and lay
ger trains. Engineer Yandorgrift was on
in the trough of the sea, a rollin’ fearful- his
mettle, and his good engine, as though
ly, and nearly every sea coinin’ aboard of conscious that the delay'of a few minutes
her and as she rolled toward us we could
might be fatal, went tearing through the
see that her decks was full of people.
We New
Jersey towns at a terrific rate of
stood down across her bow, and then
Had the passenger trains been
speed.
haulin’ up the courses snug, and takin’ in out of
the way, the train would have
her jib we laid the headyards square and
gone eighty-nine miles in eighty-one minhove well to wind’anl of her, this here beutes.
Philadelphia was reached at a
in’ the proper thing for to do, cause then
quarter before live. In three minutes a
our ship would make a lee for the boat
fresh engine was hitched to the car, and
goin' and coinin’ and as she’d drift faster Dr.
Hamilton, accompanied by Dr. Agthan the wrack she’d keep gettin’ nearer
new, who had been waiting anxiously for
to her instead of furder oil', as woiul be
the special, were whirling away towards
the case if we’d lan e to leeward of her.
Washington, where they arrived at ten
Then come the gittin’ out of the boat.
minutes before eight.
In five minutes
The erochick yard was braced about, the
were at the White House.”
they
tackle hooked on; the mate and tho men
lie had choosed got into her, the man
Hard on the “Company
amidships, with a sharp knife to cut the
A good “drive” was perpetrated upon a
strap as soon as she iloated; a couple of
hands at the temporary lashiu’s and the (Connecticut Western conductor a few days
rest at the fore and the erochick braces. ago.
A man boarded the train at a way
“‘Now then,’ says the old man, ‘there station and paid his fare to a point a few
musn’t be no nonsense about this; when miles distant. On reaching his destination
I give the word you must watch her and lie concluded to proceed to a further staat the same time run the erochick yard
tion and finally continued on until he
in square, and as she swings out you reached Winsted.
Each time he paid his
must let her down by the run albro the fare in cash at the station, although by this
weather roll comes.’ Then he watched a means the passage cost him considerably
chance and as the ship rolled to wind’ard more. At last the conductor spoke to him
he give the word.
In an instant the lash- of this and suggested that it would be
in’ was let go, the fall sot taut, the yard economy for him to buy a ticket, and askrun in square, and as the ship rolled to
ed him why ho didn’t.
“Well,” said the
leeward away he swung full fifty feet passenger, “I’ll tell you. Some time last
clean out to leeward and afore the weath- Summer I got into a little trouble with
er roll comes she wore in the water and
this company and they used me mighty
the strap was cut and afore the ship had meanly, so 1 just said to myself, ‘That
time for to drift down on top of us our Connecticut Western Company won’t
oars was out and we were under way.
never get another cent of mv money if I
“She was built at Sag Harbor, half live a hundred years :’ and they wont, and
whaler and half life boat, of seasoned ce- that’s why 1 pay my fare to the conductdar, and as light as a cork, and even in ors.’’ The conductor dropped the conthat ugly sea was dryer than the ship. versation at that point.
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WHY THE SHIP CHARLES DENNIS DESERTED FIVE'
OF HER MEN IN MID OCEAN—THE CAPTAIN AND
CHIEF OFFICER’S ACCOUNT.

The ears of the public were shocked a
few months ago by the details of an alleged desertion at sea, by the ship Charles
Dennis, of live men, who had gone out in
a small boat to rescue a fellow sailor who
had been washed overboard. As first related it was a story of incredible heartlessness on the part of the captain, James
Carney, and was accompanied by assertions of his cruelty to others of ids crew
in Yokohama. The master of the bark
Ophelia, one of whose men deserted from
the Charles Dennis at Yokohama, and
was responsible for the whole account, in
part corroborated the version. Two other
masters emphatically denied it.
The
Dennis arrived in this port late on Saturday night, and a reporter of the Herald
was able yesterday to get the
story from
the accused captain himself and tocorroborate what lie said by the lips of the two
mates who sailed with him. The ship is
owned by Mr. T. J. Southard, of Itowdoinliam, Me., and consigned to Messrs. J. \Y.
dwell iY Co., of No. 57 South street, in
this city.
She registers 1,7 to tons, and
has been regarded as a staunch craft and
good, sailer. Mr. Southard said to the reporter that he had thoroughly sifted the
story of desertion, and thought it a cruel
invention of the stowaway, John Lawson,
who tirst told it.
He said that Captain
Carney was born in ISowdoinham, and
that lie knew all about him and could
vouch for his good character. “The readiest arguments in his favor,” Mr. Southard continued, “is that lie needed every
•sailor he had on board."

Brand when he went overboard.
It was
not more than ten minutes afterwards that the ship was brought
round. When the small boat was ready
the rail was lined with men anxious to go
to the rescue.
I thought by his actions
that the captain would go, too.
1 am
ready to substantiate all the chief officer
has told you about their effort to rescue.
When night came every man was asked
what he thought ought to be done.
The
captain said to me- I’ll stop here for
weeks if anybody thinks we ought to,'
and when we squared away and left those
men behind us he
wept like a child. We
had prayers the next Sunday for them.
You have not heard any of the captain’s
good traits, have you
Well, 1 was with
him when he was mate of the Eureka,
and 1 never knew a better man.
When
In Yokohama he gave his men more freedom than any other captain did. When
the second mate of the Bullion was shot
in \ okohama he and another captain put
their hands in their pockets and ga' e him
a decent burial,
lie did the same at
Iloilo to bury a m in who had been blown
from a yard of the Martha Davis. As for
the South street orators,” Mr. Gillis concluded contemptuously, “the men who
know all about the winds in the Pacific
and the •monsoons,’ .’ would just like to
have a hack at them. They think they
can tell us how to sail
through these
Philippine Islands, that have never been
half surveyed. We have got a navy—a
lot of young fellows pulling through the
world, betting on seamen's graces and
THE CiriEE OEEICEU’s At ('DI NT.
having a good time—why don’t they go
When the reporter boarded the ship at I and survey the Phillipine islands, 1 should
and then Mr. Gillis apolBrooklyn, Captain Carney chose to let like to know
the chief officer, Cyrus K. Kdgorly, of ogized for getting so far “oil'the course."
Bangor, give the first narrative of what [X. Y. Herald July dbth.
had happened. The chief officer said:
Clyde Shipbuilding-Unprecedented Ac“We left here on the Kith of November,
tivity.
187!>, with a general cargo for Yokohama.
There were sixteen sailors, besides the
The most casual passenger on a river
captain, two mates, the carpenter, stew- steamer on the
Clyde can not fail to mark
ard and cook.
We had rough weather
the unusual stir in the yards along its
from here to the Equator, but came otf
while statistics show that the
without any loss, and turned Cape Horn banks,
launches of the first live months of |s?:{
to meet head winds and more bad weaththe highest y ear hitherto have already
< >n the loth of
er.
February (the captain been exceeded by the iirst live months of
can tell you what latitude and longitude)
I riel to the extent of in,oimi tons, and
we were in at about seven o'clock in the
there are indications that before the rinse
morning wo lost a sailor named Thomas of the
year the proportion in favor of this
Brand.
We were running free at the
year will he even greater. The causes
nine
about
knots
an
and
had
time,
hour,
which have brought about such an outjust set the main topgallant sail when we burst of
activity in the shipbuilding trade
shipped a sea that washed him over- are certainly worth investigating. Cn1 threw the life buoy to within
board.
chief of all the causes of the
ten feet of Brand, 1 should think, and doulitedly
present
large
shipbuilding is the Amerigave the alarm promptly. The captain can trade.
Almost every great company
came up on deck with all hands and orat present engaged in the carrying trade
dered the wheel hard up.
We let go the
to America, is getting built on the Clyde
halyards and the ship wore round on her or elsewhere vessels of a class which they
heel until in no more than eight minnever possessed before.
The gigantic yet
utes after Brand went over we were
most graceful Servia, now approaching
headed toward the spot.
Brand had
I been on the. starboard side of the half completion in the dock adjoining Messrs.
Thompsons yard at Dalmuir. shows the
deck, and 1 heard him give one cry after scale at which the Canard
Company have
The
ordered
the
boat
falling.
captain
measured the requirements of the future;
lowered immediately, and more than half
but she, though the largest, Is yet only
the men pulled oil' their boots and coats,
one of several vessels, all larger than any
ready to go to the rescue. Not a man they possessed before, that are now buildwas ordered into the boat.
\s she put
for the Atlantic trade. The Inman
otf with live on board, the captain told ing
Line have replied to the challenge of the
them to pull in the direction where the
Cunard Line by the City of Rome, which,
man was last seen.
The boat bad been
not built on the Clyde, may he
oil'for about twenty or twenty-live min- though
mentioned here, as she certainly would
utes, when a squall suddenly approached not have been
designed on so large a scale
from the northwest, and the captain orhut for the work done on the Clyde. The
dered us to signal the boat, which was
Allan Line have already contributed their
j then to the leeward of us, to return. It quota this year to the list of immense
was perhaps half a mile away then, and
ocean steamers built on the Clyde by the
I soon the snow
squall covered them and Parisian, which has already proved herwe could hardly see a ship’s length.’’
self the fastest, as she is the finest, of
ISEYONl) A I.!. SIONAES.
steamers crossing the Atlantic to Cana“When it. cleared up." the tirst officer da: and her success has induced the rival
continued, “we could see nothing of the Dominion Line to contract for a steamer
The squall might have lasted on the Clyde of o.70H tons, which may be
boat.
twenty-live minutes. All day we looked expected to hold her own with the ParThe North German Line, which
for the boat, during frequent squalls isian.
which endangered the safety of the ship. hut a few years ago remodelled their line
At half-past six that night the captain with steamers which were then thought
called all hands aft and asked them to be the lieplus ultra of speed and acwhether all had been done that could be commodation, are now hack again on the
done.
Each and every man of them said Clyde with the same purpose, for they too
yes. The sea was growing worse and find that their Meet must consist of steam
eis over o.liiKl tons.
worse every minute, and it was the unanThe Sonia and City
imous opinion that we ought to square of Rome will find a worthy rival in the
We did si', and Alaska, of the Union lane, of (1, ld() tons,
away for our own safety.
neither on the rest of the voyage nor whose beautiful proportions, a.-- she sits in
while we were in Yokohama was one the stocks of the yard of KIder \ Co., at
word whispered against the captain’s tract attention from ail passers-by.
And while such preparations are being
We arrived there on the gdd
conduct.
of April, 1880, and sailed in ballast for made for the human, not less gigantic is
Manila on the nth of dune. Some of the the scale on which vessels are being premen wanted to leave the ship at Yokopared for bovine passengers. Steamers
hama, but were not allowed to do so un- of a tonnage that would not have been
til they had appeared before the Consul dreamed of for any service twen'y years
General. As that official was ill the Yiee ago, are being built for the cattle-carryConsul sent us instructions to keep the ing trade, and there are many indications
that in future the orders for this class of
men on board and if they attempted to
We were vessel will be on a scale even larger still.
escape to put them in irons.
obliged to put three men in irons for And the American trade, though the
four days, when they returned to work. principal, is not the only enterprise which
They went belbte the Consul General is calling for steamers of the largest class.
when he was recovered and, as they had Two steamers of over o.ihmi tons —the
Rome and the Carthage —are almost ready
no complaint to make against the ship,
they were ordered back. < m the night at (1 reenoek for the 1 Vninsular and ( M ien
before we sailed some of the men deter- tal Company : while their great rivals to
mined to go ashore. They frightened a
Australia, the orient Line, are following
watchman who had been sent aboard so up their success with the Orient by buildthat he went ashore and a policeman ing for Australia a steamer even larger
came on instead.
They told him he had and faster than it; and for the Cnion
Line to the Cape the largest vessels they
no business there and that they would
knife him, so that he, too, thought it have yet possessed are under construction
prudent to leave. When he called for a at present on the Clyde. In whatever way
boat from the shore two came out and we may explain the present largely ininto the second boat before I could see creased activity of shipbuilding on the
them went three of the sailors. These Clyde, it certainly indicates that shipowners are alive to the requirements of
were John Boyce. John Lawson and the
carpenter. The carpenter was arrested the time, and that whenever tile expanand brought on board next morning, and sion of trade may call for additional faciliit was John Lawson who shipped on the ties of transport they will be ready on the
Ophelia and came to New York and told most extensive scale. When wo compare
the story of desertion. We had a rough our condition with that of America on the
voyage back, and ifter getting within one hand where the shipbuilding enterfour days’ sail of New York we had to go prise, that once seemed likely to rival our
back to Fayal, discharge our cargo of own country, is utterly dead, and with
France on the other, where attempts are
sugar and calk the ship.’’
being made by a system of bounties to
THE CAPTAIN’S ACCOl'N r.
foster a sickly life, we may well be proud
captain i arney sam upon nearing un of our
hardy, home-bred shipbuilding enabove narrativ e read that it was correct
terprise.
[Dundee Advertiser.
lie added that lie bad not only not ordered any of the men to get into the small
Wanted a Pistol.
boat, but that he had ordered some of
Tlie city of Philadelphia lias wisely
them to come out of tier, as she was overloaded. .John Lawson himself was going concluded to enforce the ordinance against
into tlie boat, when the mate pulled him the carrying of pistols without a license,
back. Captain Carney said he signalled probably having in sonic way discovered
the men to come hack because iie was that a licensed pistol never does mischief.
A blind mail, guided by a boy, entered
apprehensive of their safety in the squall,
and he thought there was no chance of the ante-room of the chief mayor’s office
the other day.
lie inquired for the
finding the lost sailor, lie had been
but being told that he was partictwenty-three years at Sea and had been mayor,
ularly engaged, was asked by the doormate of the ships China, of Hath ; Reunion, of Hath, and Eureka, of Howdoin- keeper what his business was. The blind
hani: but this was his lirst voyage as man responded : “I don't wish to break
master. The
is a statement the law, so I want to get a license to carry

following

by

the cap-

United States Consulate General. Kanagawa,
James Carney, being duly sworn, deposes
anil says : 1 am master of the ship Charles Den
nis, of Maine, lately arrived at this port from New
York; on the 1 SHb of February, 1880, at seven a
s south and
m., tlie ship then being in latitude
longitude 1J1 *J0 east. J. F. Branu, seaman, was
washed overboard while setting the maintopgallautsail: the life buoy was immediately hove
overboard and the ship brought to the wind ; a
boat was at once lowered in charge of Robert Nelson. second mate, and manned by James Johnson,
M. Wolff, 0 A. Brown and Vincent Chiles, and
rowed in the direction where the man Brand was
last seen ; the ship was wore around and stood for
where the boat was last seen, and hove to from
nine a. m. to two i\ m.. but no trace of boat, crew
or the life buoy could be discovered by the look
out aloft or those on deck.
The gale increased
and largo bodies of water coming aboard, tilling
halfdeck and cabins, l was compelled for the safety
of all concerned, to bear away on the course,
This is duly recorded in the ship’s official log, and
1 further declare that the effects of the said seamen
are being taken to the United States for delivery
to the Commissioners of Shipping.
James Carney.
C K. Kikjerly, Mate
James Gillis
Subscribed and sworn to boforo me this *„M day of
United
June, 1880.—Thomas B. Van IUrks
States Consul General.
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only such as this II. II. trip would have suggested,
James Gillis, who went as carpenter of they would be to the effect that it is a much overthe Charles Dennis, but who took the rated region. Still, it was pleasant to see
oranges
place of the second officer after the loss, on the trees at Los Angelos, and the stacks of
said to the reporter:—“I stood close by harvested wheat, all
along the roadside for the
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made officially in Yokohama
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and

True, the last hundred miles before

try, yet if my impressions of California
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Correspondence of the Journal.
Portland, Oregon, July 11,

Republican Journal

department brie! suggestions, facts and.
experiences are solicited from housekeepers
fanners and gardeners. Address Agricultural
editor. Journal Oflice, Belfast Maine ]
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last hundred miles or more. Arrived in San Francisco I learned that the steamship Columbia was

certainly

!

a

pistol.”

“What do you want with a pistol ! Nobody would be mean enough to harm
you,” the Mayor’s Cerberus responded.
“You can’t tell what might happen in
these days of depravity,” the sightless
applicant remarked, as his hand uncon“If I
sciously sought his hip-pocket.
was to be attacked by robbers 1 would
like to be ready.”
The interrogator laughed as lie said:
“If robbers attacked you behind you
might shoot somebody in front of you.”
“There’s no danger of that,” the blind
man said.
“1 could locate a man by my
hearing.” \nd this fellow, quite blind,
lias been habitually carrying a pistol
about with him, trusting to his ears to
shoot a mail! His argument did not procure a license.
A savage Mexican

will snap at
his cage, but
when a wheelbarrow is brought he will
sneak into a corner and show every symptom of fear.
He probably stumbled over
one some dark night, and lias
every reason to bo afraid.

everybody coming

leopard

near

to .sail the next
morning for Portland, Ore and I
decided to take passage at once for the latter place,
aud postpone turther sight seeing in California un
til my return. The Columbia is one of a line of

four

live steamers that

ply between Sau Fransplendid specimen of
marine architecture. With a capacity of
nearly
3000 tons, aud perfect in all her appointments
every possible comfort is assured to the throng of
oi

cisco aud Portland, and is a

passengers with which she
steamers of this line are

is

burdened. The other

inferior to the
Columbia, aud all of them are admirably officered,
and are under the ownership and control of the
Oregon Railway and Navigation Company, a

scarcely

wealthy

aud powerful corporation, of which I may
write more at length iu a future communication.
In due time we are off, and once outside the
(iolden Cate, there is a gradual thinning out o*
the passengers, and the decks which
ed with men. women aud children

throng

were

little whi

a

ago come to wear a deserted look.
sounds for dinner, but in vain—only

t'

The gong
a

straggling

1 ou sit down at table and
company assembles.
your nearest neighbor is so tar away (your seats
are assigned by number) that
you must almost
shout to carry on a conversation.
What does it

Are they all ovei board and drowned .- No !
An occasional sudden pallor and
precipitate rush
from the dining saloon of some of the braver ones
who sought to defy their fate is suggestive. A
mean

walk about the saloon aud an occasional glimpse
through the half open doors of state rooms, of dr

spairiug
terest

m

wretches who have “thrown up" every inlife, tells the story.
Three quarters of

company are miserably seasick, and so it continues until we get inside the bar of the Columbia
Kiver and reach Astoria, where it is said facetious

our

the passengers came on j0anl. Then
resurrection, and life again. The ground
swell with which the Pacific ocean is generally
agitated in this region, is said to be
trv

ly

most of

there is

a

peculiarly

the

to

mg

human

enough, however,

stomach.

1

was

fortunate

escape all unpleasant consequences, and was able to enjoy every moment of
the three days sail >vei the seven hundred miles
of distance from tie* one city to the other: able to
to

enjoy

;

a square meal tiiree times each
day. and a
cup of coffee before rising in the morning
And it was indeeu a delightful excursion. The
weather was fine and for nearly the whole distain e
ine

of California, and then of Oregon,

coast

were

plainly in view. Once over the bar—a feat of
some difficulty and only possible at
high tide—our
progress up the broad Columbia, with its heavily
wooded banks, rising on either side sometimes
into lulls and mountains, becomes a succession ot

panoramic surprises of the most pleasing sort.
Oregonians are justly proud of their magnificent
river

At last

reach

we

rapidly growing city

of about
inhabitants,
the Williamette river, a sln.rt distance
above its junction with the Columbia.
Evidently

a

situated

on

there is

a great future before this
young city.
uated at the toot ot the \\ illiamette
valley, a

Sit
w«»u

derfully rich territory over one hundred miles in
length by about fifty iu breadth, it is the natural
nutlet ot all the vast product of this
unexampled
wheat region, it Portland wasted from no other
source than the Williamette
valley alone it would
necessarily become a considerable town Hut this
is not the half.

All the vast product of the great

Columbia

valley above, both in wheat and stock,
will naturally come to Portland. Lines of steam
er.> ply un .ill the navigable
portions of the Colum
bia and its tributaries above the city, and a railroad
is approaching completion which will also assist
m laying the
olleriugs ot a rich region, larger than
all New

England, at the feet of this young city. A
considerable tribute will be paid by other locali
lies, not embraced in the above description—and
altogether it assures the large and steady growth
this business centre. It is a
busy, bustling,
Marks of wealth and refinement are
everywhere making themselves visible in handsome

of

place.

residences and grounds.
Society is good and a
New Englander can at once feel himself at home
Here <*:. Tenth street Mr. A Mrs. '>
E Wadliu
have their cosy little homo, and it their host of
inends in Belfast do not think they are
pleasantly
situated, they must come and see for themselves.
After the cordial welcome winch 1 have the best
for believing that they will receive, 1
am sure they would soon be convinced of the en
viable nature ot their situation. Absence from
of reasons

the circle of their friends in the East alone detracts
from the felicity of their present life.
But as a

compensation in part, they

are making hosts of
the best circles of the cite.
responsible position in the set-

!fiends here, and

;u

Mr Wadliu holds

a

vice of Wells, Fargo A' r«»’s Express, with a good
!!«• has deserved and
prospect of advancement
The
enjoys the confidence of his 'uployers.

Captains Noyes ot Searsport are spending the sum
mer acre.
They are iu the Chiu a tra le, and their
lino ships are lying side by side at the whurt
There is a generous welcome and entertainment
for all Eastern friends on board their craft
Mr.
Woodbury Huberts of Stockton, who came out
here about a year since in engage in the

sheep

business, met with serious misfortune last winter,
in common with nearly all who were
engaged in
the business: but he is plucky and capable, and
will yet win :-ucee>>
li is just now in the ein
of Currier'A Co., huge clothing dealers,
by

ploy

whom he has been

rapidly advanced, but 1 predict
that he will not iong remain there, as the expert
ence for which he paid
dearly last winter is too
valuable not to oe turned to direct account
When
he next takes up the stock line, his friends may
feel assured of his success
There is a large New England element here, anil
it constitutes the enterprise of the city very large
ly The Bros. Gammons are here—one iu a law

partnership,
wheat

and the other

engaged

in

handling

both with very encouraging prospects
HIE

WILLAM KITE VALLEY

may best be described as a vast wheat field.
Should it be entirely placed under cultivation, it
is

capable

bread

almost of supplying
1 have just returned from a

an

empire with

journey through

it, two hundred miles southward to Kosoburg in
Douglas Co. : and the magnificent array of grain
along tlie whole route is almost marvelous. I
have seen nothing like it elsewhere. The valley
of the
iu

Umpqua river, which is chiefly embraced
Douglas Co. is also a very rich country. Unlike

the Willamette it is broken up by hills and mount
highly fertile valleys between, and in
the valleys l found the finest grain.
The high

ains, with

ground is

devoted to stock: and here may be found
docks of sheep, producing a quality of

numerous

wool that commands from two to four cents more
per pound than any other wool iu the country.
This strikes me as an ideal region for a New England farmer to emigrate to—combining a mild and

equable climate,

excellent and abundant water,

and the ready union of both grain and stock raising. But the same may be said of all Western
Oregon—beyond which any observation and in
quiri«‘s have not yet extended- never very cold,
very warm ; and consequently, far less try
mg to delicate constitutions, than the sudden
s. u.
changes and extremes of the East.
never

Senator

h'rye

on

Virginia

Jdolitics.

Washington papers publish tho following letter recently written by Senator
Frye, of Maine, to a prominent Virginia
Republican :
ISSI.
Liavistox, Mo., July
lion John Ambler Smith, Richmond, Va.
My Dear Sir -Vour communication received
111 reply to your enquiry as to my opinion of tho
Mahono movement in \ irginia. I answer briefly.
First, as to the State debt. I repudiate all repudi
ation, national, state, county, and city, but 1 have
no confidence m the financial integrity of the party
known in Virginia as the Bourbon ; and so far as
that question is concerned, would as soon
trust tho readjusters,
Secoud. as to every other
question affecting tlm prosperity of the state, the
good of the people, the educational interests and
the rights of citizens, from my present information
I should certainly join issue with tho Bourbon
party, and in order to achieve any success should
not hesitate to unito with the readjusters.
Wst. 1’. Fkve.
Respectfully.
The morning query —A straw hat. or not
hat.

a

straw

4
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Matters.

FROM

TEMPER ANTE

|

AMP MEETING.

Lake Mauanofook. July -X.
People began
gathering this forenoon and quite an audience was
present after the arrival of the regular train. 10 a
m.. which brought Gov. Plaisted from Bangor.
A
special arrived lroui Portland at I AO p. m bringing prominent temperance workers, including
Gen. Dow. Camp meeting John Allen. Hon Benj.
Kingsbury and others.
Tne meeting opened at ‘J p. m and was called
to order by Col. K. C. Farrington.
Kev. Tiros. Tv
rell offered prayer. Judge Kingsbury was called
to preside and spoke a few moments upon tin* importance of tne work and the need of united and
progressive efforts. Gov. Fiaisted was warmly re
ceived and spoke thirty minutes in an able* man
ner in defenc e of temperance and
prohibition. He
believes we have law enough and what wo need is
enforcement.
He littered no uncertain sound
Further addresses were made by Gen. Dow and J h
Osgood, and Rev John Allen followed in a short,

vigorous speech.

Friday the weather was unfavorable, which
lessened the attendance. A special arrived from
Portland at M AO, bringing ex Governors IVrham
and Dingle)-. Mrs. Mason, G
\
W
T, and
others. Geo K Brackett. G \V. s.. arrived on
the regular train from the* east
The meeting
opened at 10 AO, J. K Osgood presiding. lie made
the opening remarks. Hon. f R. Simonton. G.
W (
T delivered a most excellent speech upon
"Total Abstinence." refuting Dr. Crosby's theory
a
in
logical manner upon scriptural grounds, anil
strongly urging the highest temperance manhood
The afternoon meeting convened at two o’clock.
Lx Gov. IVrham presided and opened ti c* session
with a riming speech. Lx Gov Dii gley delivered
an address on ‘-Prohibition in Maine,
whicli-oeen
pied one hour and thirty minutes, ami was a com
plete defence ot the l iw and ils operations. Geo
Dow followed in his usual vigorous manner
Saturday the grounds were profusely decorated
and presented a bcai tiful appearance. A special
from Portland brought Mrs Mary H Hunt. Mrs
Stevens. President of the Maine State \Y C 1'. I
Maj Shorey. Kev A. S. Ladd. Kev. I) Randall.
Geo \\
Penniman, Secretary of the Reform Clubs
of Massachusetts, and others.
A large number of
Juvenile Templars were on the grounds. The meet
10
at
An.
Nellie
B
ing opened
Nye. State Super
iuteudent ol the Juvenile Templars, presided and
made some remarks giving an outline ot the Tern
plars* w ork The exercises consisted ot sing ug,
recitations and diab>gm*s by tin* childr-*:i
.-1 re
marks by prominent temperance workers.
\ i. m
t crest ing feature w as* tin* cornet solos 1 * v Mrs
Bent. f Portland.
Sunday about A.ooo persons were at tin* meet
ing. Raiu in the morning prevented a much larger
attendance.
A larje number ot representative
temperance men of Maine were present. The morn
ina hours were passed in social
meeting. J. K (is
good, presiding, speeches were made by Geo \V
Penmman. Massachusetts, Campmeeting John
Allen. Mrs L M N Stevens. President \\
C. T
L. Maine, and Mrs. Mary H Hunt. Boston, one ot
Hie most eminent speakers in NVw Kp.gland. who
dwelt on the importance ol rational action con
In the afternoon Horn one to
corning the trutile
two. a reformed men's praise meeting, was held.
At the two o’clock meeting ex Gov
IVrham pro
sided
(icii. Dow made his usual characteristic
speech denouncing the traffic in unmeasured terms,
followed by Osgood, IVnuiman. Simon ton. Kings
A prominent feature was a
bury and Harwell
solo by Miss Linimt C. Farrington. The meetings
were very successful, which was
largely due to the
etioits of Supt. Tucker and < ol. Farrington.
..

THE

RE

N ioN

I

ol

VETERANS

MAINE

he Seventh Maine < .valry ami the Illh. Jl>i
and Jltli Infantry Associations, hold their annual
reunion at Portland. August .'7M, *J 1th ami-J.'ith, in
connection with and tunning apart of the grand
reunion of all the Maine Veterans
The following
order from the secretary of the association ex
plains itself:
PoMKake
The annual Reunion of this Associa
tiou will be held at Portlam August -j:td. JItli and
‘doth, in connection w ith and forming a part of the
Crand Reunion of ail the Maine Veterans
There
will be an encampment o. Peering (hikes, near
the city
Quarters, camp equipage and fuel will
be furnished
Comrades can bring tlu-ir rations,
or they can obtain meals in the
camp at reasonable
prices. Arrangements will be made for half tare
over all the railroads and steamboat lines
The
time for the business meeting and election of of
ticers will be announced after the arrival in camp,
also, the order ot exercises for the three days
As
our ranks are
growing t dinner each w ar. and these
general reunions only come once in live years, it
is hoped that every comrade will make an
hurt
t
be present. (iemrals Sherman.. Sheridan, and
all the famous military heroes "I the war are ex
ported to be present Notify all the omradcs \ on
may know, and send the names of members of
cither ot’ the four regiments above named to the
Per ord-r. S ( Small. Secretary.
Secretary
.‘7 Sudbury S’ It.• a■ n
At a meeting ol the executive emiimittee of 1 he
Soldiers' and Sai'ors' Assocntt cm Thursday the
programme *>t the encampment was somewhat
changed. The sham fight wl! take place on the
afternoon of the third day, instead of the second,
as previomdy announced, and tiie
grand paiadc
and review by the militia and veteran associa; ions
on the forenoon of the third
The
executive
fay.
eommittee have arranged to have the tents pitch
ed in season to accommodate the veterans upon ar
rival at the camp. «'.audlcrs band has beep en
gaged for day ami ew-uing during the three days of
1

encampment.

\ eterai.s

requested

are

to

l*li« *111

bring

11

|n.\

Uhl

Mil.!'.

in his speech Friday at the
t- mperauce meeting at Lake Maranocook, made an
able defence of prohibitory liquor laws
In sum
miug up the good results of prohibition in Maim
he says that prohibition has closed
every Iistillery
it has reduced the number of dram shops in Maine
from one to every --■> inhabitants in Is:td to less
than one secret irroggerv .o every looo ot popula
ton in ISMi
it has made the sales ol the set ret
dram shops less than one fourth of what would be
sold by the same under a license system it has
reduced the consumption of intoxicants, the most
of which are brought into the State
by express
companies to private parties, to >•> per inhabitant,
while the average in the l ulled States i* >Jh p.-r
inhabitant; it has reduced the arrests for drunk
••liness in cities where the law is enforced to one
fourth of the average of cities where the license
system is in operation. In the course ofdiisBpeceh
Mr Dingley took occasion to refute the charge that
there is more crime in Maine than in other States,
and. to prove.that it is groundless, gives the mini
her ot convicts in the State prisons of several
Mates in connection with the
population as fbl
loWS
>veruoi

Dingley

Maine..* l av
Alabama."7.J
alifornia.l:j|*
• "Illicetirut.
J7v
.Massaehusett-.... 7-‘»7

«

New
New

Hampshire...

one
*•

•*

«;<k»

'•

••

Jliiu
Jioo
muu
1 Ion
isou

•*

lsu

York... it"
Vermont. 17c

to ;innn
Hue

*•

••
••

••

••

*•

inhahiiani
**
•*

*•

**

It i- claimed that a numb* ref com irts
nb need
l“ jail more than om* vear in Ii<*it ot Mate Prison
-hould be added.
If thi- Oc done then we -hall
have om*
mvict
-J7«w* inhabitant-.
11K

HOW

m M

SKl.'.KKS

KSi'AfK.

The law court ha* rendered tinai decision in a
ot appealed Inju-. r cases for Lumber
land county. Tin* Portland News gives the follow
ing as an illustration of the manner in which
many of them fimilD escape even after judgment
has been rendered:
One of the old rums«dicis speaking ot the eases
decided by the law court says that the county will
not get much money out of it
••The way we do"
he says, “is to go to the county attorney and ask,
‘well, what are you voing to do with me
‘Send
you to jail, lie say* Ali right.* I say. ‘send me to
for
the
whole,
line
and
all
1
am not going to
jail
pay any money.'
■‘What, can’t von pay some money'’ he will
ask
‘Yes,' i say. I can. ha* I would rather go

large number

to

jail.’"

‘Dow much

lie u ill ask.
money have you got
Well, maybe a hundred dollars.
Can’t you rais. ant more
No.’"
•Well, then.* lie says. ai\e us that and we will
dismiss all the cases but one. There is no use of
sending you to jail; ue have enough over there
■

already.’"

“And so you see. the rum seller continued,
who have three or four cases, or a half a
dozen get off just as cheaply as the poor devil who
has been caught only once
There is more truth than fiction in the above.
The court otlicers as well as tin* executive oflicets
in many cases seem to be
very reluctant to allow
the law to take jts course, and after the officers
have worked day and night to apprehend the rim
Dials they are practically allowed to compromise
and thus escape the just penalty of the law
I Dridtrton News
“we

LAST

WEEK'S STOI;Ms

Pokl land. July -7. A w hill wind pass«-d through
Cumberland Centre and Yarmouth last night,
mowing a path a quarter of a mile w ide through
holds, fences and orchards, destroying crops and
No
snapping otl trees six inches iu diamet r
buildings were in the track, but many bouses had
their glass shattered by the heavy hail wl.Vh ac
eoinpauied it. About titty farmers lost crops val
ued at two hundred dollars.
A thunderstorm here
Rockland, .Inly -7th
last evening was one of the severest ever ex
perieuced. The residence of Mr Walter Hall was
struck by lightning, also two barns iu dillcient
parts of the city. Mrs. Jane W Butler, a lady
about 70, was made suddenly ill by thunder and
lightning and died w ithin halt an hour
MachlAs, July -*8 During the tempest Wednesday night, the I nion church at Hast Maehias warstruck by lightning, and damaged f-.'uu
When
discovered, lire had kindled inside, hut near help
saved the building. The thunderstorms and rain
have been the heaviest within two days past ever
known at this season.
Thomastox, July ‘.*7. A terrible tempest oc
curred here last evening.
Ligntniug struck the
house of Fullerton Kalloch on Thatcher street,
cutting a large hole through the roof and came
down into the room where someot the
fainil) were
in bed
No one hurt.
FKYEUfTKG, July -7th
During the storm last
night U. B. Cotton’s house at Cornway Centre, N.
H was struck by lightning and badly damaged,
and the occupant nearly killed.
INFANTICIDE
A young woman named Sarah Whitten aged
twenty live, was arrested in Rochester. N. 11. last
week and taken to Alfred charged with cutting out
the tongue of her six w’eeks old child and throw
mg the child iu Mousam river, July Jlst. She went
to Portland and worked as a domestic after the
crime was committed, but decamped on
suspicions
being aroused from descriptions in the papers tal
lying with her appearance. Friday she was taken
before the municipal court in Biddcford and plead
ed guilty. She says that Richard I).
Day of AI
fred, but formerly of Fall River, was the father and
advised her course,burnishing her w ith money. Day
has disappeared
He is
years old, short and
thick set, has light blue eyes, brown hair and
mustache and very small feet
A reward will be
ottered for his arrest

Bangor.

to

Mr. F. A.

Fisher,

of

Westfield,

Mass a graduate
at Bowdoin, class of XI, has been appointed tutor
of mathematics in that college, for the forthcoming year.
The Mount Desert Herald warns people not to
address their letters ‘Bar Harbor, Mount Desert,
Maine," but simply Bar Harbor, Maine.
The
words Mount Desert are superfluous and mislead

ing
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and Mrs. Blaine will come to Maine
The following are authorized agents for the Jour
the President's condition will permit
nal:
Colonel Harry Bust of Norway, who command
S. R. NTles, No. (J, Tremont St., Boston.
ed the Bed Biver expedition, died Friday at the
T. C. Evans, Rooms 2, 4 & S, Tremont Temple,
Maine General Hospital.
Boston.
Dr J. P Grant of Saco, died at the Maine Gen
s. M. Pettengill & Co., 10 State st., Boston, and
eral Hospital, where ho was receiving treatment
37 Park Row, N. Y.
Horace
The Phonograph reports that Orrin Voter of
Uodd, 205 Washington st., Boston.
Ceo. 1*. Rowell & Co., 10.Sprue.est.. New York.
Madrid, had half of his apple crop destroyed by
J. H. Rates, 41 Park Row, New York.
the recent hail storm.
Col B B Leavitt, born Nt v <*. I7'JX, died July
SUBSCRIBERS remitting money or desiring to
•JXth. 18X1, at Kastport.
He has been Colonel of
have the address of papers changed, must state the
the First Maine (old militia) Regiment, RepresenPost
Ofliee to which the paper has been sent, as well
tative from Kastport and Senator from Washing
as the oltiee to w hich it is to go.
N<> oi-INioN A 1 1*RESENT ON THE TENURE oh OFton Count}' in the State Legislature: formerly a
FICE QUESTION.
merchant, but retired from business for the last
Administrators, Kxkci mits \nd Guardians
ii mis ueeu
thirty years. He leaves a large estate
reported uy many newspapers, uiai
desiring their Probate advertising published in the
an opinion is expected from the
The Gospel Banner says there are no indica
Supremo Court
Journal, will please so state to the Court.
tious of improvement in Rev. J W. Patterson,
during the current law term in regard to the re
moval by (iovernor l’laisted of Colonel Spaulding,
uow at the Insane Hospital. Augusta
His general
Suhserihers arc requested to take notice of the
date on the colored slip attached to the paper.
of
health is good, but his mind is still clouded.
It
decision*,
and
itenrv
S.
inreporter
Osgood,
is the only form of receipt now' used. For instance,
Prof Henry Johnson, professor of modern Ian
spector of jails and prisons. The Executive Coun
15
means
that
the
is
(•*
subseription
May si,
oil refused to contirm the nominees of the (iov
paid
guages. and librarian at Bowdoin College, was
that date.
When a new' payment is made, the date
ernorfor the places of these gentlemen, and they united in mair.age with Miss Fannie M Robin
w ill he changed to correspond, and si p>s< |;| BEKS
of
have declined to vacate their otlicos because the
Thomaston. on Wednesday.
son,
A RE REQUESTED TO SEE THATTHE1R HATES
At Old Orchard this year there are not more
Council has not acted with the Governor. The
ARE CORRECT. Suhserihers in arrears are re
than one halt the usual number of visitors, owing
(iovernor has declined to recognize Messrs Spauld
quested to forward the sums due.
in part to the coldness of the season, and also to
ing and Osgood officially and has also refused to
the exorbitant hotel prices which have previously
sign a warrant for payment of their salaries
The President’s Condition
been charged
The Council, some weeks since, asked the Court
t** deline the <iovernor‘s rights in the premises,
Major < tenoral James G Blount, an officer of the
The
bulletins from the W hite House
hut the (iovernor declined to submit the question.
I'nion army, died on Thursday in the Washington
The Court has the matter under advisement, hut
Asylum for the Insane, of which lie had been j sinee our last issue have been uuiforinlv
as yet no opinion has been drawn up, and it is unan inmate several years.
He was a native of :
derstood that none will be made public, at any rate,
Maine, and went to Kansas when a young man. ; favorable and encouraging, other ad
during the present term.
becoming leader of the Free Soil party there In ! vices are mainly contirmutory ; and there
It the Court should hold that Messrs. Spaulding
1SG-J he was appointed Brigadier General in the
I 'nion Army, and commanded the victorious forces is reason to believe that the 1’resident is
and < >sgood have not been removed, it is probable
that these gentlemen will begin suits for their
at Kane Hill. Arkansas, and Prairie Grove
Pro
slowly lint steadily gaining. The pliysi
salaries, and then the question will come up tor an moted to he Major General the same year, lie com
authoritative decision
mauded
the
of
Kansas
tor
a
time, and
department
(Somerset Reporter.
eians are now directing their attention to
was relieved in October, I SHU.
will, ill-; IiE f A KEN AT 11 IS WORD!
the patient’s diet with a view to building
There is quite a rush of summer tourists to the
j
Those who found so much fault with (iovernor
Rangelv Lake region.
Ra\ ;s last year, and who started a third ticket, be
up liis strength. The direct danger from
Professor L A. Torrens, of Boston, during the
cause they were not satisfied with the number and
summer will produce
Pinafore at Lake Marano
the wound seems to have passed, but it
the Kind of men appointed by him as special con
cook : the action of the play taking place on board
stables to prosecute liquor sellers, have an excel
has left the President greatly reduced
a ship out in the lake.
lent opportunity to take (iovernor l’laisted at his |
Marshal Reed of Bangor, has been investigating
and in an enfeebled condition. Thus far
word and test his zeal in hunting down the rum
the mysterious Parkmaa murder, and has procured
shops, lu the speech that we quote elsewhere he ftilticient evidence to cause the arrest of Benjamin the doctors are said to have had good
fully endorses the special constable law and de
Chad bourn and Wallace (’hadbourn, the father and
success in
over
dares Ins readiness to appoint them. Now if the
coming the dyspeptic
brother of the mute now in jail.
men in Portland and
Bangor who were so clamor
The recent i.»ins have washed the Paris green
weakness of the patient’s stomach.
11 is
oils last year will send in the names of those
they off acres of potato tops, and the Colorado beetles
hill
of
want appointed to do the work we think the Coun
fare
is
and
the
food
extending
have gone to work industriously again. The crop
oil will not stand in the wav of any temperance is too tar
advanced now*, to be in danger, however.
taken is assimilated.
It is encouraging,
crusade by (iov. Plaisted. but w ill give him full
week. Walter 1J Burr of Brewer, aged
Monday
It
he
means anything more than talk now
to learn that preparations are being
-wing
too,
was
last
his
seventeen, disappeared
Friday
body
is the time to demonstrate it.
[Bangor Whig
found on a haymow* in the barn, shot through the
made for a change of residence.
It is
fMKKCKI) I V A RAMROD.
head. A pistol was found by his side. Supposed
suicide, lie was a young man of unblemished
thought that if the present rate of im\ special to the Portland Advertiser from East
Baldwin, says that two young Boston men. twin character. No cause assigned.
provement continues the President can
The dwelling house ofM. Silvcrstoae, Calais, was
brothers, stopping at D T. Richardson’s went out
lire
Loss
in
Sl.iwo:
damaged
bo removed with safety to the Soldiers’
by
morning.
Friday
with
The j
gunning Friday
young Richardson.
sured $'»,.Vmi. George Bradford was killed. Shuhal
latter had a ramrod stick in his gun and cocked
Home in ten days or two weeks, and that
the piece to blow it out. but Fred Jackson thought Spinney probably fatally injured and four others
wounded by a falling chimney.
The cause of tin*
lie could draw the rod.
he can stay until liis strength is sufficientWhile pulling at it the
gur. was discharged driving the rod completely : fire is unknown
At the Faith Convention at Old Orchard Satur
ly regained for more extended and arthrough Jackson’s body so that it only held by a
sermons were preached by Rev John Allen.
kiioii on the end.
Holding the rod with his hand day.
duous travel.
The various appliances
I>r. Cullis, Rev Hugh Johnston, of Montreal. Mrs.
lie walked nearly a mile to a doctor's where he had
used in the army and in hospital service
Hunt, ol Massachusetts, and Catharine Talbot,
it cut out without flinching.
The rod passed
through the abdomen near the large intestine and Rev Wm McDonald, the latter explaining at for
removing persons from place to place
length the doctrine of perfection. Sunday forenoon
and bladder but it is hoped that neither were
are being examined with a view to this
pierced. He rested well through the night and j Rev J J. Miller, ot Somerville, preached, and Rev
Hugh Johnston in the afternoon. Dr Cullis gave
ii"\t morning his pulse was !*<•.
His age is 17.
service.
an account of his work in Boston and the South.
Probably an army ambulance
A Portland despatch of the \!nd
says Jackson
The Booth bay Register sa\s, •■When a mail can
died oil that day
will be employed. It is desirable that
dispose of a barrel of beer and four k< g' ■!' some
OKEKNIlA< K IMiOl UKCIES.
thing else in one day. and ho obliged to use water he leave the White House as soon as
The Bath Times says: Who does not remember
free toward evening'to make the stock hold out.
possible, both for his own sake and for
the dire disaster and ruin which all Greenback
and no man who visited his shop that day if brought
orators, conventions and journalists, prophesied
into a court and placed upon oath can say he never
the health of those in attendance, an imwould come upon the country as a
consequence saw* a drop of liquor Somebody tells a lie that's
* I
portant consideration in its rellex action
resumption. The ship building business in this | al 1
Mr. J Montgomery Sears of Boston will, it is
city is one evidence of the value of (ireenbackers
on the patient, and that the mansion mav
as prophets in business matters.
Here is another
said, expend ?Db*,UUO in erecting ami adoiniughis
be properly cleansed, as is ulw ays done in
from last nights Lewiston Journal:
‘Mr. Rev
summer residence at Bar Harbor.
Holds, the agent of the Lewiston Machine Com
The Bridgton and Saco River Railroad' ompany
tile
summer, against fall and winter use.
pany. had to refuse orders for luOM looms, on Fri
organized. Saturday, with the t.'Rowing officers
day. owing to the great press of work at the shop f Wm F. Perry. President; Joseph A. Bennett.
it has a year's work ahead, and could do double
( i>11 mien, mg on (.u\. Platstcd s dcrlar
Secretary ; P. 1* Burnham. Tnasiircr; Directors
its present business if it bad room.
If this state
Wm 'i\ Perry, Darwin Ingalls. O B. Gibbs.
a* Manmoiaiok, rinirsiiay. in fa van
ation
oi thing continues, the capacity of the works will
Wm. A Stevens. John II Kimball. John W F-.w
have to he enlarged
The company has land
of a stringent enforcement of the prohibler. A H Burnham
ei: ugh tor a building of twice the size of their
A valuable horse belonging to John Weston,
itory laws, the Itangor Commercial says:
who lives two fades from Skowhegait. was stolen
present shop.''
Tins will tie very gratifying news doubtless to
Saturday night, w ith a new open buggv Ik longing
KAKTihjrAKK SHOCK.
to Fdward Osborn, his nearest neighbor.
the friends of prohibition throughout the State, to
An old
Mind a} evening at about quarter to ten o’clock,
whom tls»* precise attitude of ihe (inventor on this
wagon was left by the thieves
a slight shock
was very
The house of James Heath, of Saco, was burned
subject lias been more nr less it matter n| oncer
perceptibly felt by many
of our citizens.
One gentleman stated Unit a low
Moudaj with a large part of the furniture Cause tainty. In tins city, however, where the Hover
nnr's prohibitory and total abstinence views have
rumbling was distinctly heard, which was followed unknown ; loss about >I JOi>; insure i
I \ a shaking of the earth, which
The Maine Press association is on the road
appeared to be
always been well understood, his frank deelara
«>n a line running north and south; that the shock
Seth Magner of Winthrop. aged about twelve,
lions on the subject y esterday will create no stir
lasted about twenty seconds, during j which time
has been convicted <>t stealing over a hundred do]
prise.
the dishes in the closets and vases on the mantels
lars of S. S. Rich. Winthrop He was taken to the j
The uncertainty as to the precise atti
rattled quite lively. This statement in substance
Reform school.
was repeated yesterday by several reliable citizens
The Atrato mining expedition lias returned to ; tittle tif the (Inventor on this
<jnesti*»n
In Brewer, in some of the houses on the tirst
Portland in good health and reports favorably eon
was, we think, very general timing the
rang** of hills back from the river, beds were shak
corning the future of the enterprise
n. crockery rattled, doors slammed, etc
The Bath Democrats have selected an anti
The
ranijiaign last year. Itangor must have
shock lasted only about four seconds. It was re
Fusion delegation to the Second District eonveti
bad ti monopoly of the (inventor's “prothe
street yesterday that inOrono, Dover
tiou
ported oil
and other towns, the shock was more severe than
J. Pope A Son ot Manchester, will have an im
hibitory and total abstinence views,” if w c
in Bangor, j Bangor Whig.
mense crop of apples the present season.
It will
exceed that of two year?* ago. when thev harvested
accept the ('ommerciarsstatements. I'ltc
M MKAI.nl
1 IiE l.A 1 K IIISTI* E ci.ll I'OUl*.
•JJHJO bushels of Baldw ins.
W hig, however, tells a dilferent
story. It
The four banks in Lewiston and Auburn have a
The funeral of Justice Nathan Clifford took
total surplus above all liabilities of S7G.7 _’t;.7 I. The
says
place Thursday r m. at’1 o’clock is the First ParAndroscoggin County Savings Bank has a surplus
ish Church. Portland, prior to which a private serllvety intelligent man knows that Harris 11
ot *47,vll .o
; the People's
‘.t.V, ss : the Auburn
vice was held at the residence of ins son, William
t’iaisted was voted for as the Until candidate:
the
Mechanic's
>1
Savings
-:siS07.tiU:
I,RSu
Bank,
Henry Clifford. Among tlie distinguished men •Jo This show
t lint he hail the organized support of the rntti
shops
ing must be as gratifying to the do
from abroad were Chief Justice Waite aud associ
and boozing kens of the State ; and that the men
positors as it is to the managers
ate Justice Miller (Jen. Banks Judge Blodgett, of
with whom he consorted and counselled in the
It
is
that
the
Pooler
woman
found
reported
hieago. Knowles, of Providence, and Haekett, of
management of his canvass were the most active
drowned at Moosehead Lake was murdered.
N H.
The pall bearers were Chief Justice Waite,
It is estimated that in Hancock county during and notorious champions of free rum in Maine.
Judges Miller, Fox. Appleton. Chief Justice of
Maine Walton of Maine. Hon. Bion Bradbury, and the bad weather, there were \M)00 tons’ of hay
The Philadelphia Ledger remarks that
which was damaged to the amount of >10 per toil
John Rand, of Portland. Rev. Dr. Hill. ex-Presi
or $*,’0,000 in the
aggregate.
dent ot Harvard i Diversity conducted the setthe advocates of free ships, who spend
three
have
tailed
to
render
Forty
postmasters
vices. The remains were buried at Evergreen
their quarterly report for the quarter ending June
their time in .lamenting the obstacles in
Cemetery.
•10, which, under law, they are required to do the
IN '; EN EKAL.
way ol the purchase ol low-juiced but
within one month after the expiration of the
quarter: failing to do this, both postmasters and not cheap English vessels, ought to turn
The green backers propose holding :i State camp
sureties are liable to prosecution and to be com
meeting.
pelled to double the amount of receipts ot their their attention to that city, which not only
Bortlaini has lo/.'ol scholars between the ages
offices during the quarter unaccounted for. Among
; I ami 21 \ ears.
runs an American line of transatlantic
the offices reported delinquent are the following :
The Capital Hoards of Augusta will send a team
but whose capitalists some
Bath, Saco. Waldoboro’.
steamships,
of ten men to contest for the
at
the
mi
1
i
trophies
tarv tournament at Lake Maranoeook, Aug 11th.
liovv manage to build American ships in
apt. John W A rev, an old shipmaster ot Bos
Maine and send them out to compete with
All Ocean Race of 14,000 Milos.
t«m. died at Hyde Bark. Mass., July 2b th aged lid.
IB- was a native of Koekport in tins State.
Ih itish ships on the Pacific
That they
Tlie
Kuglish steamer Lord <>l tlie Isles that nr
The Kennebec Journal recommends “stalled
rived at New York from Japan lie way of the Sue/
meet with success is inferred from the fact
cats to keep birus from cherry trees.
are
They
Canal last Friday, laden with tea, sailed Iroui Yoko..i successful use here, the
"stuiling" consisting hama
that the same men, after trial of one large
the Queen's birthday ; on the same
May
principally of birds. | Bangor Whig.
Mr. Heorge F. Varney, author of a history of day the lileuartncy. another Knglish .steamer with
vessel, have built another and a larger
a similar cargo, lei'l the same
port, and a race of
Maine for children, aud other interesting literary
1 1,000 miles for the New York tea market was he
one, ami have just launched another of
works, has succeeded Mr Files as assistant editor
gun hy the two vessels
Heavy hots on the race increased dimensions, it is reasonable to
ot the Bortland Advertiser.
were made at Yokohama and Chinese
Mr. Charles L Todd, a furniture dealer of New
ports where
they stopped, and in every case odds were given suppose that what one party of capitalists
port, started lately for Boston to buy goods and
in favor ol the tileuartney, as she has won similar
lie left Newpay for some previously bought
races.
In this
however, some of the engin- can tin with profit, under existing laws,
port on the night train, and while asleep on the eers ot the Lordcase,
of the Isles had money at stake,
cars w as relieved of $800 or $000.
others can do if they are really desirous
which may account for the extra efforts on their
The Maine Central Railroad Company will be
"It
was only a question of a little more
part.
coal, of doing it.
gin this week the surveying of a route t**r a rail- so we
shoved it in." said the chief engineer to a
read from Dexter to Presque Isle, via. Batten and
Tribune reporter. “We made Amoy in three dues
Houlton.
The American, a Philadelphia journal,
Arnold A Hill of Houlton have bought and sent and a half ami were delayed there a'week, loading
our vessel, while the (lion's
thinks
that the rapid reduction of the
was
!<• Boston, since
cargo
ready for her
April 1st, 20,7.78 dozens, or 210,
ooi» eggs,
'l’he Aroostook biddies have evidently in two days. At Hong Kong we found she had
debt
should lie .stopped by abolish
started before we arrived, hut we had gained on her public
been attending strictly to business.
internal revenue taxes. One ul its
The catalogue ot the Normal School at Castine a good deal. We reached Singapore just as the (Hen
ingall
was leaving, and didn't see or hear of her till we
< ontains the names of
pupils from Koekport, Cam
objections to the internal revenue system
were half way through the Suez Cana!
She reach
den. Thomaston, South Thomaston. Hope, Apple
ed Suez a day behind us
We would have been
is that it is the cause of continual friction
ton and Waldoboro, as well as those from more
further ahead if a terrible southwesterly storm had
distant places. This school has been in operation
not delayed us in the Indian Ocean
Those white and bloodshed in the Smith at a time
fourteen years, and lias had during that time over
streaks that cover the smokestack were made by
I loo pupils.
The location is a healthy one aud
when it is desirable that tin* national authe waves that broke over the vessel.
We had
easily accessible from any part of the State.
weather
the
hut
good
Mediterranean,
were
through
A man calling himself William Johnson Smith
thority should not be associated with ex
by tlie machinery getting out of order
was arrested
July 27th near Fryoburg, having in delayed
In other words,
The (lieu steamer steamed into (libralter just as actions or oppression.
his possession a stolen team. The horse gave
we were
leaving there. Kxtra coal and work were the American would have illicit distilling,
evidence «*f a hard night s drive and proved to be
used crossing the Atlantic, and moderate weather
long to William Jones of Salem, Mass.
helped us Just as wo sighted Sandy Hook wo which causes the friction and bloodshed,
The sale of the Sprague Manufacturing Com
a vessel in the distance ahead of us was
made lawful.
pain’s property, in Augusta, took place July thought
27th.
The cotton mills, saw mills, boarding the (lien, hut we were happily disappointed Our
rival came into New York six hours behind us. mid
etc
were
sold
to
Samuel Bliss, Fabyan A
houses,
< >ue can hardly-■ credit it, hut il is said
C"
Boston, the selling agents for cotton goods, that's not a ven big (inference in a race ol I I,mm
miles
We made an average ot 11 knots an hour."
tor $.*.>0,000. There were no other bidders.
(Jen.
that Roseoe Coukling was a ven ardent
Deo. Lewis Cook, representing Trustee (.base,
suiter when lie sought the hand of Miss
guaranteed a clear title to the property. The sale
Clippings.
is
iid. audit is the intention of the Boston
Seymour, lie need to call u|mu her at
parlies to utilize the magnificent water privilege
Ill Maine controversy is practically abandoned
by erecting new cotton mills. The sale of the and prohibition is the settled policy o! the State, least once a day and write long love let
separate parcels of real estate was postponed un
supported by the great body of its inhabitants of tors between
til August lb.
visits, sometimes sending
all political creeds
| Portland Press.
soon
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!t is the opinion of mauy that the Cam hoy’s
body was removed from the pond, or place of mur
del, that night and secreted. Some think he was
ry.

hs

thrown into a lime kiln.
A line portrait of ex Senator Hannibal Hamlin
has been painted by Mr. Green, the artist, for the
veteran statesman’s son, Gen. Charles Hamlin.
Rockland 'mcalidx obtained from the liquor
agency in that city during June, 59 gallons of gin.
whiskey, rum etc 3 qts. port wine, and about a
dozen bottles of malt liquor.
There is a movement in Thomastou towards or
ganizing a stock company of $10,000 capital for the
purpose of manufacturing carriages.
Mr 1> I). Coombs, the artist, has renounced his
intention of opening a studio in Boston, and will
retain his studio in Lewiston, for the present. Mr.
Coombs is now sketching in the White Mountain

region.
Reports

from all parts of the State are to the
oiled that the hay crop has been seriously dam
It is reported that in the town of Lincoln
aged
one thousand tons have been
spoiled. Much of
the hay that has been put into the barns is
quite
black, and some of it mouldy. It will be only fit
for bedding.
The Maine State Agricultural Society offer
special trotting premiums of $2,200 to be distribut
ed at their annual State Fair, to bo held at Lewis
ton, Sept. 0th, 7th, 8th and 9th Entries will close
on
Wednesday, Aug. 24th, at 10 i\ m. Entries
mailed on day of closing will be considered eligible.
Judge Clifford's law library is said to he the
finest in the United States. It is insured for $20,
000, and it is reported it has been left to his three
sons.

Maine people will believe that the common re
port that the Louisville (Ky.) Courier Journal is
the victim of an ungovernable imagination is true
when they learn from its columns that 4iat the
time of the Legislative row at Augusta in 1880
whiskey Uow’ed with the freedom of water; Re
publicans rolled it into the State House by the
barrel, and the who!e town was wet with alcohol
The new’ cottage of Mrs. R. B Scott, at Bar
Harbor will have a frontage of I lb feet, will be two
stories high, and coat $13,000.

The Argus is industriously showing that Guv.
Plaisted is a self conceited blockhead, and if that
paper is to he credited it succeeds wonderfully in
the etfort. Go on Mr Argus. Nobody
disputes
you. | Hath Times.
A great deal of hay in this section has been
ruined by the recent wet weather. The
aggregate
loss must he very large, and if as much
property
were destroyed by tire or flood the
daily papers
would have columns of sensational comments on
the disaster,
j Rockland Opinion.
It is idle for the ladies to complain of the
tights
worn by public dancers or loinalo circus
riders, us
the present fashion of female dresses
compels ail
exposure of almost every outline of the female form.
We saw a young lady walking the streets a day or
two since, who possesses a well
developed leg we
are sure, and yet every step she took must have
been painful to hor so tight was the tilting of
her dress What a contrast to tho monstrous
hoops
of only a tew years ago! [Brunswick Telegraph
Thu Governor lias no more right to declare tho
council adjourned without a vote of that body than
he had to disperse the New York Legislature.
Very likely he will refuse to recognize tho Council
when it again assembles, and perhaps he may rash
ly attempt to run the executive department with
out the co operation of his legal advisers. The in
evitable result would be to clog the wheels of the
government and those of our State institutions, as
not a dollar could be drawn from the State Treasury except by an order of the Governor and Conn
nil. Of course Gov. l'laisteil must back down from
so indefensible a position, and become the
laugh
iug stock of the whole State for cutting up such
boyish pranks in the discharge of his official duties
[Bridgtou News.
After careful investigations it has been ascertained that tile army worm has not done ttie dam
Tho wheat
age in Illinois that has been reported
crop in Central Illinois was nearly all harvested
before it came. There are myriads of them, how
ever, and they have damaged hay somewhat.
There is more fear of tho chinch hug, which is attacking the corn than from the army worm.
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is not as ardent
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same
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discovery

of

The Waterville Mail makes some sen-’

concealed infernal

at

is

subjected

to

a

heavy import

per marked with the name and business
address of o’Donovan Kossa, of New

York,

reported found in the* barrel.
The English government, it is said, are
employing every means to discover the
was

consignors and consignees of the

ma

chines.
The British press, irrespective of the
polities of the individual papers, agree in

expressing the belief that England can
rely on the good faith of America in endeavoring to prevent a renewal of overt
attempts by conspirators against the British government. The Manchester (Guardian says:
America will doubtless omit
elfort within its

capacitv to discharge
obligations, not only toward international fellowship, but the common inter
est of humanity.
The difficulty is to see
no

its

what

America

more

infernal

machines

do to prevent

can

from

being shipped
their landing.’

than England to prev ent
The same journal doubts the wisdom of

asking the federal
check

put

a

by

tlic

The

valve

safety

supplied

of the Fenian

vaporings

American

State authorities to

or

the

on

London

press.
thinks that the

Standard
could

this time

surely by
something as

police

have discovered

who

to

shipped the infernal machines. “Public
opinion,” it says, “will demand a full inquiry, and we are sure tlie American
government will, consistent with its
law

municipal
We

us.

interpretation
We demand

case.

ask friendlv aid in

only

we

show every desire to
diligence' will

same

Alabama
infamous

adopt

help

as

no

now

in the

damage

:

checking an
Morning Post

The

conspiracy."

thinks the time has
should

own

‘due

hope,

bear the

when America

come

similar attitude toward

a

o'Donovan Kossa and others who abuse
her

hospitality,

England did toward

as

“As regards attempted
repetition ol the outrages,” it says, “we
will not do America the injustice of sup-

Johann Most.
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only

risk to her

own
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to take

ably

strong

citizens will induce her
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Many Irish
exchanged

There is toler-

intended

were

the steamer's

of the personal

a sense

measures.

conclusive

machines

they

as

were so care-

resist

to

as

in

explode

to

concussion.”

members of Parliament have
views

to the

as

of

propriety

manifesto signed by the whole
of the home rulers and addressed to

issuing

a

Irishmen in all parts of the world, protesting against secret attempt.son English
lives and property.
Several itillnential
home rulers, however, oppose the prothe ground tiiat the manifesto is
posal
unnecessary in the face of their well
on

known

disapproval

of such attempts.

The Board of Naval
time since

Experts appointed

of the Nav y
into
needs
of the navy
the
inquire
in respect to new vessels and the kind

some

by Secretary

Hunt to

best suited to the defence of the country
the maintenance of its dignity in

and

other countries, lias decided to recommend the construction of three classes of

lighting

nisei

to hav e a

speed ol Id, I I
and la knots an hour respectively.
The
is
class
to
have
a
ofMoil
largest
capacity
tons.
’They also recommend the conci

struction

of

s

number of gunboats for

a

river service, to have a capacity of 70(1
tons, a speed of ten knots, and to carry
each.

gun

one

there

They

are

designed

to

the Chinese and other coasts, for
no suitable boats now existing

serve on

are

in tlie navy.
'The gunboats will be of
wood, lint the larger vessels will lie of
iron.
A circular icom the

managers ol the
Atlanta International Cotton exposition
contains what is intended to lie
ive

nopsis

s\

suggest-

a

of tlie mineral exhibits which

Maine
may be secured from each State.
is set down for marble, slate, granite, iron,

galena, tin, copper, zinc and manganese.
Hut what of our gold and silver mines f
The Smut liar at Mease head has beet;
a gentleman \\ bo intends to erect
that jdaee

by

The

Scriptures

tell

us

of

purchased
a

hotel at

-‘a

foolish

which built bis house upon tlie sand.
Ami the rain descended, and the floods

man

came, and the winds

blew, and bent upon
and great was

that house: and it fell:
the fall of it.”
An old

couplet

runs as

dripping June
Brings all tilings

follows

A

But

a

dripping July

in time

seems to have been

something ye ancient versifiers knew

not

How would this do ?

of.

A dripping .I uly
Is far from jolly.

The Democrats of

Portsmouth, N. 11.,
have stood treat. They nominated John
S. Treat for mayor.
The Republicans
will furnish another treat when they defeat Mr. Treat.
The

English horticultural journal, The
Garden, intends to use English words in
naming plants hereafter. Good idea.
It's just as easy to say sunllower, as gloThe

hosits listulosus.
Me

The

enterprising Phonograph, in anticipation of the visit of the Maine Press
Association, published in its last regular
issue some interesting facts and figures
concerning the town of Phillips. Among
other things to which it calls the visitors’
attention is “a country newspaper which
has

paid

its way

nearly

from the start.

A French newspaper relates that a millionaire
lost his entire fortune, except about one hundred
thousand francs, and died of grief within twentyfour hours. Uis brother, who was his sole heir,
bail lung struggled in poverty and now, on the
sudden receipt of what lie regarded as a large for
tune, has just died of joy.

This is

responds

a
w

very Frenchy story. It corith the yarns told in this coun-

try after returning from
tion.

a

fishing expedi-

Governor

anrt

Council.

paragraphs

Bavarian, lately ar- those who wish to escape from business
Liverpool from this country, and cares and daily routine, a complete
which are supposed to have been shipped ebauge of air and scene is desirable, and
by Irish revolutionists in America, has most conducive to rest and recuperation.
caused no little excitement on both sides Generally speaking, the dweller inland is
of the Atlantic. Six of the machines benefited by a visit to the sea shore, and
vice versa. And very often one living in
were found in the hold of the Malta, and
four among the freight of the Bavarian. thecountry is greatly invigorated by a few
A barrel manifested as containing cement, weeks in a city.
Invalids vary according
according to the telegram, was opened to the diseases which alllict them. Bilby the custom house otlicers, and in the ious and nervous persons generally imloose contents were found six zinc boxes prove at the shore, but lung troubles
containing dynamite cartridges and clock need high, dry latitudes. This is the genwork designed to explode them. The eral rule, with exceptions enough to
Referring to a recent article in
barrel contained in all fourteen pounds prove it.
written by a man who
Haiper’s
Magazine,
of dynamite
to
make
a
enough
complete
recovered
from
consumption by staying a
wreck of everything in the vicinity of
in
the
Adirondacks, a part of the
which it might be exploded. Note pa- year

halcyon days of the tramp are
Wilmington, Del., Every Evening over, says the New York Herald. He is
pertinently observes that, “It will bother slowly dying out, leaving only a memory
the advocates of free ships to oiler any and a tradition.
Prosperity' such as this
good reason w hy this form of manufactures country now enjoys, is death to tramps.

ships,
duty.”

The

rived at

The

manufactured article, including the materials entering into the construction ot

suggestions concerning vacations,
which are of general application.
To

steamers Malta and

direction.

should he allowed to enter this country
free of duty while every other form ot

sible

the Governor and
Council have of late formed a prolific
theme for the manufacture of sensational

machines in the cargoes of the Canard

PUBLISHED EVERY THURSDAY MORNING BY THE

Secretary

as

Dynamite Fiends.

REPUBLICAN JOURNAL.

1

their overcoats and blankets
Memorial services
will occur on (lie afternoon of the second day. .1
F. Lovering, Chaplain in Chief of the (iran l*Arm;
of the Republic, is expected to deliver the oration.
Ladies are especially invited t<« attend this M-rvicFx «i

a

j

■

the

Solon Chase and associates in Maine have called
convention of the simon pure (ireeubackers for
the purpose of reorganizing their paity and deliv
ering it out of the hands of the Democracy. That
is conveniently small for
portion of thetheparty
Boston Journal.
handling, says
The rush of summer visitors to Kennebunkport
is the largest ever known.
The Maine Central B B. have recently added
two new large and powerful engines to their roll
ing stock. They haul the day trains from Portland

MAINE MANUFACTURES.

The Bangor Whig says; The unusual activity
iu the lish barrel market continues ami staves and
headings are in greater demand and selling tor
better prices than they have been for several
years. The destruction of the mills at (ireatworks
was a great misfortune to the stave business, as
they made large quantities there. The other mills
are now taxed to their utmost capacity, and large
orders are frequently received from other States,
but cannot bo tilled, as the demand for home consumption far exceeds the supply.
The Kennebec Journal says there are twenty
live thousand logs lying in the water above the
Kennebec dam wailing to be turned over. At
IIallowed the great boom is full, and at Brown's
Island, above Augusta, the river is jammed with
log- for a mile More lumber will bo floated down
tlie Kennebec this year than ever before, it is said,
as in addition to the cut of last winter many of
the logs cut in 1NKU were not floated down last
year and sc swell the drives. It is estimated that
troui 1-10,000.000 to 100,000,000 feet of lumber will
be driven down the river this summer.
The manufacture of box boards is assuming a
magnitude never before kuowu in this section. It
is estimated that there will be sawed on the He
nobscot river this season, not far from tifty million
feet
Of this amount. Massachusetts alone uses
about twenty millions.
Lime casks are very scarce amt very high in
Rockland at present, and in consequence the kilns
of llie Cobb Lime Co. and most of the outside kilns
have been let out for a short time.

OVER THE STATE.

ALL

Lean,

ernor

who

attempted

to shoot Gov-

Cornell, of New York,

was

heard to

“We have too many Governors.”
say:
He may have been thinking of Governor
Plaisted.
The Mobile
was

eaten

by

Register
a

tells bow

shark.

a

mate

The tish

was

out of “mate.”

John Smith lias gone to Europe.
He
sailed from Boston on the steamer Missouri.

Forty thousand Americans are said
doing Europe just now. And most
them are being “done” no doubt.
be

to

of

Senator Jones of Florida is in favor of
civil service reform.

’Rah for Jones.

time in camp, and the winter in a farm
house, the Mail says: “There is very lit-

in the Democratic newspaIf these organs are to be relied on
branch of the Executive department

pers.
one

of the State has

by

suddenly been lopped oil'
Keeling that there

the Hat Governor.

was

no

occasion for serious alarm and

ment.

that the interests of the State and of the

There is nothing in all this controversy
Republican party had been entrusted to that need keep people awake nights, m
a Council composed of gentlemen of long cause them to indulge in lits of melon
experience who were amply able to main- eholv concerning the future of the State.
Kven the announcement which is made
tain their rights the Press has not felt it
daily by the Democratic newspapers that
necessary to work itself into a towering Gov. I’laisted is the owner of a backbone
passion over the matter. So much con- of extraordinary si/e and stiffness should
lie borne with equanimity.
It is safe to
tinues to he said on the subject, howev er,
that the Governor and Council
predict
by the opposition press, a lew words of will meet again in this
world, that com
explanation may not he amiss. What- missions will be issued to justices of the
ever of purely
personal grievance there peace, that
public institutions will be v is
may he between the Governor and the itcd, that
public oflicers will be paid and
members of the Council will be left enin short the right of the
enjoy the
tirely to the parties to it. The public is services of an executive people
council of then

concerned with the oflieial acts of the
Executive department alone.
When Gen. Klaisted was declared Gov
and many instances can be cited of ben
ernor the Ilegislature saw lit to surround
etit received and some of recovery, by him with a Council of different politics by
camping out in them." And it fortifies re-electing as his constitutional advisers
its assertion with the following illustra- the gentlemen who composed the Council
of his predecessor, Gov. Dav is. W ith the
tions
two branches of the executive depart
Several years since a resident <»f South Haris in
menl representing hostile parties una
this State, had a hemorrhage of the lungs, and
of opinion could not he expected
consulting Dr Bowdiicb of Boston was advised to nimity
change his climate He went to Moosehead Lake, on questions largely political, such as
remained there several mouths, and entirely re
nominations to and remov als from office.
covered, so that for ten years he has had no re
Such difference of opinion was, however,
turn of symptoms, ami now weighs nearly two
not
incompatible with courteous and
hundred pounds.
honorable behavior, and the Council has
This is not an isolated case
Dr A. Crosby, one
of our physicians, twelve years since, consulted
found it so.
Boston experts, who pronounced incipient eon
The lirst question which aroused any
<>t
und
advised
Colorado.
Instead
that
sumption
controversy was the selection of a meshe “camped out in the pine woods, and improved
so much that he remains still in practice, ileeing
senger. The Council, in accordance with
the custom which had prev ailed during
away to tamp whenever the symptoms become
urgent, and always receiving benefit by it
preceding administrations, selected as its
A great advantage of our own woods is that a
Charles ,1. House, of
resort to them is w ithin the reach of all
Many messenger Major
who need a change cannot atford to go away, hut
Milo, who had serv ed the hoard during
one can live as cheaply in
the previous year and had shown himself
camp in the woods as
at home, and the regulation camp diet of 1'i ied .-alt
a capable and ellieient officer
lie had
a
and
crackers
is
not
at
all
With
necessary.
pork
been a soldier in the war of the lb-hellion
little forethought and care just as good living or
and was in feeble health in consequence
diet can be had in camp as at a hotel, and upon
that, very much depends, for w ith the best climate of wounds received therein.
Gov. Klaism
the world wasted tissue cannot be restored
ted, for sullieient reasons, as lie argued,
without proper nutriment.
objected to this selection and appointed
To a business man tin* loss of time will be tingreatest expense, but better lose a few weeks each his own son, Harold M. Klaisted, as Ids
year than haw several years cut oil from one’s
messenger and private secretary. This
life.
last appointment was assented to by the
('ouneil and at the close of tie- session of
A stringent law against the adulteration
the Legislature, by agreement between
of articles of fool ami drink lias gone into the Governor and
Council, each of the
above olticers was paid the usual amount
elVect in Illinois. Now the thing is to ens
As the meetings of the Council
force it. The Boston Herald says: There of I
thereafter would be held only at intervals
is probably no state where such a law
and he of short duration the Council
is more needed.
Chicago is the seat of voted to dispense with its messenger unthe most shameless adulterations practis- til such time as his services should beThe messenger of the
ed in this country. The villainous stall come necessary.
was still kept in ser
Governor,
however,
called vinegar, sent from there all ovei
vice and regularly paid. Surely in this
the West, is almost sharp enough to cut matter there was no lack of eonrte.-. o
the part of the ('ouneil.
a mail’s throat, and the Chicago adulter
nut it lias heen alleged that the i nun
ations of butter with lard, soapstone and
cil has acted improperly in regard to the
other foul stniV, have greatly harmed the
nominations of the (iovernor, and here
reputation of American dairy products again tlu: facts in the case have either
\11
Too much carelessly put up canned meat been distorted or craftily concealed.
the minor appointments made by the
is also sent from Chicago, and so much
(Iovernor have heen promptly confirmed
unripe canned fruit comes from there that regardless of politics. Appointments ol
the excellent goods from California are this class number over three hundred, and
driving the Chicago products out of the the (iovernor has had his own way in reto them without the faintest oppomarket wherever they are brought into gard
sition. And what is true of these appoint
competition with them. The sellimr of incuts is also true in huge measure of aphad wares is ruinous policy in the end.
pointments of a higher grade which have
usually been considered as belonging to
\\ r fully endorse the following from the
A number
the political party in power.
of vacancies five occurred in this cate
••The daily record
Somerset Reporter:
and in livery instance but line- the
of the President and all the incidents con- gory,
nominations of the (iovernor have be,
nected with the painful e\ent have from continued, notwithstanding the fact that
the first been admirably given by the not a single one of them was made from
the Republican party, lion. Henry 'fail
No paper excels
Boston Daily Journal.
man was nominated and continued judge
the Journal in serving the public vv ilh full of the
police court at Hath ; John 1!. lied
and authentic information relative to im- man judge of the police court at Rib
portant events. In the present instance, wort h : Henry Farrington judge ot the
police court at (iardincr : Ihinic! II
it appears to have surpassed its own pro
'filing trustee of the College of \gi mul\\ o hnv e now Imre semi
viou.s reputation
ture: Ibm. li. s. Morrison trustee of tieThe per
so full and connected account.
Insane Hospital : Frank li. forrey trustee
of the orphan Asylum at Hath James li.
son who has preserved a tile will hare a
Lindsay county commissioner for Arons
better history of the mournful event than
took county : ('apt. i harlcs Men ill harbor
will be given by most books that will be
Not one of them is
master at Portland.
written upon the subject.''
a Republican, but each and every one
was continued by a Republican Council.
Collector Merritt of Lite port of New
These are all the vacancies which have
York, formally retired from the office occurred except three, and to neither of
them nor to the remaining three has the
Monday, which he leaves without a sin- i
iovernor condescended to nominate any
gle suit against him m an appeal ill lili
body but a democrat or Hreenbackcr.
gation. Collector Robertson on assuming Three nominations only to lill vacancies
have been made which have not been
the duties made a short address to the
\ police judgeship at Rock
continued.
assembled ollicials in which he said
land is still open I'm a better nomination.
No person has a proini.se or assurance of up
A vacancy lias occurred in the board of
pointment in th« custom house, either from me <t
fish commissioners which the Council
1 will make no apfrom anyone by my authority
pointments until 1 become more acquainted with believed should lie tilled by the reappoint
the need of the service. Then only such will he
mem of Mr. Rlias M. Stillwell, of Bangui,
made as shall best subserve m\ purpose to control
partly because the game and fishing in
the business of the port of New York for the best
terests of the eastern part ot the state
interests of its merchants and their government.
were strongly in favor of Ids retention,
but more especially on account of Mr.
Mr VVilmot L Warren, leading editorial writer
on the stall of the Republican, Sprin^tield, Mass
Stillwell's thorough knowledge of his duhas honored Aroostook county with a visit recently.
ties and his eminent sen ices in the past,
flic Council also disagreed vv ith the h>v
Wasn’t it Mr. Warren wlm was ••honored" by the opportunity of inspecting so ernor in regard to the proper person to
lill the vacancy existing in the board of
fair and fertile a section of our good old
trustees ot the Reform School It believed
of
is
no
There
need
State.
making it for the interests of the State that the
our v isitors more “stuck up" than some
efficient services of Mr. Little be retained,
But perhaps Mr. and as that gentleman was unw illing to
of them are already.
accept a position on the board made by
W arren isn’t one of that kind.
the removal of one of bis associates, but
would consent to lill his own vacancy, the
We understand that property in Koine, lieorgia,
Council very properly thought it its duty
Inis advanced 75 per cent, recently, in anticipation
to adv ise the (inventor accordingly and
This is the side of the
of railway developments
railroad question that a good many people tail to
leave the office open for the exercise of a
look at. | Mobile Register.
second sober thought on the part of the
True. The people of Wiseasset, and appointing power. Thus it will be seen
of some other towns we might name, that the Council has decided adversely to
the (iovernor in but three eases, where
don’t see the question in that light, we
vacancies actually existed mice to preare sorry to say.
vent a bad appointment and twice to re
tain in the service of the State men who
Caleb
ol
l.evansater.
Thomaston. possesses
Capt.
had proved themselves very valuable
or possessed, a chieken which was hatched blind :
he began battling its head with rum and water,
public servants. (>ut of eleven nominaand has succeeded in restoring its sight. | Rockall from the opposition, the Council
tions,
land l tpinion.
continued eight and rejected three. ( er
Rum and water act differently upon a
tainly it would seem that the Council was
chieken and a "rooster.” It makes a man not wanting in magnanimity.
Rut the (iovernor did nut content him
blind drunk.
self with tilling vacancies.' lie undertook
The Herald furnishes the following far to remove faithful public "Hirers in the
midst of their terms simply lor the purfrom appetizing descript ion of a New York
pose of making places for his political
seashore clam chowder
friends.
The Council very properly de
The shreds ot two gurney clams, a half a dozen
termined to resist all such attempts. Not
dice of hard, yellow potatoes, a cuuple ol long
only loyalty to the party, hut public po!
strips of ancient crackers, with a little iniee id the
icy as well, demanded such a course. To
and
of
thin,
mortar.
consistency
appearance
dirty
confirm appointments when no vacancies
existed was to consent to the removal of
The local editor of the Kennebec Jourpublic officers against whom no charge
nal lias gone fishing not as heretofore, existed
except that they wore Republiin the columns of his exchanges, and cans. Therefore the Council rejected all
equipped with scissors and paste pot, lmt such nominations, the few Republicans
whom the (Iovernor occasionally sprinkled
with a rod and line and in quest of pickin against their wishes to give his pet
erel. (ioinl luck to him.
formanoe an appearance of fairness, as
well as the Ifemorrats and < 1 reenhackers.
I’ink pond lilies are all the rage at Newport just These are the facts in
regard to the points
now. The demand is supplied from Massachusetts.
at issue between the two branches of the
They are only found in that State, we Executive Department, and the public
believe, and a Host on llorist lias a mo- can .judge whether it is the (iovernor who
lias undertaken to bulldoze the Council,
nopoly of them.
or the (Council the (iovernor.
With regard to the recent meeting of
Daniel Varney, id this city, recently made a
standing jump of 111 ft. ii inches. It is said he has the Council which has been tile subject
covered II feet. |Bath Times
of so much sensational writing in the
There is a shoemaker in this city who Democratic newspapers, a few words
has covered several hundred feet
may he said. II is clearly the right of the
(.iovernor to nominate whomever he
The Wilton lieeoni says it will always pleases to office : if is equally the right of
the Council to approve or reject such
pay to raise an abundant supply of apples
nominations and at such times as it sees
of the best quality for domestic use.
lit.
The (iovernor oftentimes occupies the
It is denied that (Tinkling has retired
chair as presiding ollieer when nominafrom polities.
Well, yes polities seem tions are considered, hut not necessarily
In the early days of the Lxccutive deto have retired from him.
partment the chairman of the Council alThe consumption of canned baked ways, and with more propriety, presided.
of the Council
beans this year is estimated at l,.Tno,uno At the recent meeting
when Mr. Rowers made the motion to lay
pounds. A bean bonanza.
the nomination of Mr. Little on the table,
it was the duty of the (iovernor as pro
A watering place- a horse
the
mail
trough by
siding ollieer to pift the motion. Ii was
side. |<>i 1 City Derrick.
a parliamentary motion and a proper
A summer resort a soda fountain.
one, and in refusing to put it the (iovernor
We reprint from the Portland Press a was not only guilty of gross discourtesy
but also of an illegal attempt to control
well considered article on the Maine the action of the Council.
He bad ex
deadlock.
hausted bis province when lie made the
tle if any reason why that region should
be better than our own northern wilds,

nomination.
It then passed into the
hands of the Councillors to do with it as
they saw tit. It was clearly their right
to approve it, to reject it or to lay it over
for further consideration, and it is charitable to conclude that the refusal of the
Governor to put the motion to lay on tintable and his subsequent adjournment of
the Council sine dir were the result of a
tit of pettishness and not of a deliberate
purpose to interfere with the prerogative
of a constitutional branch of tin- govern

The relations of

choice lie vindicated in

own

Argus and the
[Cortland Press.

spite f the
Commercial.

Itangor

‘■What should he t he ten lire of office lithe civil

service," was asked of a mem
her of the Cabinet the other day.
“Thais a difficult question to answer," was ill
reply. “I do not regard with much favm
proposition to make the tenure of ot
ti -e permanent, dependent only on
It H I
behavior, which some people advoean
(»ne object ion to it, in my
opinion, is t i
it would lead, eventually to tin- esiahlish
ment of a civil pension list, a thing I
should he sorry to see in ihiscouiltry
inthe

sides, I do not think it would give us any
better service,
fake my own depart
ment, for
i sand or
clerks

where there is

example,

tin"

a

subordinate oflicers

more

am

Now there may De one bundle-,
in the department vv here eiiieiein

places

is very largely dependent upon experien
in the performance of the particular duti-

belonging

to these places.
The places.-:
the other nine hundred or more oflicers am

lerkscould he tilled,it necessary,

days'

notice with

fresh

new,

at tliirt

witliou!

men.

any detriment to the puhlic serv ice, an
probably on the whole the change won!-

benefit the service. Perhaps the best th
would lie a lixr-l tenure of office, sav lfor all

years,

proved
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and
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themselves competent

b

mi
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Lewiston Journal
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gradnate of Kowdoin College
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sir-able reputa' ion as a writer of newspaper ai t
Mr. Kates formerly lived m Last Manillas in
but
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graduating
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from college has
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Kostou, where he has perseveringi\
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walks of literature
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ten, tastefully printed and abounding in
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jdan of the book may be illustrated In C
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Living Age dated Jnh loth. July -M l ami J
doth, contain articles «»n The l nit\ *»f Nan.
The Lath Life ot Thomas Car: •. i*-. n\ .1 A IV
Inteliigeuee ot Ants. Hindu Households ,\ ‘I’t
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for* I and the Crimean V\ hi
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I’he Century Company formerly M vnei
will vacate its old quarters in Kivadwa)
Charles S. nbner’s Sons, early in September
lias taken a tel- years lease of the iittli t*—r ■:
baud--.me

building

new

on

tie-

mu; n

M\le

Si|uare. New York, wln-re it will nave
cut apartments.
.Henry Want Keeehcr will. H is >aid
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"Poetry in

little treated
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Amen
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critics

appears m tic- \ugust Scribner It is |
work projected by Mr. Stcdinan * i.
Poets and Poetry of America, and treats ot ti
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lations of tile art of versification f«* Vtner'n
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and hist'uu
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OOO.oimi last year, mid tlit* way new tonnage
mg into the transatlantic- trade shows that
tratlic' pays

Meanwhile what
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Americans thinking ahi-nt' asks the Mihtu..
Ship-spoken‘.Mill tilt., hit J * o;. long D

schooner

lara Fletcher ot Custim-. from Cm,
Islands for New 'i ork ....William Rogers lam

i

>

ed at Hath July ’JMh. a line barque of about
«-•■>
tons, named the Rose limes md owued
Hunt of Port Urn: md parties n H -t
K \ Marwick of Port'.and commands her
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wharv.

s ai

New Orteaus
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be

lighted
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that vesstds way he unloaded at me
is u »t shining.The dor *•
c
of Bath" sailed from Trepassev Nfid.,
July dsd,

tricity.

so

when the hot sun
Havre.

Spirits
all

Wind west, weather tine, crew m g
reaching their dermal

right

Thursday

..

a

Ridgeway
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Stwycr

sails.It

launched at
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ship of I, SIM tons, named Jacob
owned by Jacob K Kulgewuv t’upi.i

Jar\ is Pall and others of
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legal
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and confident of

amount
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for their services
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iecuge 11 Theobold of Rudunoml is building
large ship in David Clark’s yard, at Kennehiinkp

1

of about I,StKi tons ....H

M Bean of Camden w
build two vessels for St (ioorge parties, of t
hundred and eighty tons burden, as soon as he ti

ishes he

one

he is

now

building....The ship

<

Boston, Dean, from R iston for New Orlea
with ice wont ashore near Sand Key, Fla. aud w»
obliged to take assistance from wreckers.
ot

j

W ork on the new
building for the war and mt\
departments in Washington is progressing tin*
It will he completed in ISSU

The N ational Board of health has made a rule that
all persons coming to the Cuited States shall
vaccinated before sailing.
1

The average y ield of wheat per acre for the M
and Red River Valley and along the Nortl
ern Pacitic Railroad in Dakota is not
quite equ
to the average yield in IH7‘J. The total yield. ho«
ever, will he
equal, the deticieney being compel
sated by increased acreage.
nesota

P W (’rowe, of Poeria 111., proclaims that lie is d.
manufacturer of the infernal machines discover*
at Liverpool.
More of them he says, are maki
in Peoria aud the order he represents, heliev
themselves not liable to prosecution, will coiitn -•'*
their work until England shall do justice to Ireland

I
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lournal- at Camden
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Hired Hirl-.”
lintoek is putting a new front on the
High street. The »*aps over the
\ngiei
tnor- and window-, are of granite supported by
V

.1

Met

Some of

quake
The

$20,230 semi-annual interest
bonds is due on the lath.

of

sum

pillars.

number

Belfast

>dd Fellow

attend the
Portland on
the *.Uh.
Arrangements have heen made over the
ailroad for one fare.
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-mall private company assembled at the resi«)t Mr. David Peiree, on 'Saturday evening,
and indulged in a dance
The Italian mu-ieiinmrni-hed the musie.
V

cue

Pottle A. Hunt have got
of

mackerel

kit-

from their first

return-

sent

Boston.

t

The

kits

pronounced first class and brought the highest
price. The sueees- of the enterprise seems
assured.

■

trket
now

Madi-on ^piare theatre company in “Hazel
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McDonald and Annie L. McKeen arrived at
July 25th.sch. Nellie s. Pickering
mailed from Jacksonville July 24th for New York.
-Schr. Nellie sailed from Kingston, Ja., July
21st for New York, via. Antonio Bay-Bark
David Babcock is at Sagua, Cuba, for New York.
.Sell. Prescott Hnzeltine arrived at Jacksonville
July 27tli, from Belfast... .Sch. Wdaka cleared
from Charleston July 2‘Jth, for Baltimore-Schr.
M. \V. Drew cleared from Philadelphia July 2'.»th,
for Jacksonville-Sells. Florida, Charlcv IJueki
and Mary, arc on tin* passage1 from New York to
Belfast.
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regular meeting of the city government was held on Monday
evening last. The mayor reported verbally that no
steps toward refunding had been made for the reason that the two bank- in thieity have declined to
aid the project by the purchase of bonds.
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town

Deo. c.

Patterson, Belfa-t,

I"

B«»bl,

Patterson, Belfast. Chas. C. Park, Moekion, to
Horace staples .-aim* tow n. < Mive c. Webb, ( hina,
to Llbridge Fernald, Winterpml.
Delia 1
Veaton,
l-lesl»oro, I" Flora M. Hayes, same town
1T;i:son\i.. .Mr. A. <
Wiggin, of J»«*11 a~t. <*ity
editor of the Bangor Daily Commercial, made tlu*
Journal otlice a rail on Monday. Mr. Wiggin sen e*

Bangor in a lively and readable
manner, and i- a very enterprising newspaper man
-...Gov. l’laistcd, accompanied i>\ Mis- Mabel T.
Hill, of Lxeter, came to Northport < amp-round mi
Saturday, remaining over night at Saturday < "ve.
They returned up river on Monday. It i- again re
up the

news

ol'

the Governor will soon lead Mi-- Hill
ported
to the bridal altar-Mr A. H. Jones of the R,».-k
land Courier paid us a \i*if on Saturday.
Mr.
that

Jones

was

returning

from

vacation to his former

a

in the Province of New Brunswick-Mr.
Myers, wife and family are visiting at Mr.
Juliu- Andrews’ in thi- city_Rev. G. W. field
and wife of Bangor, made their Belfast friends a
visit the first of the week.... Mrs. C. A. fells, of
Minneapolis, Minn., and Mrs. s. < Hale, of Idaho
I erritory—the latter has been absent eighteen years
-are visiting at Mrs. J. s. Thumbs, in this city.
Limit. Murthon, C. s. N., and wife, are visiting at
home

Marcus

apt. Doake s-Dr. James C. White and family,
of Boston, are visiting their friends in this cityMr. Lred Haraden, a commercial traveler, is spending Ills vacation with his father, Daniel Haraden.
at Belfast... .Mr. Schuyler S. Bartlett and wife of
Boston, and Mr. Chas. J*. lla/eltine are stopping
lor a season with Mrs. M.M. Hazeltine, in this city.
(

BruMt AM. The Granger* of Waldo county will
hold their annual picnic Aug. Dm, in the Winnicook
■"team

Yacht Co.'s Picnic Grove in tlii- town.

cordially invited to
Granger- from adjoining counties.
farmers

are

attend:

All
al-"

Bklmost.

The house occupied by Mr. Samuel
was eon.-uined by lireon
Saturday eveniug last. Most of the hoii*ehold goods
were saved. The house was owned by L. A. Knowl
ton, of Belfast,and was insured for a small amount.
Robbins at Greer’s corner,

Mr. Floyd, of Portland, tin* cole

Bt i'IvSI’out.

hrated diver, is

engaged in repairing the marine
railway at this place....Hon. W. If Pillshin v and
family, and also the family of Mr. s. A. Cobb are
-pending a few weeks at Northport-The family
now

.1. Cobb and Howard Swaxey are at Lake
Alamoosook for a week. This will become a still
more popular resort after the completion of the
railroad to LUswortK A station will be built at
tin* lake.
It will then seem quite near at home
when, three times in the day we can step on board
the train and be there in fifteen minutes_Dr.
Lame- will go to Philadelphia in about
eight weeks
to finish bis course in medicine at Jefferson Medical ('••liege.\ trial of engines will take
place here
next Friday between the Torrents of Buck-port
and the Dirigos of Lllswortli-Rev. John Kinks,
o|

Montpelier,
occupied
Cong’l. pulpit
Sunday morning. Rev. Mr. Forsyth preached in
on
“The Hardening of Pharaoh’s
evening
Yt.

the

la.-l

the

Heart.”

goodly

It

was

number

a

discourse.... A
excursion to Bar

most excellent

left here

on

the

Harbor last Tuesday morning on tin* Queen City
commanded by (.’apt. Will. Barbour of this place.
The indications as to weather &c. when they started
were very favorable... .Mr. 10. G.
Colby who has
lived about

a mile out of the village, moves into
this week, occupying what is known a* the
spoflord place.

town

si; vitscoRT. The telegraphic report
say that
the ship s. F. Ilcrscy, of this town, ('apt. Waterhouse, arrived in Boston, Thursday last, from
Iloilo, P. I., which place she left Feb. 24. When off
the Cape of Good Hope she encountered strong
westerly gales and sprung aleak, which leak hacontinued more or less ever since. When near st.
Helena the leak increased, and the vessel put into
that port ami shipped seven extra men to aid in
pumping. Some of tin* crew complain that they
were cruelly treated by the first and second otlicerduring the homeward bound voyage, and Frank W.
Bcumcnt, mate, and William Burns, second mate,
were arrested Thursday afternoon bv the harbor

police on a complaint charging them with beating
and wounding John Williams, carpenter, and J.
Davis, rook. The arrested parties were turned
over to Deputy Marshals Laos and Gallupc, and
taken before the United States commissioner, who
held them in $300 each for examination_Through
the efforts of the pastor, the Methodist society are

large and commodious cottage on
their lot at Northport-The appearance of strange
faces upon the streets shows that the summer visitors have arrived. Searsport is one of the coolest
places for a summer resort to be found on the river
.Next, Sabbath evening Rev. Mr. Haley will lie-

about to erect

a

...

a course of Sunday evening lectures at the
Methodist church upon “Scenes from the Life of
Moses.”_Quite a large lleet of coasting vessels
are in port wind bound... .Mr. Tuttle, mate of the

gin

brig Clytie, hired a team on Sunday, and drove to
Bangor. He left the team on the downward trip,
has not sine been heard from. Mr. T. had
been drinking and it is supposed that he ran away,
—Quite an amount of liny lias been spoiled in this
and

IF IF heirs,$315.00 Sanford steamship
147.50
llall, Mrs. M.,
Co.,
$145.00
Monroe, Mrs. N. B. 1515.7» IF A M. J.. R. IF
190.25
Co.,

Black have received cargoes of coal
Mr. W. J.
Grant has moved his stock of goods to Newport,
where he will trade.

riage

one day la-t week.
The vehicle was somesmashed, but the gentlemen escaped uninjur-

what

ed. Wm. s. Hunt met with
week.

(

General Grant is said to have
000 a year
T. U.
married

Tibbies, the advocate
‘Bright Byes."

an

income of $50,-

of the Poncas, lias

lion John J. Bagley, ex Gov. of
in Sau Francisco July "JKth.

Michigan,

died

Mokuii.i

quiet v iHagers were startled last
Saturday afternoon by the arrival of Sheri ft* Baker
followed by several other carriages. They dashed
through tin* village, halted and proceeded to arre.-t
several of our innocent boys, which however were
<

Mir

not the ones wanted.
Farther on thev found the
tramps they were al ter and -tarted Ipuneward
Mr. dames Mcars has exchanged farm- with iii- son
Kohie, and now lives in our village.T. 1>. White
has -old his two story house and lot in tlu- village
to do.siah (To--, nf Sear-mont, who will move in in
about a fortnight
.County < 'oum :l 1*. of II. meetin D. <». Bowen’s grove next Tuesday.
Richard
Nutter. Lecturer of Maim* state (.rang ', will he
present and addres- tin* Patron- and farmers of
Waldo Co. A large attendance is expectedFarmers ha\ e had a hard time to get their hay and
many tons in this town are rendered worthless.
..

apt. .John W. Vrey, a well
km*\\ n ship master, died in Boston, duly 20th. aged
sixty-four years, lie wa- l'onm-rly a resident of
'Vinterport.Llbridge Fernald has bought tindohn Webb property on Whiter street.Prof. Smith
has been delivering a short course of lectures on
miscellaneous subject.--- Mormons, Indians, big
Win iT.nroin.

(

of

California, &<■....Rev. Mr. Pratt favored
oiu people with reminiscences of his early life, and
o' his
subsequent itinerant life, on Sunday evening
1; l. He was listened to with much interest... .Our
people are tilling up their coal bin- for winter from
a cargo received by K. (
An y. Price .Sf,per ton
net-Considerable hay was handled last Sunday.
The «>\ had been in the ditch so long that they were
••hligcd to haul him out on the Sabhath day to save
bis life.\n excursion by the Catholic-of Wiulerport is announced for to-day .Thursday to Fort
Point and Dice’- Head, on the barge Clillord.
>F
troe-

(pmw n'- orchestra

w

music.

ill furnish

Martin and True Leach
have iu-t completed a hoarding house in connecMrs. True Leach bation with their brick yard.
the care of the house. They have burned a kiln of
jou,oho brick-and arc shipping them to Boston in
-i !i
D. T. Patchcn, ('apt. Patchen.... Messrs. Bow
Pi.wiii’S

Me-.-r-.

nr.

»v (.rindle, iiavc burned a kiln of tno.ooO 1 tricks,
ami an* -hipping them in the -t It-. Amazon, ( apt.
Bowden. Fail-dealer. ( apt. (.rindle, Cabinet, ( apt.
Leach....Forc.-t (,rindle ha- bought the Charles
Bridges place and will go into brick making on a

den

rxtensivc -calc than heretofore ...Bu-ine--

more

The sum ot $5,010 was received tor the Garfield
fund by the New York Chamber of Commerce,

Thursday.

similar accident la-t

a

brisk, and it' a man is willing to work he can get
plenty of employment ami good wage-. ..What a
thundering summer we have had' For thirty-two
con-eentive lay- a thunder -form wa- w ithin hearing, and nearly every day pa--cd directly over u-.
The lightning ha -truck in many place-, but fortunately ba- done no damage-Mr. \u-tin Hutch
ing- of L mi Ma-s., a former rc-ident of this place,
i- -pending his summer vacation with us.
Hicheertul l'ac«
ring- pleasant memories of the pa-t
is

During the week ending the *.'d i nIt J5 deaths
occurred in Havana from yellow fever and 0 from
small pox
Iowa has 100 creameries, and the value of their

machinery, not including theii buildings, is more
than $1,000,000
Three bicyclists rode on Monday from Provi
deuce, I; I to Cape Ann, Mass
hours and fifty minutes.

V'l iM.

■

tjueeiiwas not

intending to go to “Dice's Head,’

but to

illage,

a>tine

(

v

her-

w

largc-t ship-

the

can

with safety at low tide: and then too, the accident occurred before the steamer crossed the bay,
-mile twelve mile- from ('a.-tine. We know nothing
about Maranoe
k, but to lunge Dice'- Head with
an accident which ha)»pened on the way to '-earport, hi*- au-e the .-teamer was bound to a port in

go

>•

T

lie

where

town

just

it would

as

situated, is

Dice’s Head i>

charge

be to

as

Un-

Colorado with the

President, because tin* lead from
which the halls were run was taken from her mine-.
N\ «■ think we have never seen so many summer

-hooting

of

the

■

boarder- in

astinc

present. Many applha
Head have been made
recently-The new Town House i- completed and
looks finely-No better behaved excursion part income here taan Iho-c from Belfast.. .The < astine
Lamp-Meeting will continence mi the l.'»th of the
lion- for

<

ttage-

<

at

as

.,!

Dice'-

present inontli.
v M i»i \.

(

Hope,

1

o

o\er one
a

—

pocket

dollar- in bank
it- contents
house.

year ago

book

Mr-.

a

eontaining

Bartlett, of
over

thirty

bill-. LVecntly the pocket book with
found in the cellar of her

were

The bills

were so

own

acted upon by the damp

of the cellar that they could not be separated
handled w ithout falling to piece-, except by an
’l’he package therefore
e\pert in this busines-.
nc-s

or

brought to Camden and shown to a merchant,
who passed i; to the (gulden National Bank.
Cpon
a caret ui examination the cashier finding that any
wa-

-eparate the bill- to ascertain their real
value would be to endanger their destruction, proposed t<* -end the entire package, undisturbed, to
ihe 1'. >. Treasurer, which he did, accompanied
with a note ompiiriug if the bills were of any value,
and if they or any part of them could be redeemed.
In dm* time the cashier received a communication
from the L. >. Treasurer stating that the contents
eil'ort

to

note-£2 ; two £.'.
£| i
National Bank note- £10; one £20 National Bank
no(c£2o: total, £12. And inclosed was a transfer
cheek on the Assistant Treas., New York, for the
I nder the old hanking system there would
anmui.t.
of the wallet was--two

dead loss to the holder of the notes....
The letter in last week's Journal uddre- od t > \V.
\Y. Perry by one of hi- hired girl- meet- w ith genhav

been

e

eral

a

approval by every

one we

have heard

speak

of

ju-t returned from
the Maranoeonk temperance meeting and reports a
,1_T. H.

goo.l time-LMiito
of

slimmer

ha-

Mmonton

a

large

number of

new

arrivals

boarders have reached Camden within

a

days past.

few
Li

mam

Large -piantitie-

ol

hay

w ere

spoiled

bad weather during the past two week-.
Dark brown bay with blue mouldy polka spot- will
i»e in fashion next winter-The woods are full of
former residents of this place who have come home

by

the

the old vine and fig tree fora season.
Chaplin, of the firm of Chaplin A Son, boot,

I o roost
I-rank

a

dealers. No. i:»| l Washington street, B-i~
is -topping w ith L. C. Morse for

Liberty boy,

weeks-William Ayer, of Llmira, N. Y.,
and M. Butman of Lynn, Mass., both former nier
chantsof this village, are visiting their friends hero
-The follow ing persons that were residents of
this town 12 years ago are now doing business in
other place- and all successful: Chaplin A Son,
Bo-ton, C. Chaplin, Brookline. Mass., John Brown,
M.
Worcester, Ma--., Win. Ayer, Llmira N. N
Butman, Lynn, Mas-., B. T. Clough, t harlestow n,
a

few

.,

Mil"., N. A. Keene, Charleston, Mass., C. L. SherBurnham. Me., Frank Fpham, Augusta, Me.

man,

prevent tin* shooting of presidents
many other men is to stop the sab* of pistols to
every fanatic and to all persons except ollieer- of
the law, and make it a crime for any person not an
ollieer to have any weapons about him that ho can
take life with.
Let us have civil reform, and civil
.-ervieo reform will then take care ol' itself... .Then*
will be a dance in Johnson’s Drove on the afternoon
-The way to

.and

of

at 2 o’clock

Saturday, August 1:5th, commencing
..Walter I. Neal, and Thos. Murray,

into
this

beautiful J.ake
Marshall’s shore

our

-ion to

village

on

a

have

pul
fine sail boat-Lxeur

Tuesday-Baptism in
Sunday Ttli
Meeting of L. II.
on

-...

Post, <■. \. It.. No. It, every 4th Tuesday-IS. P. Knowlton purchased in Boston last
week a line .double seated top carriage.
Let's see,
Ld. is one of the fellows that in ]STD predicted that
Bradstreet

the Itepubliean party remained in power for two
years we would all starve. This looks like it.
if

Kx (iov. Saulsbury. of Delaware, died
residence in Dover in that State. Sunday.

Bishop 10 A

pal

church, is

at

his

Havens. of the Methodist Lpiseo
ill at Portland,

lying daugerously

Oregon.
Tlie debt statement shows

a

during July, of £ I <»,(»;.x.iijd-Jd.

decrease ot the debt
Cash in Ireasurv.

>-j:’,r.tx;x.p.r(

Montpelier, the former homo and burial place of
President Madison, was sold Thursday, at public
auction for £*20,000.
is estimated that during ibis year 00,000
have made business or pleasure trips
across the
Atlantic, and the estimated sum of
money paid for passage is £0,000,000.
It

Americans

A report comes by the way of St. Louis that
Judge Clillord left a manuscript containing a do
tailed history of the electoral commission. Those
who protend to know say that its publication will

create

nine

Col

John C Bureh, secretary of the United
Senate, died in Washington Thursday, of
organic disease of the liver.
that Maud
before the

to have
would trot a mile
close of the season.

expressed

opinion

an

04 against time

in

Judge Tourgeo made enough money out of his
book. “Bricks Without Straw." to buy a line residence at Alayville, N. Y.
He calls it “Thorheim.
a

••

The Times of New Orleans, styles that city “the
misgoverned, the most hoodlumized, the
beknaved and bebummered of all cities."

six hundred feet long and
thousand signatures was present
ed to the Georgia Legislature the other day.

A

3000 Rolls of Room Paper

The illness of President Gartield will delay the
publication of the finding in the Whitaker case, as
(Jen. Swaim, one of the President’s nurses, has to
pass upon the matter.

PRICES

PAID

t

Medium £2.i0fl2.2.'»
Yellow-eves I Soy 2.00
Butler P tt>,
10y IS
Beef P tb,
Sy In

Barley P bosh,
Cheese P lb,
Chicken p tb,
Calf Skins P tb,
Duck P tb,
Eggs p do/.,

Tiic

Fowl P tt,,
P tb,

Lamb

Skin-,
Mutton P tt.,
Potatoes,

temperance petition

containing thirty

-■

so

-■

£2.any.'!.on

tb,
r.yOOat. Meal P tt.,
20 Onions P tt.,
Butter, Salt, P box,
5y0
Corn P bush,
07 Oil, Kerosene P gal.,
1
07 Pollock P tb,
Corn Meal P bush,
:!y4
Cheese P It,,
12y!4I’ork P tt.,
!2yl:5
Codtish, dry, p tt.,
£l.un
5y0 Plaster P bbl.,
•'» Rye Meal, P It.,
I
Cranberries p qt.,
Clover Seed, P lb, 10 by 22 shorts p
£1.1"
Flour P bbl., £7.ooy'.7.r»o sugar p tb,
11
'.ty
II. G. Seed P bush,
to
•'.ill, T. 1., P bush,
o
Lard P tt,,
i:!',i;lls. Potatoes p tb.
Lime P hbl.,
4all,
IK)y 1.on Wheat Meal, P tb,

The

Times proposes this ticket for
For President and V ee President, Sir. and
Mrs James A. Garfield, and the women to be al
lowed to vote
Is,si

Philadelphia

There have been heavy and continuous rains on
St. John and Miramichi rivers in New Brunswick, doing considerable damage to crops and lumbering interests.

the

lion. Andrew White. United Stab's Minister to
Berlin lias positively tendered his resignation to
take effect Aug. 15. at which time he will return
to the United States
The wheat harvest in Dakota, began Monday.
The crop is the best ever grown in the State, and
all crops are excellent. Grasshoppers are doing no
injury in this section.

Book Binding.
AN INC purchased the Hook Hiuding department of the Progressive Age and added

-AMi

I

fair

DIED.

■

In Prospect, July doth, Mr. Lnoeh N. < .ilinan,aired
•<1 years, s months and 7 day -.
In I'nity, July dJd, Martha D., daughter of Wa-h
iugton and Franees Knickless, ayed 10 sears, ;
months and t day-.
In Islesboro, July dlth. Pel-;}, wife of the Lit'
I )eaeon .John Pendleton.
In Koekland, Jills doth. Mr-. Jane \\
Puller,
aired Oil year-, II month- and d this
At Viiialhaven. July ddd, Polly wife of Phillip
A rev, ajeed 7s years.
At Viiialhaven, July dJd, Mr. >eth Ame-, ay d 10

men

are

few prominent citizens o! Boston contemplate
presenting to Mrs Garfield a full length, life size
ortrait
ot her husband.
It will be on exhibition
j
in Boston before presentation.
\

;ie:i

me

r.uipeiui

oi

euiua

luiveisiu

several

by

her

and

a

sensation.

The investigations of the census oflice show that
all but an insignificant fraction of the public debt
about two per cent is now held by citizens of
the United States. We are no longer paying interest to foreign creditors.

ir

READY MADE CLOTHING !

anti

merit
j»;t 1

t.>

Promptly

a

H1IX
MR E El
Over Swift's Shoe store.

*

In

ajrcd

years,month- and
Wahloboro, July loth,

JO year.-.

11 davs.
Mi-- I.oda A.

DCi
PACTI.
OLLr
nO

in Lllsworth, July dlth.
17 year- and h months.
hi Lllsworth., July doth, Mr-.
>0
ear- and •"» months.

Miss J<>-ie D.

<

Laces!

Turner,

ani, aired

The

stock

largest

-»aruh Purn-. ayd

B. P.

The Postmaster-General has decided to reduce
the amount allowed for clerk hire in the postotliees
where the present allowance is in excess of the sum
allowed by law. There are about I AO offices in
this class.

Friends and the Public Centrally,

to

Monuments, Tablets
HEAD

Uses, JioiK/in

t

A. E. CLARK & CO.
1 >t*lJune

pil.

1

'file lest Extern Stock
HAVE REMOVED TO

11 Phoenix
Opposite

are

in full blast.... Win

Underwood A

canning at Southwest Harbor about two
thousand poundsot mackerel per day at presentare

Coasting lishermen are working with good success
this season-Large quantities of mackerel have
been taken all aiong the coast, and the canning
factories have been busy-The Friendship cor-

respondent of the Rockland Gazette says: “Most
ot our fishermen are getting good cargoes of fish
Hake has sold well

Codfish

is

dull.

Hake sounds

not yet iu the market. Buyers offer (10 cents
per pound. Mackerel arc plenty and cheap.”'flic Lewis Brothers put up about *25 out) cans of
are

mackerel at their factory at North Haven week
before last_Schooner Sea Queen, Allen, arrived
at Port Clyde Friday, week, with 15,000 pounds of
lish-Mr. George Marsh is canning a large lot of
lobsters and mackerel at his factory in HarpsweP.

Packing Company has put up
pounds of lobsters and 150,000

....The Castine
about

000,000

pounds

of clams this season_Mr.

Eugene

Tib

bets of

Peinaquid recently caught a mackerel from
which he took a twenty live cent piece, dated 1870
A marine prize package-Capt. Solomon Jacobs.

13

How,

Lai go quantities of smoked sturgeon are sold in
the western market for genuine smoked halibut.

_llerringare reported plenty at Matiuicus, with
prospect of plenty of bait for the season_The

their former Store.

/ thrrti/

Great Inducements
TO

III VKI.’S

They

now

receive sixty

L.

I nil

WELLS.

h i/

<

I'rry

SEAN,
m&if..

CALL”

see

tin hanilsonirst amt

Mtnnifarf a r/in/

i <>mpn n //.

In the rity. and
ire ran drair

-..

11,slice of

Liberty,

.1

lily

j:,

I

la•

i/lass iif Soda than
possibly be drairn
front any other ap-

Peace.

pa rat ns.

F. W.Pote,

SALE.

FOR

a

ran

issj.

FARM

from irhirh
rollin' and

onr

better

lVr-oiially appear--! bef-m itu A. ! >. Mathew
Tr< usurer, and made oath to the ahovo statement
.1. (>. .InllNsoN,
siyned by him.

Oi

si no

STATEMENT.

\ mount "i assessment* paid iu.>l,uu
Amount m|' capital -tuck certificates nut
yon.on
-dandiny..
\ hi. 111!
of It 1 • | s due except taxis.
1
Xmomf of interest in real c-tatc nd 'is
teres. I.o:*:’..I>
*. -1 \ a Illation of real estate and fixture
5m mu'
\. I>. M \ flll.W s. I',, a up
l.ibertv, duly j.'i. lvd.

to oiler

prepared

The .-ubscriber hereby olb r- n r
'.•ile bis valuable farm,'situated iu
lirook'.
The farm contain- Imi
acres .,
land, cony enieutls divided
into tillaye and pasturayo; cutfrom
to dtl tons of tine Fnylish hay, a nit raneiiv iy
be made to cut double that a mount.: pasture well sup
plied with liviny water. The buildiny-, compri -iuy
a I1., story framehouse :5o\.”>7, with ell, wood died,
arriaye house and work shop, connect i ay with barn
lux In, .ami a covered pas-aye mmi house tu ham.
The-e buildiiiys have all !>e.m thormiyhi;. repaired
and painted within the pa-t year, and i- one of the
pleasantest locations in Waldo county. briny nut
one mile from store-, pod-nttice, railr- ad -i.alion,
Air. makes it a very dcsi-able ioeatinn for any -me
wi'hiny to 1 i \«* in the country, l'he house i- well
provided with both hard and >iilt wall r; and the
barn has an eiyht foot leep ecll.ar under the wh >!«•
of it.
I will sell with the farm, if desired, 1 pair of
tine!\' matched sorrel mares, i; and 7
ears old. _•
choice cows and a small flock of sheep. Term- iva
soiuihle. Reason for -ellln-, mv business calls nm
F. li. \ P,(M »|»Y
West.
Brooks, Aik I. 1 >s 1. tltf

iltlilfol-'l

lit'"

I

/

I

J_:

In

It si,;

I.

1

la 1 X I

1 ?

■

NEW BOSTON CLOTHING HOUSE,
ANDREWS BROS.,
Proprietors,

Phoenix Row.

11

SANFORD'S
\f 7Z:i

»

Waldo SS.

lx
KN'oWLTON ,x at. v-. I5F.N
JA.MIN F. RICH \R1)S. \ml now oa -iiyye-liou to the Court that Benjamin !•’. Rirhards, the defendant, at the tiim of service of the writ, was not
an inhabitant of this state, and had no tenant, a yen I
o'*
attorney within the-ame, that his yoo.ls or e-tate have been attached in this action, that he hahad no notice of said suit and attachment, it i-<>p
dered, that notice of the pendency of this -nit be
yiven to the said defendant, by publishiny an attested copy of tiii- Order, toy ether with an abstract
of the plaintilV's writ, three weeks successively in

IARKDFKH

the Republican Journal, a newspaper printed at
Bid fast, in the Count} of Waldo, the last publication t«- be not less than thirty days before the next
term of this Court, to be hidden at Belfast, within
and for the < oulit} of Waldo, on the third Tucsda}
of October, l>sj, that said defendant may then and
there appear, and answer to -aid suit, it' he shall
WI Lid A M BKKK Y. Clerk.
sec cause.
Yttesl

•GINGER*

Impure water, unhealthy climate, unripe fruit,
uuwholsome food, cramps, chills, malaria, excessive heat and the thousand and one ills that beset the traveler or family are nothing to those
fortified and sustained by the use of Sanford’s
it
As a beverage
Hinder, ‘*the delicious."
the head,
quenches thirst, opens the pores, relieves
regulates the stomach and bowels, eradicates a
craving for intoxicants and imparts new life to tin
languid, careworn, overworked,nervous and sleep

(ABSTRACT
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Ad damnum
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humlred dollars.
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HOWARD,

am*
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require.
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PATTEKN, the result of several yearcontinued experiments. The style, form ami
work perfection. The share is made of FINLTOOL
STEEL. Can be hammered or ground like any
tool. Never before ottered for sale.
FLED ATWOOD, Winterport, Me.
Swill

D.

D.

S.,

Corner Main and Elm Streets,
MAINE.
.letterson
I, ISSI, to

SCHOOL^,!

4w31

Maine.

Address
A. H. Aniiorr,

such as

lb

m’U

1,000 Bottles.
Ah:., April
|s-i.
thousaud I•«-itlcs of Flixir
over

\NI».

1 have sold owr one
of Fife Itooi. and have never found a
it failed to rive -ati-faetion.
WM. II K ITI

her*'

ease w

ItFI

n

i I

\early Dead and One Bottle Hired Him.
Wl.-i im i*. A1 \S". Alareii ■»$, 1
i.
I. W. iv I ill
r.. A rent Flixir "t Fife Foot
I)ear •'•ir: -ila\inir -a lie red intcn.-el\ for fom
rears
vith disease of .the Kidneys, .after having
during teal time tried\ariou- medicine- wiiltout
obtaining v Mef. I w:i- induce l t-» try a bottle (d
your FI.IXIU <>F Fir"K !h><)T, and ii atl"<*rds m>
plea-urc to sas that one bottle ot it complete!;,
I reeommend :f as the only valuabh
cured me.
and err!ain cure hm kidm
trouble- i have ever
1 would add that behna taking your medi
seen.
cine 1 had bee, »nie -o weak ha: 1 w a a 1 » >ut to ^i\a
Il"pi:u: that "flier- who have .-idle red
up work.
like my-elf ma, be
fortunate a- h> try your
valuable medb ine. Trulv \, .;ir-,
T. F M< MAIN.
—

A splint. TOAK
t A l> APPETl/llll IT 15 As AO liu AT

DOLLAR A 8GTTLE.

i.

Medical
April I.

bttle Hliie

HBTT1IEBH.E,

A fW EAT,

StOdtl. A A 1*. tt A I All
AFF Mil (ihi^rs

>

FF F

IT.

!r

1 u a !>• Ncr\ •• Food ha
led and approved by more
an one hundred New Kurland
liy.'-ieian>. Ii i> an immediate,
•rmanent and infallible euro for
ek, Nervous and Bilious Head
•heFpilcptii Fits, Dyspepsia,
iver Troubles, Nervous Bros

'Widths,

all

•on

F. WELLS’.
The

subscriber oilers tor .-ale at

baryain,

the

sloop yacht

a

LITTLE

KOCil’K. T he boat is 2‘J feel lony,
feet deep with
11'. feel beam,
centre-board. Has excellent acconi
,_modation for six. persons. The yacht
is well found, is in excellent condition and i' a last
sailer.
Fora safe pleasure boat to visit the diflerent summer resorts, none better can be found. FnFRANK A. Fold.F I T.
Uliiiv of
Belfast, July Js, 1SSI. JO

EASTERN STATE

Normal and Training School. |
The fall term commences Aliy. 23d, and continues
For further information address the
13 weeks.
<

'astine. A uy. I. Issi.

l». WOOBBFKY.
:tw'5l

i

m a

te

ation.sleeplessne.-s, Vertigo and

FOR SALE.

Principal,
Principal.

VV.

I y r.»o

CEPH ALINE.

E\V

Farmington,

Druggist has Sold

i'lii

Steel Plow.

EAMES,

\

Ko

ATWOOD’S

F.

ing therefrom,

imoi’si. i.iiiui., Hi.UiKii s. ini nnnnov oi
III F B LA limit. IIIIUK HIST IIKIMISIT. WillWtTISM. lUsl’KI’SIt. FKM.UF. UMIPLIIVTS, t VII I LI. HISFASFS III
Tin: uiivun mu,tvs.

vi:s,

of the best Italian and American marble
( nr in 11 STUFF /', /; F !. FA ST.
timosl 2

obtained on the most reasonable terms. For fur; her
I.. <
information address,
MOUSE.
Liberty Village, Aug. i, l>*l.- :iwhC

GEO.

Positive Cure for Kidney & Liver Complaints
and aii Diseases aris-

ONE

n rnoN.

'VJ
_l3|

A

BANNER

MOM MKNTS, TABLKTS, (ill AYK8T0NKS,

Primary Hrudc.
Common English. 5.On
Higher. kr»n
Languages. L.'hi
Hood board and rooms for self boarding can be

Clipper

Soot !

THE

AM

linildiny.

Manufacturer and dealer in

WAOLIN,
the school may

one

In Lmifjirorthi/

Monday, .laynsf V.'). ISSI,

a>

note

Ij Life

>•

WRIT.

Attest:—WILLIAM BFRRY, Clerk.

commence

and continue ten weeks, under the instruction
with such assistance

promissory

,’s

Writ.

New

HiiMoolatLitalyyip
TILESTON

I'Ll t

(>i:oitia: F. Johnson, lMtV.'- Alt;
A true copy of the < >rder of < mu t with Abstract

.■{inos.'SO

The fall term will

on

“F

ant, payalde to plain till's or their order, dated June
It, 1S7'.*. for the sum of forty and JJ-loo dollar on
demand with interest at eiyht per cent.
Returnable to Januarv Term, l»l.

Ash
less, lieu are <■/ imitations sai<l tn be as ffoml.
for Sanford’s Hinder and take no other.
Sold everywhere. Weeks & Potter, P.- stou,

1881.

Supreme .ludiclal Court, April Term

ISM.

’V

July 50th, from Banks Island and reports fish
abundant, but that from over loading of dories, BUCKSPORT.
N. It.
Dr. Fames will be in
over forty fishermen have lost their lives this sea
College, Philadelphia, from Oct.
son-The sealers at the Camden Sardine Factory
:!ltt
188*2.
struck Friday for five cents more on a hundred
cans.
Their demand was acceded to and they
ABBOTT FAMILY
went right to work again
five cents per hundred.

TP

TREASURERS

a

schooner Gov. Goodwin, of Boston, with :2,000
quintals of cod fish arrived at St. John's, Ntld.,

yoods

ntar

most rommini

made arrangements with leading Boston Clothing Houses, we are

of sell. Edward E Webster, claims to be high line
of the Gloucester mackerel tleet this season, having already stocked $11,000-Of thirty three vessels seen about live miles off Thacher’s Island
Sunday, thirty two were bailing in mackerel_

rreiriny

PLEASE

A T-

Having

Scotia shore fishermen have had, thus fur, the Lest
for thirty years-The run of salmon in

capital,

SEED

sesrsmont,

EVER SHOWN IN BELFAST,

season

Co

m \v

kinds. Also Cl.ot Kit, which I s,-u :i| the
l,t)\VK-T i‘Oss||;|.|. !>i:i< |>
in

‘It

E.

did not hesitate to wade iuto the water up to his
waist to reach a tine trout hole_The Nova

packed Hands
and labor, high.
The pack will be
Ki gin canneries, representing $500,000

h-ruv ainmiM <*l

a

t>" Mir FoRdhrr the i'em e.

l-'isii am> Fisuinc. The late Justice Nathan
Clifford was an enthusiastic trout fisherman ami

ho

have in

/rain to Hi /fast.

—

van

Till

ill (’licmirnl Paint 1

i

Farmers Attention!

—

/ am

One

Fras-r river. British Columbia, surpasses all p**o
cedent or calculations. The fish are arriving at

GLASS WARE

GrPl^iSS

Washington special says several cabinet otlihave recently received threatening letters.

enonn-us.

Avt

111

a brother of Brigham
Salt Lake City, recently, aged SI
He was born on the 7 th of April 171»7. in
years.
Hopkcnton, Mass. He joined the church of Jesus
of
Christ
Latter dav Saints while in Canada, being
converted by his brother. He was called by the
prophet Joseph Smith to be First President of the
seventies while In* was in Kinland, Ohio, and he
held the position from that time, 1SAA, until the
day of his demise

P. C. Haines, C. S A engineer of the t»th
Light House district reports to the coast survey
a now shoal lias been found near the
that
otlice
outer end ot Frying Pan shoal, the shoal having
It is nearly east and
but Pd feet of water on it
west, about one nvlo in length by a quarter in
breadth, with Cape Fear bearing N. and W. ; W.,
distant about ldl miles: Cape Fear light house
bearing X. X W. distant aoout 17 miles and Frying Pan shoal light vessel earing S. L. by 8. dis
taut about two miles from its centre.

>i

«

HARDWARE !

CHEAP ?

llohlt-rs. <('v,

f

&

1 >KI,I

ALSO

Iron

•■niily.

1

K

"T< X

lolhcs Wringer*. hath llcnch and ( oniinoii. Hand
Saws, hi'} and Itruckot sans. Framed Wood sans.
From 'He. to $1 .in. Flat Irons, Ac.

SELL-

MARBLE SHELVES

Joseph Young,

Major

PUKl’AP.ITi Tu -KIT.

STONES!

-WE

Tr

KEEP

1

1" very fair. I havt* ( Inna vis from s7 to $12.

AND

Thanks

at

member of tin* cabinet in his mail last Sunday
morning found a letter which in substance was as
follows: “You retain in your department that
This is to warn you that unless he is dis
missed before August 1st you will bo shot down
Good bye, for we mean busi
the first chance
ness." It is believed that the man who wrote the
above is in Washington, and ho is under surveillance.

that lu-ai- ;h**m all

i'<>r

m.a

CROCKERY

SAILKH.

now

of Ohio, not wishing
to become involved in a contest over the post
of
favored
the holding ot
Steubenville,
mastership
an election to determine the desire of the people
A vote was called, the successful candidate receiving only '27 majority in a total vote of Flop.

GROCERIES!

a

\

We shall continue at the obi stand, and stive good
bargains to all in want of*

Representative t’pdegratf,

scarce

have

i:tk.

i.

FLOUR

WELLS.

AUUIVKI).

The Government is taking steps to stop the iltratiic in gold tokens in the similitude of l
S. coins, and stamped “quarter dollar” and “half
dollar.” They are usually heetagonal in form.

are

I

city.

July dhlli, sehr-. Lizzie L’oor, Diekey, Panyr;
Malalhar, Curti-, do.
July dlst, sehr. Tuhmiroo. While, Paiiyr.
Aui;. 1st, selir. Prunette. Pabl»a«re. Poston.
dd, sehrs. Lari, Darby, P>> ion; Henr\.
Woods, do; Harmona, Patter-hall. Paniror; Win.
Stevens, Carter, Portland: he •. '-hattiu'k
Hart,
Po-ton; Mary Liiza, Pulloek. do.
•*

m

Corn, Meal & Shorts.

of-

ever

POUT OL PLLFAsT.

legal

the canneries faster than

Bools, Slices, Rubbers l Overshoes

daughters

Fiiday. the fifth ot August, is recommended as
day of special prayer and fasting to be observed
by all Methodists for the blessing of God to rest
on the workings of the Kciimonical Conference.

STUCK id

MV

MV

Maud S., on Thursday, at Belmont Park. Pa.,
trotted three heat- in vi.Pi, ALL and \! 1-P respectively. These three consecutive heats are the fast
est ever trotted by any horse in the world.

A

From $1.00 upwards.
HITS, ( APS, GLOYKS, s( Mil's, OVERALLS, .11 VIPERS, UllillEP, (OATS, HOIKS’ GOSSAMER
Cllifl L tits, | MBRKLLVS, Ac.

AVI

fered ;n this

SHIP NEWS.

puuuc.

a

FINE WHITE SHIRTS

«»

Mr. J. W. Simonton has resigned his position as
general agent of the New York Associated Press
and has been succeeded by Mr. .1. 0. Huston, at
present Associated Press agent in London

cers

GENTS

IN

French

rs

From 30c. (o $1.50.

of the results of the visit of the Duke of
Sutherland to this country will, in all probability,
be the introduction on the Kuglish railroadsof the
American system of checking baggage.

“President”

'Inis' I ntli rs/iirfs mnl l>rn in

Done.

nue

Young, died

Mens' Mills, Mi.00. s.OO. 10.00, 12.00, 15.00,
Id.(ill, 22.00; Mens’ ll-ters and (Uereoats,
$2.75, (1.00, 0.50, 7.50, s.OO, 0.00, 15.00,

tin* very I.oWIM PUli K>.

at

ALL PIU< LS.

IN

:::

years.

King ICalakana. of the Sandwich Islands, was
formally presented the other day to (Jueen Victoria, who received him at Windsor, surrounded
sons

have dilfrrrnt kinds of goods in these priorI also have

-A N D-

loo uu-n dressed just like him travel with him. so ;
July d*th, sclir-. J. Ponder, Jr.. K \ .m. L11.-worth
that his identity cannot be discovered. This is !
Deo. P. Leriru-oii, heriru-on. •!«>: D. M. French,
embarrassing for would-be assassins.
French, (’harlesfon.
July JOtli, sehrs. Draee < ii-hiuy. M 'In r. PanAt the close of the war the people of the L'nited
iror; Pavilion, shute. \esv A u k.
Stnt-s had to be taxed >1.*JU /»-,■
annually,
July Jl-t, selir. Jaehin, French. New A oi k.
to pay the interest on the public debt : now a tax
\uir. Jd, sclir. Lillian. U; an, Po-ton.
of "?1 'si a head is the annual burden.

of

ennreil

BLACK SPANISH

In Thomaston, July d»5th, John L., son ol John
and Helen Paine, n*red years, months, 1 I day-.
In Thomaston, July dlst, Mr. J. I hmnin.ir Pucklin.

the
lire and will

MM)

m

H. H. CORBETT.

-.

operated by
or

a list of Prices : | 2r., 15c., 1 Te. 20r.. 25r.,
J'e., 30c., 32c., 35c., 10c., 50c., 55c„ G5r.. J5e.,
'Or., S5r„ title,, si .00, $1.10, ,$1.20, $1.30, $1.35,
1.75, 2.00, 2.50 Per lard.

1

attention to business I 1 h»|m
of public patronage.

>liare

\A

heading.)

dh

A

CLOTHS FOR MEN A ROYS’ WEAR.

h'KHKM JlKK Till' !•!..[( i:

(Xothing beyond tin announcement of the name, aye,
residence, ifc., of deceased persons trill he published

a leading Mormon, who
John D. Lee ot the Mountain Meadow
has
been
murdered iu Mexico,
notoriety,
probably b\ Mormons.

have tu be llooded. by which .500
thrown out ot employment

now

Repairing Neatly

Bishop Smith, formerly

ou

am

brani-ii,

I»y

ajred

irinity.

Here is

\-

BOOK BINDING
In 'ill it"

Harbor.

under this

\

LARGE STOCK OF MATERIAL ! SHIRTINGS,

In Liberty, July dlth. Albury s. Wiley of Lynn
licit I, Mass., and Lnuna Liliian Sherman of Libert}
In Koekland. July dJd. Freeman F. Lo-ter ami
Miss Mary F. Achorn, both of Koekland.
At Tenant*- Harbor, July 7th, Mr. l.evia- W.
Davi- and Mi— Mary II
Harter, both of Tenant’s

massacre

A coal mine ir. Lansford. Pa

TOOLS

TSIEW

lir found in this
great variety of

as rmo

Cotton, Cotton & Wool & All-Wool

MARRIED.

exposed

Lehigh Goal and Navigation Go., is

Linen and Turkey lied Damasks,
ni.-e

A

next

A large number of Southern papers urge the
President to make a journey through that section
The invitation is very cordial
when he recovers
and earnest

nice line of

Prints from 5 in si.; sheetings from -T to 10e.;
( rashes from le. upwards; Dress (loads from
an sc. Knickerbocker to a (Inc All-Wool Cashmere.
Also Velvets, Velveteens, Ti-liuinlng
silks a id satins, Laces,Edgings, Kurlies, Duellings.shclland Shawls,Long and square Shawls,
Cardigan Jarkrls, dmtli in- ladies ami grids
Ladles Cloakings, l ister Cloths,* Repellunts,
Table Dll Damask, a dozen patterns, While

This
houl prepare- its pupils for bu.-ine-- lift*
tlu* widest sense.
/ts graduates mag be found in
til tin bailing mercantile houses in tin ><>untry.
It ha- an established reputation and -landing.
»nd t“ no other institution, and i- the nNI,Y
■d IP >» >1. in the eountry that present a I’K A< TI
\ I. course of training, void of <ill the obji ctionabb
'< nlures of the < I I.TI KK CK \ MM IN*, A^TKM.
A- complete training is given in : iii- school to
dio-e who de-ire to prepare f«»r//e remit He pursuits,
l- is given in Technical Schools to tie
«• who choose
fJw.Jl
profession.
Pupil- received at any lime. Circular, post free.
i)

P

It is proposed in New Hampshire to celebrate
the one* hundredth anniversary of Daniel Webster’s
birth which falls on the eighteenth of January

trimmed

DRY & FANCY GOODS !

4*>y?»o
Jon

Oats P bush.

it

charge.

CONSTANTLY ON HAND
I have a

O'.

loy 11
Iby.'.o
7y^

Ogo Wood, soft,

Beef, Corned,

largest

of

ree

Curtains & Curtain Fixtures

Cemmcrcial School in America.

£lo.ooyll.oo

oouho Round I log p lb
Oyo
*y 10 straw P1 ton,
£U.ooys.on
on you
oyo Turkey P’ It.,
12 C Veal p tb,
OyO1.,
UyO Wool, washed, p' tb,
to Wool, unwashed, p tt., 27
1214 Wood, hard,
£4.n0yo.oo

Geese

Washington Street. Boston.

608

PRODUCERS.

oo ip hi Hay P ton,
Apples P hush,
4 no Hides P tt,,
dried, p tt,
Beans,pen,bush 2.2f>y2.r>0 Lamb P tt»,

prices.
huyin.u' paper of me can have

Parti.

11. sargent, No. 8, Main street.

By C-

he

now

BELFAST PRICE CURRENTCorrected Weekly for the Journal.
PRODUCE MARKET.

L \TK>T s'l,KIN(f STYLES, whirli fan
seen at my store.-, ami at the lowest

nf tli.

The advertisement of the Bryant A Stratton
Commercial School will interest all those who are
seeking a thorough business education.

it is estimated that at least $15,000 in property
was lost in towns in the
vicinity of Uontoocook,
N. H by the recent thunder storms
most
most

YVE -H .ST UKCEI\ El) FROM ROSTOV

I II

Fool’s Home.”

RETAIL MARKET.

States

Vanderbilt is said

The Secretary of War has invited Major General
Hancock to take charge of the military part of the
Yorktowu celebration.

on

and shoe

Ioil,

SS miles, in

It is said to be understood in Washington that
Chief Justice Gray, ot Massachusetts, will succeed
the late Judge Clifford.

»»

Ldwin Lei- Brown, Fs«j., of < hieago,
a native of this Mate. President of the National
Humane \s-oeialion. delivered
1- Hire in the
orthodox ehure!i on Sunday evening.
Mibjeet
■•( ruelty t" Aniinal- in Transit.”_Hev
Mr. he
l.ongof Medford, Mn-s. who is spending hi' summer vacation here, occupies the I'nitarian pulpit
luring the absence of the Pa-tor. Mr. Locke-m
in commenting on “M's advice to excursionists,”
-com.' to be entirely in error in relation to the accident ol the May om en. In the lirst place tin1 May
<

town... .There

—

in New York are getting $1.50 a clay.

Bricklayer:
^

poor one,

of C.

will be a dance at this place on Friday and Monday evenings—J. II. Lane and J. W.

Allyn,

a
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Be-,. Kelle and W. B. Lankin.
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On >alnr-lav afternoon

W-l-h and Johnson

rn

the eoinpanx tie p:i-t year being unable
w ith their order-, although they turned
r|
on ten to twelve d-'/e.n dalle.
«>ne hundred
nl; -i\ do/ -u a\e- were -hipped this week
ii
I-.Ilian, t" Boston for a Minnesota linn,
nielli,

■

\\ m.ia: vitor

arc

highways, s-nl.
_L. A.
pauper, $7.r>0; lire $1; contingent,
Carle tax collector, reported as follow- amount
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ha> loaded hay for
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Patterson has
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ha-a farm
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few days have not been -o plentiful, but
ed numerous further down the bay.

Luther

dl i’. e-low lor fear
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Baics with hav for

Fred \.
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known,
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Mr.
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"iiug
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--Mlged

fruit.

nn

the

drunk, drove up and down
N *rl hpovt a'a-> ue > it nr I ', morning, howling and
^wearing and makiic. a di-turhanee generally.
Two ladies driving i.i a luiggy were pursued by
die
drunkei vvret. lie- and seriously alarmed,
I

the fish were taken home ...The ratine Packing Co. has closed it- operations at ratine, and now operates another branch on one of the
island' to the eastward
Mackerel for the pa-t
numbers of

With this

eapeitv.
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lining twenty live mile-,
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labor saving machine for our larger ves-el- i- the -team engine
Srh. Fred A Carle, of
thi- eity, i.- provided with one ot eight horse power
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parties from this city
now go to the Blurt in Xorthport, where the lish arc
very plentiful, and can be caught from oil’ the rocks
-During the poor hay weather of last week many
f our country friends came to the city for tin- purpose of trving the mackerel down tin- bay.
Large
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Bclfa-t.
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packet

in the

ian harpists, who for some time have been about
streets, were engaged and gave the company
some very line music.
Arriving at the Head a por
f ion of the company hired teams and drove to the
village; others remained and danced at the pavilion. The excursionists returned at about nine
o’clock !*. M., well pleased with the day’s enjoyment.
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\ party eonsi.-ting of Bev. Mr Boss and son, Dr.
Augustus Stub.lard, Frank Mathews, Fdwin I*.
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Chase, 111i- week, caught a young black
ba-- in (juantebaeook Lake, searsmont, which was
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died of small pox.

The indebtedness of the Spragues of Rhode
Island is said to be about £X,oon,i»o<).

Qonorailties.

The haying season thus far has
j
New York fruit dealers expect about half the
and farmers in this town have lost
usual supply of peaches this season.
large quantities of hay-Two unknown men came
Loudon has in the last ten years had an increase
to town last week and put up at the hotel. When
in population of over half a million.
about to leave it was discovered that their gig was
out of repair. The men made arrangements with
Almost the entire business portion of Cattarauthe landlord to li\ up the gig, at the same time bor- gus, N. Y was burned Thursday. Loss, $75,000.
rowing of him a carriage with which to drive to
Three men were killed at Napa, Cal., Thursday,
Belfast, promising to return in a day or two and by the explosion of the boiler of a threshing ma
chine.
pay the bill. The men have not been heard from
since.... 1 >r. 1*. A. Crooker has recovered from his
The Western Greenbackers have gone into the
injuries and is again attending to business... .Mr. L camp meeting business Converts so tar have been
A. Marriner and son were thrown from their ear
scarce.
SK.YKs.uoM.

missionary work in South America, and had but re
ecntly been sent to Santiago. The young lady was
25 years of age, and one of the most accomplished
and successful teachers in the missionary field,

Fishino Notes.

regular quarterls -e--i.m of Waldo District
( e»od Teli»idars, w ill he held on the shore
Lodge
of Sw ao l.ake, in sw an ille. on Thursday, the 11th.
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signtwentv live feet long fell from the Vngier
building, on Tuesday, while tin1 workmen were beneath removing tic front. Fortunately the sign
tell to and ren ained on tin* staging.
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special train containing President .laekson and
superintendent Tucker, caint1 over the railroad on
Tue-dav. on a tour of in-peetimt. A fter ditmer and

week, drove into
■aft !«•. which will
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The I nitarian Sabbath school and societv, with
invited friends to the number of about 2uu made an
excursion from this city to Dice’s Head, Castinc, on
Friday of iast week. The company went on schr.
Mazurka towed by steamei May Queen. The Ital-

ter.
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White tin

«
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same

Mrs. Collyer, of this city, has just received the
sad intelligence of the death of her daughter Edith
which took place on the 10th of June at Santiago,
Chile, S. A. Miss Collyer, in company with her
brother John, has for three years been engaged in

hurch of Cod will hold it- annual campmeeting at the Maple (drove Campground, in West
Searsport, commencing \ug. nth, and continuing
The
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iv. tin* wile ..i
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It is necessary for the Journal to make one exNoilllll'oiu. A ne.ghboiln d in this L • vn is inplanation concerning the controversy between Geo. fested with a thief who prowls about in the night
W. Burgess and the editor of the Aure. In the hill ! time and enters H.elPn rs. »{><• n*h pie 1 **se <»f
of sale of job material from Bust to Burgess, pubMr. Abbott was entered, and later the hou-e of
lished in the Journal July 14th, the date should have
Reuben Brainard. Last week the thief broke into
been Jan. 30,1858, and not Jan. 20, the error being
the house of Tileston Wadlin, hut took nothing*
ours.
Mr. Bust claimed that his bill of sale from
evidently beeoiuing frightened at something. The
to
himself
was
ten
later
than
the
lirst
Burgess
days
people are alarmed ami dare not keep any money
mentioned. This explanation will make both in*
about them.
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.Joseph 1> Hill, of Watcrtown, Mass., at work
Mathews Bro>., in this city, got his hand afoul
or a circular saw on Tuesday, and lost the end of a
Mr.

for

of

meal;-

a
!_

Kobert I’. King, of New Haven, Conn., which
has been undergoing extensive repairs in this city,
was launched from Dyer's railway on Monday last.
Sell.

hear that iie i- well liked and i-

w*»

Uiit.ed

'.

severing

formerly

Be'ta-t. and
»ng

Durham, of this city, have received a
large order for tin* manufacture of boxes for the
Camden sardine factory.
Hall A
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humble Christian- in a certain quarter
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week.
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was

i.eruey foreman of the lathe at P-'ttle
Kit; factory, cut his hand badly onelay

Hunt
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air.
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Mr. Fiery Anderson, recently engineer on steamv r
May IJueen, has heen engaged as engineer at the
Belfast shoe factory.
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1 Nervous Disorders.
Il In ail
le.jiiallnl Tonic for the whole
>y>|em; renews and nourishes the Nervi 'Tissues
and imparts lustim> vital force. It should heat
hand in every household.
Frife your I>rujod*t to
tfet it, or we will mail ii postpaid on receipt ot
•»
s_\.'.o. 'send for All
:»0
ets.
ho\,
boxes,
price,
per
ov-d

H. F. THAYER &
t:i Temple I’lncr,

CO.,
Huston. Mass.

■

CAUTION.
'-autioued

hereby
against
two certain notes of hand, both
Al.l,purehasinn
ELLEN M. Most.KY, and dated Novem
BKUSONn

are

sinned by
her 1st, 1^7'.i, and payable to the order of It. (1.
LEWIS, one for .Sbb.Tii, payable in two years from
its date, and tin other for $»;«;.us, pavablc in three
vears from its date. Both said notes have been lost
h\ me.
Ii. G. LEWIS.
!\\ !'.<
Belfast, duly IT. ! >1.

A

Barnyard Tragedy.

Ice-Yachting

THE ANCIENT AURICULTUBIST UNTO THE SUMMER
BOARDER.

MiUin'. friend ? Why, it’s easy 'miff,
So ! there, boss ! Consarn
jour tail!
Of course there's cows that trill act rough.
That's right—darn ye 1—mash the pail!
You'd like to try one—eh f All right !
Thar's a stool—thar in the shed—
An' here's a pail
Now, take that white—
Or, no! stranger—milk that red.

Hey!

Tother side

Thar!—that's the way

So ! so ! bossy—steady, now.
She won't hook ye—it's jest her
Ye can t tin t a gentler cow.

play

:

1 got In r from 'Squire Skinner's Josh
Oh, yes ! milkin 'is prime fun.
Hold on ! Great Scott! 1 swow, by gosh !
Darn it! she's killed him, sure's a gun !
Oh. say, old fellow ! raise yer head !
Come, now—set up ! Show your sense
No sir ee! ye ain't a bit dead!
She's jest kicked ye over the fence!

DR. GROSVENOR'S

LIVER-AIDI

IS NOT A FAD,

But

an

Internal Remedy for

Liverr

Complaints,
Su«*h
>

11.i< m

ID

>
i.-s,
SPKI'SI V.
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IM//INKSS, IMl.KS, Hoil.S, ,l.\l
Hkvimiu hn, nick >roM\rn,
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Liver Aid has been g blessing to my poor, allliet
ed mother. She tried many, many thing
for her
>ick headache, but never found any rebel until she
t"ok the Liver Ai l. It has. indeed, been invaluable
to her. she is now using her fourth bottle.' I told
our druggist bow * xeellcnt il w as, and assured him
that lie might -ately recommend it a the be-t know n
'ailed\ for sick headache.
He ay- d i- not adv • a
used half enough.
I hope von will let it nee
better known.
Mi:-. M
\. -111VKKIL
A I*1. \\\ JJd >i.. New Y u'k.

'.

all

Hriiggists at SI per bottle,
l vrlh

What's that you ask ! What imute In r Iirl.-!
What—made—her—kick! Wall. I swar now
Ye airnest l Why, 'twas just the trick
O'milkin' with a lit cigar !

V

Ilma MvnsM, Ni-.i kai.uiv, I:i:i itions, m ihu
1-‘M S SuKI>. FKMVI.I. ( OMri.AIM'S !M
lTKITIK* AMI SAM RllKIM.
The Liver i- the Largest Organ of the Human1
Rody. It is the largest because it has the mo-t t"
I".
It is intimately connected with the digestive
and nervous .-y-tems, consequently, any dcrangement of the Liver produces Constipation and a;i
Imudred ev ils in its train, and also oeea-ions nervous diseases without number,
resulting, it unchecked, in paraiysis, ins mity or death. I>r. tirov enor’s Liver \id is a vv ondcrful medicine for immediate action upon the Liver, and thousands of
testimonials have been received as to the benefit it!
has given.

L'i’ sal»* hv
bottles for

Where are t/un tnnr !
Why, in the yard !
Vn ir lull, say 'I l'p that tree!
Well, ves! she's drapped you pooty hard
What trin tin ranse ! That beats me 1

or »;

Fire-Flies.
Tis June, aud all the lowland swamps
Are rich with tufted reeds and ferns
And tilmy with the vaporous damps
That rise when twilight’s crimson burns :
And as the deepening dusk of night
Steals purpling up from vale to height.
The wanton tire flies show their fitful light
Soft gleams on clover beams they tling.
And glimmer in each shadowy dell,
Or downward with a sudden swing
Fall, as of old a Pleiad fell;
And on the fields bright gems they strew,
And up and down the meadow go,
And through the forest wonder to and fro.

They

store

no

hive

nor

earthly efell.

They sip no honey from the rose:
By day unseen, unknown they dwell.
Nor aught of their rare gift disclose :
Vet. when the night upon the swamps
Calls out the murk and misty damps,
They pierce the shadows with their shining lamps
Now ye. who in life’s garish light,
Cnseen. unknown, walk to aud fro,
When death shall bring a dreamless night,
May yet not find your lamps aglow !
Cod works, we know not why nor how,
And, one day. lights, close hidden now.
May blaze like gems upon an angel's brow.
[Ceorge Arnold.
The

Voyage

of the

Ocean

Dory.

Johns, X. F., July HR, 1881.

This

the

on

exciting sport

illustrated in the Midsummer Scribner,
from which

we

quote:

A Milwaukee man who compelled the sharer o
his joys and salary to drink a half gallon of beer
at one setting, has been arrested for malt treating
his wile.

—

“You go on down the river now with a
wind on the beam. The playful
breeze freshens in flaws, as if trying to
escape you; but still you follow its wayward motions; you start when it starts,
Hit over the ice with its own speed, turn
and glide with the lightness and the grace
of its own whirling dance. The ice-yachts
darting about look like white-winged
swallows skimming over the ice ; as they
cross and recross your course, you
hope
that every captain knows his business
and will avoid collisions. The ice-yachts
have anticipated your wish, and Mown
away to various points of the horizon
while your thought drew its slow length
along. The ice seems to be running under you with great speed, and you sometimes feel that you might easiiy drop oil'
the open, spider-like frame of the yacht,
lly such rapid motion, the bubbles, cry stals, and lines of the ice are all woven into a silky web of prismatic hues.
You
distinguish only the cracks that run with
the course; and when they deviate from
it, they seem to jump from side to side
without connecting anglesoreurves The
mounds and the windrows seem to come
up at you suddenly, and dodge past. You
begin to bold on to the hand-rail, and lie
close down in the box.
If you are steering, you feel that your hand is the
hand of fate; and the keen excitement nerves you to extraordinary alertness.
The breeze sings in the rigging;
the runners hum on the ice with a crunching sound, and a slight ringing and crackling : and a little spurt of crushed ice
Hies up behind each runner and Hashes
like a spray of gems. The yacht seems
more and more a thing of the air,
her
motions are so litful, wayward, and sudden. The speed with which you approach
a distant scene makes it grow distinct
while you wink with wonder. Things
grow larger, as if under the illusions of
magic : you feel the perspective almost
as a sensation. You turn toward a brown
patch of woods; it quickly assumes the
form of headlands; these are pushed
apart, and a gorge appears between
them : while you stare, a stream starts
down the rocks, behind the trees, a mill
suddenly grows up; the rocks are now
all coated with ice ; statues of winter's
sculpture are modeled before your eyes,
and decked w ith Hashing cry stals, just as
you turn away to some other point of the
So you seem to be eontinuallv
horizon.
arri\ ing at distant places.
A regatta is to lie sailed over this course,
and you arrive in time to see the start.
The yachts all stand in a row, head to
the wind.
At the word, the first in the
line swings stern round till her sails till ;
she moves oil'at once, and the crew jump

good

The
don City of Hath arrived at Trepassey, X. F., this morning, after performing the lirst portion of her perilous
voy age from the Cnited States to France.
The frail and tiny ship is barely fourteen
feet long, and was built at Hath, in the
State of Maine, after which place she is
named Her crew are two men. The rest
rniii-; row i d of \rkkstiv; di-i: \ -i: diJL played by tin- preparation i- honorably ae of the little vessel’s company consists of a
k 1 |o vv ledge 11 h (he Medical I iculfV iliev ]'■ section
cat.
On July 5th the dory reached
where it ha- been introduced and ill* larg. ~.il«- ithe be-t guarantee of the estimation m which il iOeorgetown, Me.
licld I., tin- public.
the
effect
For
produced by
She took her departure f:om that port
FELLOWS COMPOUND SYRUP OF
lor Havrwon the 7th of July, with Seguin
HYPO PHOSPHITES
light bearing west northwest. At eight aboard, one man standing or ly ing on
the inventor will refer to tin- medical gentlemen
o'clock on the evening of the same day ! the windward runner-plank and holding
who-.- letter- are attached hereto.
Lxtract from a letter
Hie City of Hath was headed for her trans- on to the shrouds, and the helmsman and
J.i nn, M
March I. is;.;.
atlantic destination. Oil the 15th a heavy- another man lying in the box.
Then the
M* --I
I- i;i.i.< ivv
a ( < *.. -t. •John. V li.
Hints
I have prescribed > mr-yrup Fellows’
gale was encountered, blowing lirst from other y achts successively swing around ;
H v popho-philein my practice, i n- -onic hunthe westward and then suddenly ( hangand, in a moment, the whole licet is undreds «>! patient-, where it- u-e was indicated, w itli
ing to the northwest. The storm was ac- der way, gliding in zigzag courses among
quite satisfactory results.
-j. \
m< \irnu il m. d.,
companied by a very heavy sea, to which the windrows and mounds. They alt
-"■•J -out!: < oinmoii -t.
the little dory nearly succumbed. The diminish in apparent size with astonishLLlUilDin: S1M1'S<)X, M 1).. d li
I, X. Y
position of the little vessel at this time ing rapididy : they seem actually to conwrites
tract in a moment to a mere white speck,
was in latitude It! deg. I!1 min. north and
••I have u-ed thes*yrupof Ily poph..-phire- made
The skimming about the river miles away.
i*y Mr. Leii 'vv.-. in ca-«*-of < >nsumpti*m, and other longitude 5b deg. Ho min. west.
Lung and Throat di-ea-es. with llnm-M gratifying
dory could not lie laid to, and her crew Non join the crowd of men and bovs
result-.
were compelled to run her before the
stamping and slapping to keep warm:
j
KDWIX CLAY', M. D.,o| I'ugwa di, N. -.. writes
wind and sea. Several large ships wen- you exchange a few words with a friend,
••1 km*vv «»t no better medicine b>r per
u- -utlVi
passed lying to under lower and close and when you turn around again, behold
lug from exhaustion of tie- p*»w r- of |;,e Drain
;iie I N**rv.ui
a
reefed topsails. <>u the 17th the wind the yachts sweeping down upon you !
-y- tein, H'kiii long »-on i lined -t inly
the cough following Tv pln»id Fever, A ••., A .'
veered round to the southward and the They grow as they come, Hying at you
with a wayward, erratic course, and you
< II \Nbi.l-.K CRANK, of Halifax, N.
ot Hath was headed for the New
vv ritei City
“J have used it freely in my praetiee. botli in di.-! foundlandcoast. She was Beverly strained fee! the wonder of embodied speed. The
a-es
t the < In—t. a> Mm uni pti*m and D:,<*in*l litis,
A•
ami in infantile di-cn-.
«*i the primu via, or i and was in a
perilously leaky condition, ten-mile race of the ice-yachts is lost and
-tom n-h ami Rowel s, with eminent -11sj 17 i The clothes of the crew, their
Hut for those
wraps and won in as many minutes.
For -air bj VV V.. 0. I'lMllt A so>.
all tHeir provisions were drenched and who sailed it, these minutes were tilled
saturated with seawater. On the lbtli with more excitement than is found in
the feline element of the ship’s company many a long life time."
hSS. LYDIA E. PIMKHAM, OF LVHM, MASS.
was
washed overboard, and although
e' eiy effort was made to rescue
Indian Eloquence.
6
her,
o
c
had to be abandoned to her AIMiKhS.S (*1 * 111 K
"poor
pussy"
<<»LOKtm. WIIIA I A \ 111 i» |i>
C3
fj
late. < in tlie Hist Cape Race was
l'AKK A WALK
£
sighted,
E
and at live o’clock on the evening of the
o
o
There will be a big puw wow at the
X
HHd the harbor of Trepassey was safely W
♦->
3
hite liiver agency on the 'J.ltli, at which
t}entered, and the hospitable land was once the I'tes will decide whether
.c
O
they will go
moie taken possession of
C)
by the wet and away to their new home peaceably or not.
wcarv tars.
We are permitted to publish, in ad
C
c
I’he two men are named John Turner
X
M
vanco, the written statement of Chief
and Ivan Oleson. The former was dano
£
Colorow, which lie will submit to the
*-<
gerously ill for some time from constant meeting on that occasion, and give it
<-»
R
O')
exposure to wind and water, but he is now below :
a
rapidly improving After the City of
£
c
•‘Gentlemen of the confluence, warriors
>>
Hath is repaired, the leakage stopped, and
C5
pale faced snooks from the rising
X
the clothes ot the crew dried and reno£
still :
My people are cordially invited by
C
o
vated and a fresh stock of provisions sethe white lather to pick up their furniture
(3
s
cured
and placed on hoard, she will reO
and go west to grow up with thecountry.
Hsume her
c
o
voyage across tho ocean to the
‘■We are asked to leave our lands and
a
X
coast of France.
If she should live out take
■*-*
up some claims in another locality
E
the storms and dangers of the ill-famed
under the desert land act.
o
o
o
Hay of Riscuy she will in all probability
"The white lather tells his children to
3
4
X
safely reach the harbor of Havre.
scoot,
lie says he needs these lands in
his business, and asks the red man to
LYDIA E PINKHAMS
Old lied School Houses.
gather his papooses and take a little exVE&ETABLE COMPOUND.
I low man\ ol our readers remember the cursion into a strange land.
old red school house
"The white man knows that when he
Is it positive
red once, but who
can remember whenf
for ull lliono Painful Complaint* am! W ei»k no sat' h
lie has
it was a shed-like speaks we must obey his voice,
l
»u cumuiOD to our be*t fcniule^opulution.
the regular army and another man to enallair, possibly of brick, set a little dis<
’omIt will cure entirely the worst form of Fer. ;..e
tance from the roadside, in a treeless force his commands.
plaints, all ovarian troubles, Inllammation ami Ch eni
and deserted looking place, and in order
“We accept the situation. The hones
lion, Falling and Displacements, and the eon.-e^uent
spinal Weakness, und is particularly adapted to the
t" reach the school ground it was necesof our ancestors are here.
Here are our
«'range of Life.
sary to jump the ditch by the side of the homes. Here are the spirits of our dead.
Jt will dissolve and cxju-1 tumors from the uterus in
We have handed in our remonstrance,
an early stage of development.
v.ay that had been scraped out in repairThe tendency t>. cui'i« rous humors there is elu cl.ed
ing the road. The school house itself but it won't count.
ver$ sp* edily by it- use.
It removes faintness, llatulem-y. destroys all rruving
with its small windows -and perhaps it
“In a few moons we must turn our
for stimulants, and r«-li*ves weakness of the»tomach.
had
wooden shutters—was bleak upon backs upon these hills and valleys, and
it cures Bloating, Headaches Nervous Prostration,
the outside and positively
General Debility. Sleeplessness Depression and Indidreary within. go to our new reservation.
I'hc high old benches with seats so high
"White men with their pule squaws
gestion.
That feeling of hearing down*causing pain, weight
that mir feet would swing free underand spindle-shanked papooses, will build
and backache, is always jiermanentiy cured by its
neath, with its inclined tloor running up their wigwams here. The prospector will
it will at all times and under all eitvumstum es a< t in
at an angle of go
Mt. m.
harmony with the laws tiiat govern tie fem»»l<degrees, hare walls and come here and dig holes in the earth,
For the cureof Kidney Complaints f either sex this
blackboards. You can recall it and the farmer will plant his crookedgrimy
Compound is unsurpassed.
w itliout 1 u rt h er
descript ion -anything but necked squashes above tin1 ashes of mv
LYDIA E. PINED VM'S YECFTADLE COMV. .--.t- ra Avenue,
inspiring to the children or teacher. In people.
POUND is prepared at £43 and
the country, to-day, can he seen count“When I he white fathers stal ls the
Lynn, Muss. Price $l.’ Six bottles f«»r $:>. Sent by mail
In the form of pills, also in the form of lozenges, on
less numbers ofjust such structures, seem- music we waltz to it.
either. Sirs. Pinkham
receipt of price. $1 per box f
“We have been asked to irrigate the
ingly in the last stages of decay and disfreelyanswers all letters of inquiry. Send for pamphsolution, but will in all probability be country here and hoe corn like the white
let. Address as above. Mention th.s Paper.
used for many years to come.
man.
our hearts are heavy, and we canIn the
No family should be without LYDIA E. PJNKnAM’S
gnod old town of 1)., where once flourish- not promote the string bean. We will do
LIVER PILLS. They cure constipation, biliousneu;
ed a large school of
uud torpidity of the liver. 545 cents per box.
ninety scholars, only what is right, but we cannot work. The
liti~ Sold l»y till Druggists.
hair attend in that school house now.
Indian cannot hunt the potato-bug when
1 vr HI
I he district has run down because of not the deer and antelope are ripe.
We canhaving better educational facilities. Farm- not dig postholes in the hot sun w hen the
ers would not settle there because
they chase calls upon him to go forth into the
could not educate their children, but forest.
would go where schools and school
"Here, where we have roamed through
privileges were to he found. In this old town the tall grass and hunted the bullalo, the
stands the same old school house that has paleface asks us to dig irrigation ditches
stood the summer’s heat and the winter’s and plow the green earth with a rebel!
blast for eighty years, with three dollars' ions mule.
worth or repairs, and from which every
“Here, when our war cry has been anvestige of paint has vanished, and by swered back by the giant hills, we are
some it is said to he
good enough yet. No told to whack bulls and join the church.
wonder that farmers are amazed to think
“They come to us and tell ns to go to
that such and such a [dace still stands school and wear pants. They ask us to
without a tenant, and never give even a learn the language of the paleface, and go
thought to their schools or school houses. to congress. They send men to us who
No: these old buildings are not
good wants to learn us to spell and wear susenough. These old school houses which penders.
a
vv e cannot uo inis,
lariner of average judgment would
vv e are used to
pronounce unlit for a cattle shed, should the ways of our people. Our customs are
b< taken down and removed.
We scratch our
And now, as old as the universe.
where these unsightly monuments to the hacks against the mountain pine as unfolly of man stand, should he erected people did a thousand years ago. We
small and neat houses which would
great- cannot change. We can leave our land,
ly add to the attractiveness of the town hut we cannot change our socks evenLack
Dyspepsia, Indigestion,
and in a measure have an influence in spring and do as the white man does.
“We can go awav from our homes and
of Energy,Loss of Strength,
bringing back these old districts. And
these new bouses with a few modern im- liv e in a strange land, but we cannot wear
Want of Appetite, Interprovements, will exert an influence upon openback shirts and lead in prayer.
the youth of the land which will he retin
“Warriors, we will go to the'land our
mittent Fevers, etc.
mg, elevating and will last as long as white father has given us.
We will take
life itself.
our squaws and our yeller
IRON BITTERS are highly
[ Kennebec Journal.
dogs, our wigwams and our fleas.
recommended for all diseases requiring a
“We will go to our new home beyond
Circumstantial Evidence
certain and efficient tonic.
the river now, and when the autumn
IRON BITTERS nrieh the Hood,
About forty years ago a gentleman was comes we will
take a bridal tour back to
strengthen the muscles, and <j new life to
tried and convicted upon circumstantial
this country.
the nerves.
evidence of the murder of his niece. She
“We will construct a holaeaust, whatIRON BITTERS a. t like a charm
was heard to
exclaim, “Don’t kill me! and ever that is, and spatter the intellectual
on the digestive orga:.-, r moving all
that instant a fowling-piece was tired off.
faculties of the ranchers all over the counI pou these circumstances the
dyspeptic symptom.' m \ as tastin'/ the
gentleman try.
t
in
t
was convicted and executed.
food, belching, h
nuaeh, heart“That is all.
1 am done. 1 have made
Near twelve months after, the niece who
burn, etc.
remarks.
1 have twittered my twit.”
.he only Iron
had eloped, arrived in England, and hear- my
IRON BITTERS
[Laramie Boomerang.
ing of the affair elucidated the whole tranPreparation that v. i i...t blacken, the teeth
saction.
It
or
that
headache,.
she
had
formed
appeared
give
Just before visiting the menagerie Johnan attachment for a
Sold hy all druggists,
person of whom her
uncle disapproved.
When walking in the ny had a passage-at-arms with the young
AVrite for the A ii t' Jiook,.‘!2 pages of
j
fields, he was earnestly persuading her aunt who assisted at his toilet, and at
useful and amusing reading—sent free.
whom he flew into a rage. Arrived at
from the connection, when she
replied
BROWN CHEMICAL CO.
thas she was resolved to have him, or it the menagerie, Johnny was immensely
interested by a strange foreign animal
Baltimore, Md.
would he her death, and therefore
said,
“Don’t kill me, uncle—don’t kill me!” with lithe, long body. “What animal is
IyrC
At the moment she uttered these words that mamma?” he asked. “It is called
a
fowling-piece was discharged by a an ant-eater, my son.” After a long si:
“Mamma, can’t we bring Aunt
FOR SALE.
sportsman in a neighboring lield.
The lence
Mary here some day ?”
OOTTAUE AT XOUTHl’OBT, same night she eloped from her uncle’s
pleasantly loeatdl near the wharf amt over- house, and the combination of the suspiookinK the hav. Enquire of
cious circumstances occasioned his ignoBack yards- The trains on ladies’
K. A. C I RTIS, Bangor, Me.,
or B. P. BR* )WX, on tie*'
minious death.
tatf
.imp Oronmi.
dresses.
Sr.

ocean

AUK.NTS AND CANVASSERS
Make from #25 lo #30 per week selling goods for
E. (i. HIDEOUT & (J<»., lo Barclay Street,.New York.
Send for their Catalogue and terms.
lvrllf

Hudson.

is described and

The Peruvian Syrup has eurod thousands who
were
suffering from Dyspepsia, Debility, Liver
Complaint, Boils, Humors, Female Complaints,
etc. Pamphlets free to any address. Seth W.
Fowle A- Sons. Boston.
"You can trust a man who loves a horse or a
says a recent writer. You can! And if you
trust him with your horse or dog you
may never
see tho animal
again.

dog,"

Fruit of Hie tropics burning clime,
Thy wondrous virtues, fadeless still.
Evert an inlluenco sublime.
In ministering to human ill:
And many a pang along our way
ImdO
Sanford's’tlinger doth allay.
\ tiiistitin
young man, while out driving witli
his girl, had to get out to buckle tho
crupper, and
hesitatingly explained that the ‘‘animal's bustle
had got unfastened."

For Sale at a Bargain.
rpilK following machinery can lie seen at F. A.
1_ IIOWAIlirs Machine Shop, Pleasant Street,
Belfast, Maine, where he keeps on hand, or w ill
furnish to order, all kinds of eastings at manufacturer’s prices, and will do all kinds of machine
work in a style and at prices tiiat cannot fail to
please.
1 Horizontal Stationary Steam Engine, 15 Horse
Power, with lluntoon (iovernur and feed water

SHOP

I'\

“Its No Lse,” He Said.
do not blame him for saying it. He was
sick and in pain ; ho had been so for months
He
had tried physicians’ prescriptions and all tin* nos
And

that had been recommended to him. So
when a friend came in one night and said ‘*1 have
known Dr David Kennedy’s Favorite Remod\'
to cure worse eases than yours," the
weary
was, “It’s no use. but 1 11 try it to please
Here’s the dollar, (io and get a bottle." It

done, and in

“When 1

f-*w weeks there was anew man
In bis gratitude ho declared

I
with

the surface of humors that should be expelled
the blood, internal derangements are the do
termination ol these same humors to some interna
organ, or organs, whose action they derange, am
whose substance they disease and destroy. Ay Kit’s
Sa usai‘Akiu.a expels these humors from the blood

FACTORY.

HOWARD.

First-Class Mechanics & Tools,
prepared

direct.

customers

our

There is one good thing about tins whole busi
ness of a mans conscience smiting him
-generally
he isn’t hit very hard.
Hescued

From

Mining Machinery
obtain

Belfast,

March

J.

1, 1KS1.

ritr.r

a

II

''.ft1’1'11'

Insect

"X

Destroyer,

l>e|fa>(, has purehased a one-half inlere< I \ l» K M A RDFN, of Swanville, in
■

P. S,

Ryan’s Insect Destroyer.

•v
•

A

<

B. I*. s
F. .1. .\|< >KI>< >\ Aim Vs.

at

n

a

Belfast, M.in 1,1 ss|.

remody for Dyspepsia, Unions Diseases and functional Derangements attendant
upon Debility. In 1*2 lb,bottles,75 cents.'Six.
bottles. €4 Accredited Physicians and Clergymen
supplied with net exceeding 8ix bottles at one h al £
the retail price, money to accompany order. Sold
by Druggists and by'D. B. Dewey Sc Co.. .46
Dey St., ^ewYork.
great

or t*
situated at Liiu ohn illc
Two stories high with I.,
throughout, with nice
* ‘‘ollar. and two
nict

^<‘llll'nll‘l

(astoria-35doses

-'

35 cents A pleasant, cheap, and
■valuable remedy for fretful and puny children.

(entaurJipent

->

••

FCRN1S1IKI)

for Sprains, Wounds, Scald*, "Rheumatism, and
pain upon Man or Beast.

sell, will find

tu

city

it to their

advantage

to

municate

with

Highest

us.

■ 'TO!#,
i.;irc:iin,

iiml to..Is

stock
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u

\\

market price paid for

till il if rlfsiiv.l. \i,,,|v
|. \\l,, IJn.nks, Mr.

EUROPEAN

North American

I n inf il iii iial
Life lnsiinnicr Co.,

W

1
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T(»A\\\ B. Mulpl., A.lmiiii-Iralrix of the ••tate o| di c| p11 MulCK, Lilr "i 'sear-port, ii
p9
-aid (mints of Waldo, deeea-cd, lias iny pre-enh
her first aecunl
!
\dmini<iration for all"wamv
Ordered, That Ihesaid \dmini-t rat ri \ y is e not ha
to all per-oiis intere-ted bs
aiisiuy a cops of thi'"■•lerto he plli.lished tlllVe Weeks mice. -i vel s il
the Uepubliean .Journal printed at Bclbct. that thes
mas appear at a Probate Court, to he held al Be]
f.i-t, within and for said < ountv, on the
-mi.
Tuesday of Auyust next, at ten of the dock l»ei..n
noon, and shosv « nice, if ans thes have, whs
Hisame should not he allow ed.
d \MI-> |i |. \ Mm >\. dmlye.
\ true copy. \ I test
A. \ I- I.I.K III.K, P.yUter
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Vice I’rcsl.

....

ONE OF THE OLDEST AND MOST RELIADL'-.
REMEDIES IN THE WORLD I OR
THE CURE OF

Maine,

ST., MASON BLOCK.
'•hi 17

“1
dial

Ache

WISTAR’S BALSAM OF WILD CHERRY,
with the signature of
I. BUTTS" ...i the v. :..p;»cr.
•~<> < Vnt.s and SI.00 a Dottle.
Prepared by i l'H W. FOWLE ic SONS, JY.ston, Mass. Sold by druggists and dealers
generally,
D.:.

as

BATUBninoE, N. Y.. March 22. isst.
1‘FRTtY llAVIs’Cain KlI.LEU
r/ails to tioont
tnstui.i relief for crump and
pain in tile stomach

Joseph Burditt.
Nicholville, N. Y., Feb. *2,1881.
lie very best medicine I know of l'or dypenterv,
cholera morbus, and crumps in the stomach, lia.
used it tor years, ami it is sure cure every time.
Julius W. Dee.
Moingona, Iowa. March 12, lssl.
I have used your Pain Killer hi severe cases •:
cramp, colic.aud cholera morbus,and it gave almost
instant relief.
L. E. Caldwell.
Carnesville, Ga., Feb. 28. lHsi.
For twenty years I have used your Pain Killer
in my family. Have used it
many times for bow. I
complaints, ami it always cures. Would not feel sale
without a bottle in the house.
J. B. I vie.
Saco, Me., Jan. 22,1881.
Have used Perry Davis’ Pa n Killer U >r twelve
years. It is saf e, sure, and reliable. No mother
should allow it to be out of the fainil v.
If. I. Nayes.
Oneida, N.Y., Feb. li‘, l^i.
»>•' began using it over
years ago, and it
thirty
immediate
relief. Would hardly dare
always gives
to go to bed without a bottle in the house.
W. o. Sperry.
CONWAYBORO. R. C., Fob. 22, l*o<l.
Nearly every family in this section keens a bottle
in the house.
Dr. E. Morton.
U. R. Consulate,
Orefeld, Rhenish Prussia. Feb. 8,1881.
I have known Perry Davis’ Pain Kii.leraim. >st
lrom the day it was introduced,and after years of
observation and use I regard its presence in my
household as an indispensable necessity.
I. S. Potter, IT. R. Consul.

Uo.ismt'. Win they ;\\v IMefevvetl to \\l
*Hhev tt'mntt* Plaster* or l.xtevnal

superior
ascertaining the

No family can safely he without this
invaluable remedy. Its price brings it
within the reach of all.
l'or sale by all druggists at 20c., 50c.
and $1.00 per bottle.
PKHItY DAVIS & SON, Proprietors,
Providence, K. 1.
Iyr25

HBBBaaBSOBBSBa
TUB.

IMPERISHABLE
PERFUME.
& Lanman’s

FLORIDA WATER.
Best for TOILET. BATH.

\

I’robah* ( '*»urt. held at P.elfa-t, w it bin a: I tm
'he < mint v of Waldo, on tin .second Tim la
I ill) A. D. I»l.

Ordered, That tin -aid Administrator Live notice
to all per-ons interested bv
causing a eopv o| tie.'•rder I" he published three w.-ek- Miov-ive!
m
the Uepuhliran .lournal printedat IJelfn-t, that the.
lna) appear at a Probate < ourt, to he held at l;. i
l.i-t, within and for said ('ount\. -ut the ..ml
Tile-day of \um-t next, at ten'-d'thc -I.-ck h.
f->re noon, and -how •ause, it any the\ ban*, wl
I lie sanie should ll« ! lie allow ed.
•I \ M 1> I > I \ \| s< JN, .1
A tnn'n.|h. Ntte-t
A \. l-'n;r. mat, Ue:d't. r.
at
on

Second.

Because they area genuine plwmm.ceuticttl preparation, and so recognized by tin* profession.
Third.
Because they are the only plasters that relievo
once.

C

Because th'-y w ill
otlier remedies will

on5

ctm-

JOHNSON,

Chemists, New York.
Stilt!-; KI-; II l-:|> V AT LAST. Price‘25ets.
MEAD’S Medicated CORN and BUNION PLASTER

A
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m
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A I IIIMN
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subscriber hereby KcrpiIF
X_ concerned, that he ha- been
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taken upon liiiuselt
tin* estate of

:111 o11-,

(

the trust .»t

II.I.FA

put.i m>t me
duly e.pp >int,

We shall

keep on hatul

Sash Printed and blazed.
in

connection with the aimer

PAINTS, OILS, COLORS, JAPAN,
Door Butts, knobs. Locks, Latches, Sash Fasts.
Door Springs, 1‘linil Hangings, Pastors, Picture
Knobs, Wire Screens, Screws, Flowered ami
Plain bround Double Thick Door blass uml
Window bluss.

Our Prices
All
their

Pine,

arc

llduceil

lo

the Lowest for CASH.

persons building or repairing will find it
advantage to give us a call. We want a lot

to
of

I|rown, Ash, Spruce and P.irch Lumber
Should it be a dry year and a fleet our water power,
we shall add steam power to our mill, and shall always be ready to do all jobs that come along.
A. A. DK'KKV.

W. M. BROWN.
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Is

remedy for
Coughs, Colds, Whooping Cough, and all I .ung

p

iff

Elder Downs w as given
up by his physicians to
die with Con utiiplion.
Under these cii cinuslances lie compounded this
JEtUxi}", was cured, and
lived to a good old age.
You can try it for the
priceof one doctor’s visit.
For sale everywhere.

Benson.
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M<rchants,

i/t

IN

-<

sure

diseases when

O

CO.,

a

C
®

5

Hay, l’otnlurs, Onions, AItrans, Ituller,
Cheese, Kkkk, Live Fowl, Poultry. (inme, Salmon, Fresh Haler Fish of all kinds,.Ac.
No. 110 South Market St., Boston, Mass.
Shipments paid for soon as sold. Am inf.»rm;i
tion given as to markets, &o.
’ilm],')*
j

LATIN

LEWISTON,

FIELD,

Counsellor at Law,
"nice with kerning A Held,

Notional Itunk

over

MAIN STREET. BELFAST.

W. G. FRYE,

COUNSELLOR AT LAW,
; onirr

o\er

A.It. ( hasrN

Slorr.l ustom House Squui

BELFAST,

PHILO

HERSEY,
& Counsellor at Law,

Ally.

Nn. 1. Ilurudcn Block. IScUaM, Mr.
ill’, ini; I" .|.|...| over 111, I'r.• II.■ aid i
< "Hr. f.>r tinf,>nr j car-. 1 I.•■•! t!i.11 I an r,
vulnuldi* conns,.I niul -cm ic- i.. nl| |r., a. in,
liiatu-r- in said Court.
Itcliast, -Ian. 17, l»l—

C. C. KILGORE. M.

D„

"Hire over li. II. Johnson A Co.’s More.

HIGH STREET, BELFAST, MAINE
Night rails an-wired from the outer, ii
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Sinyroti.

CAMDEN.
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ISAAC HILLS,
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Office Furniture, Book liases.Desks, Ward
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THUMBS & OSBORNE
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SCHOOL,

extends over three years. Next term 1 cgins Vug.
doth, situated in tin* suburbs of a thriving city and
adjacent to Bates College, it oilers to students advantages not surpassed by those of any school in
the state.
Expenses moderate. For catalogue* apply to
2m.»s
I. F. FRISBEE,

Principal.

MANHOOD RESTORED.
early imprudence, causing nervous
debility, premature decay, etc., having tried in vain
every known remedy,has discovered a simple means
of self-cure, which'he will send free to his fellow-

metals, bones, &c.

ll

I

Land

Surveyor

J ACKSON,
I .and

and

Conveyancer,

Brook' I*. 0..

MAINE.

sur\e\
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ISni|M*> lli«*brave,
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SPASMS.
Mt

\

llwain, "f Fe rgu m\die, Dclaw a
‘■"limy. Y Y.,wriP“'Mily a few d as bet"!.
* oitmieiirod
u-lng !h» ‘Favorite Remedyin om
'•

M<

>

***> ^p-'cms and sinking-pells, my I riend> ilnuiI was 'lead, and gave np the
atlenipl lo restore n.
to consciousness.
1 am confident that if I bad n
taken your medicine ‘Favorite Remedy,' during
periods of critical illm- I luuild never have

n
r<

rred.

your

mean

probably

no one

than Dr. David

ba- contributed

Kennedy,

more

signall.

Kondmit, V ^ in il"
pro.Im lion of a medicine whu h lias become famou
under the title of the “Favorite Remedy.’’
It i.
move.-, all impu ritivs of the Blood,
regulates the diLive

Dyspepsia,

<*a-»*

ami

To

«*i

Complaint, Hyspcpsia, Sick Headache, Indigestion, < ’on>tipatio‘n or (:ostivt*ne.-> \\ cannot cure

with West’s Vegetable Liver Pills, when the direc-

with. Tln*\ are purels
Vegetable, and never tail to give salda- t ion. Sugar
(’oated.
Large boxes, containing M) Pills, *.».*» rents.
Eor sale by K. II. Mouitv, Belfast, Me. Beware of
I'll.* genuine manufae
counterfeit and imitations.
tured only b\ JOHN C. WEST A: (<>., “The Pill
I'M
W.
A;
1SJ
Madison
Makers,”
St., Chicago. Five
trial package sent by mail prepaid tn receipt of ,i ;;
cent stamp
lyreow44
are

1

ing in all it-Lrnm lie;
Plat
\a
made w lien required. < >ld Plan- <•«.j.i, d in
1\ and aeeiir:tlel\.
( «mve\amiiiir, In. Ikind-, Rond-, l.- .i
\--ignuieiii-. Ygreemri.i
I >i.-eiiar,H'es, ,V
1 ’at It 111
prompt l\ e\e< ule i.
solieited. ( ture-puiideiiee will iv< t-iv'e prompi

ordered

tions

i

THE RUBY RIVER.
keep the Mood pure, is Hie principal end "t I
ventions and discoveries in medicine. To this oi.

9

$500 REWARD !
will pay tin* above reward for any

old rags,

‘A7

Tliat tin’ I a d may bit >s \on and i
of doiim good i my daily prayn
an! may many yet inborn prai-e Hu*
l-’.i \ •*!:•
Remedy and it- discoverer.

1

WE
Liver

& METALS
Belfast. M<

m. S. STILES, JR.,

crease

CURED ANNUALLY.
■B9HHKMMN9I

.11 IIXE.

pil ls school, under the management of I. F\
1 FBISBEE, A. IP, and .1. F. PABSo.NS, A. IP.
gives a thorough preparation foreollege. Its course

Sibleys Pros.’ Wharf,
ftirllighest cash price paid tor

icci

|

IN

*

9

-S: 9

*

I.KKS

Swan &

eo\

■
W3

I»K.\

JUNK, PAPER STOCK, IRON

strictly complied

and

of

Kidneys,

cures

Constipation.

all diseases and weaknesses pe n
euliar to Females.
t;When iiuiuiriiig of vour druggist for ibis neu
nn•«!ieine. a voi.i mistakes by remembering Hu* nano
Dr. David Kennedy’s “Favorite liemedyand l!
price, which i- only one dollar a bottle,and that thdoet"!
idres- is Koiuhml, Y. Y.
Fd.
l\ C
and

1

GRAVES’ PATENT

A victim of

SEAMEN WANTED.

SLA

M !•:N A M

ers.

31 tf

Apply

> ORI

to

>1N A RY SKAMEN, for eoast
J. S. RAN LETT,

Intelligence Office, Rockland.

•

MAINE,

| A Well Known

lyrKi

NICHOLS'

P.

trillion.

»li

P

connected with house.

Com mission

t.

nices, &c., &e.

o

21 tf

1‘rmlnrr

P\\N0> Th HER, Superlntende
J7, 1»1. -| Hi

11

ta.-t, I mu*

R-

Robes, Lounges,

ggSBESSiattiit
HALF A CENTURY OLD,

HOUSE,

JOHN ATWOOD &

Monday Jinn

ftt*r

a

*

n*.

incumbrances.
M Ain
\. Met op,IS, Vdminis|ratri\.
hated I.iucolnvillc, .1 uly 2!, l>s|. :;u.;n

Moinr,

Maine.

2f>, I SSL—

r

Lamsoii. .1 ud:rc "i Probate tor the f 'otinh t
Wal«l«», I shall sell at public auction <>n ;!:•■ lutli d.t\
I) issl.at one o\ lock in tli
ot September,
noon, on the premise.-, the lionie-tcad lanuoi tinlate l.ol's M(t<)Kli, of Lmcolie. ilic. oii-istin- ,,f
house, barn and about inn acre- oi Ian I. ;he ,mibeinii- -dilated in the town of Lincoln-, ill*', on the
west sid,- of Pitcher's Pond.
•'ale to be made on
liie premi.-es.
Also, I siiall sell at the same lime
and place, a wood bn consisting of
.acres, ~ii mated
within Inn rods of the above larm. Sale absolute,
and both parcels of real estate to be sold free from

(7Hts. />. Ur<(n ha t i/h. Proprietor.
/,*/•*

0

*'•

‘v M»

RKOItii

Hoopers

a n

Ay g^g.gipk

SURGEON DENTIST.

l<> all
1
ai d

A 111 i n i -1 r at

O

every description.

Hl'ILLt evrrv s \Tl' I{I > A A
1;
r«nil.* pre-rut- unprr. v-ientr«|
l\ anl.ajm- p» i..n
i'trnai-iirm t lu-m !o \ lew tin* ma^nilie. nl -rt him
from

y jr

Secretary Prudential Committee. Buek>port, Ale.

Door and W indow Frames, Door and Window
Screens, Black Walnut and Ash Extension Tables, Pumps, butters. Mouldings, Bracketts,
and Water Wheels. Pine, Black Walnut ami
Ash lumber always on hand.
Job Work of

A.

STEAMSHIPS.
nii

SAIL

WIZA'I'loN .,f 111,, -cli.,,,1 mill |l,..rough
renovation of the building\ new and aide
faculty. Pllpil> lilted bn all New England colleges.
< la-sical, Seienlilic,
Four regular course-of >tud\
Belles I a-tiros, and Industrial Science.
Al-o Commercial <a»llege and Departments of \rlaiid Music.
All in charge o| experienced teacher-.
Fall term
will begin Wednesda). Aug. :»|xt. Term- model
ate.
Addn* s
7\\

Castine, Me.,

an

-s

l’rv it and you will be convincod like thousandho have Used it and now testify t«» its value.
Ask for Schlutterbcck’s ( urn and Wart Solvent
and take no other.
1

Muniifacliirers anil Dealers In

I

*•

«

's

ACADIAN

!

I'

ALLAN LINE ROYAL MAIL

■

in the County of Wald**, dc-ea-cd, i*y L‘i\iiia !,<m:m
the law directs; lie therefor* rcpiest- all p,*r-«mwiio are indebted 1" said deceased*- e.-tate t<* makeimmeiliate payment, and tlm-e win* ha\
any dc.
maud-thereon, to exhibit tin* -aim* I or * 11 lenient
I** him.
1 M« >\ < ! 1.1.FA

For sale b) all Druggists,

l!nr/>sjiorl,

i.

DEMTIST

a-

1‘rlee 25 rents.

will

Li heral a<lvauee.< mi
Wn'titm no !■ a n't 111 s at New A <*rk.
< A Kl
I' UTU.'SON,
K-|.
p.
IL-lla-t, May 1

WILLIAM P. DA l.h, late of IJelfa-!,

REV. T. GERRISH,

Doors, Sash & Blinds,

utor of

1 AS. A. <.\1{A

>t‘ anu*r

*.

U*r-"ii, l»el!a-t.

Mom-..,

in tin* County of Waldo, dc-ea-cd, i*\ u t\ in.- !•« >i,•
as tin* law direct-; she therefore
ropie-t-all p.
sons win* an* imlehled to >ai*l deceased*- e-tat** t
make immediate payment, ami those win* ha\o am
demands thereon, to exhibit the -aim* lm* -* tlhum m
to her.
Fi; AM lm W
DA LIL
Iielfa-t, duly If*. I —I.

USING

Entirely harmlcs ; is not a caustic.
It removes ( orns, Wart-, Bunions and
without leaving a Idemish.
Brush for applying in each bottle.

J“

n;|r'

..

t^rr:—ear"L" ■|kl\ 1 i | toinllili- .1 l’.e'IrM
11JrtIn r particular-:, for fiviirht ..nl•. impure .u
Kry*‘ A: t <>., I,' Water st.. New A ork, u < ru

rpilK

th.

M inufaclurmL'

NEW YORK * BELFAST DIRECT.

-ul-s'-riher licivla aiv*
puhli** notice to all
X
m-erned, that -he ha- i»e«*u duly appointed
and taken upon herself tin* (ru-i of A liuim-! rai n \
«*t tin* estate of

EAST MAINE

Because the manufacturers have received the
only medals ever given for porous plasters.

SEABURY &.

upon himself the trust of I;\*

.Monroe, d lily J.'»,

diseases \vhi< h

relieve.

Filth*

x

and Fridays, tom-hing at
vve-t Harbor and Rockland, arriving in Por:!ti
about
I*, m.
( onneet- at
Roekland with sanford
>.
-team. I-- each trip for iielfa-t, liangor and R
Landing.- ; also with steamer on Tue.-dav am' 1
dav trip- for Liven’- Landing, liluehill a.id l.i
" ‘ith.
At liar Harbor will- -feanier I-■
I amami Sullivan. \ t SetIgvviek with -rage f a l iu.
< u.MIn'i \\ 1.- I
\( Roekiaml Mtouiav an I I’m
from Rm.g,,,
'lay vv ith Sanford
|;
Lamliug- for p. >rt lam I.
t >11 i NL, {,.*nera i Managfi
I.
Lid h L. DAY. t .eneral l'i-kel Agent. P*>ii am:
lielfasf, .June 11, 1SSI. I't

-«

over

Si

subscriber hereby Lives puhli-- net ice
|
concerned, that he has heen dul\ appoint*-|

t*» him.

MUM) physicians and druggists huve
voluntarily testified that they are superior to ml
other plasiei or medicines lor external use,
Because-

days, Wednesdays

>

tli.

positively
not '-veil

mav

M !•:

d l l> A 11

the merit of the
porous plaster, ami contain in addition thereto the newly dis< overed powerful ai d
netivr vegetable combination which a- fs with increased rubefacient, .stimulating, sedative an t
counter irritant Herts.

in the

a

KN,
in tin* County of W ald**, deceased, I>y vri\in- h.n.d
as the law direct-; In- t lu-r**t m- ic j’ue-1
a!
j
sons who are indebted t«> said dec* ;|snI'-estate !
make innnediate payment, ami tlms,
ho ha\ *• an\
demands thereon, to exhibit the ame t*»r
ttl* nn-nt

EDMI'ND Bl'BlvE,
Pate ( ominissioncr of Patents.”

BY

published three‘weeks surco-ivch
n do irnal printed, at iSclfast.that tin

he

t*'

WII.U \ M

Htr*-ngthcning

pain at

Meeting with tin Pnlbuan night train for po-ton
The fast steamer ( IT\ <>F RICHMUM), <
ap:
Win. L. Dennison, leave- Portland everv Mondav
Wednesday and Saturday evenings.at I l.'i;. o'clock
(commencing June l> or <m arrival steam.• oat i
pre-- Traiii from Ro-ton for Mt. De-erf, >niifiiv\
ami liar II irbor-. touching at Roekland
only, ai
arri' ingat liar Harbor at about In.Jo \.m. next da
Returning, leave liar Harbor about 7 \ w Mon-

Iielfast, within and I n
the second Tin da- -d
■

and taken
the will ot

First.
Because they possess all

ROOM.
t»inosl2

-.

they

XP

U.S.

one

KeinetVie*:

Burton-on-Trent.Eno.

I had lieen several days Buffering severely from
diarrhcea, accompanied with intense pain, when I
tried your Pain Killer, ami found almost instant
relief.
H. J. Noone.
21 Montague Rt., London, Eng.
During a residence of twenty-three years in India,
I have given it in many cases of diarrhtea, dysentery, and cholera, and never knew it to fail to give
relief.
K. Claridgk.

mint -tration for allow auee.
Ordered, That Ihesaid \dmini-l rat-.r yis »• notie.
all persons int.-rested by eatciny a rops w
order to he published three weekis els
in the Ih-puhlienn .Journal, printed at Beita-l, that
mas appear at a Probate < mirt, to hi* held at
Belfast, within and for -aid ( ounls mi the srumi
Tucsdas of Ally list nexl, al ten ot 'the e|. >ek befort
..II. and show eau-e, if ai
t!
ha"', w in tl.t
-aim- should ii"i he allowed.
J \ M l.s |> |.\Mm »\, dudye.
\ true cops
Attest
\. A. I- I. n 111,11, U.
t. 1-.

Probate Court, t* he held at IJelfa ;,
appear
u it bin and for said
Comity. «m the see >nd Tiie-d;
of AllLU-t next, at ten of the eloek before lioo
ami show eaUse, if any tln*y have, w hv tin- same
slloidd not he allowed.
dAMKs i>. I \ M*s( >N du 1-v.
A true copy. Attest
A. \. Ft 1.t« iiku, lhai-h

B< »ST< >\, < tetober lh, I>7n.
B. II. KDDV FIsy>. -Dear ^ir
You pr->eured f*»r
me, in lspi, m\ lir.-l patent, since then you have
acted for and ad\ ised me in hundreds of ra-m
and
procured many patents, reD-m-s and extensions. |
have occasionally employed the he-t agemie- in
New York, Philadelphia and Washington, but I till
give you almost the whole of my bu-ine>>, in "tir
line, and advise others t<> employ on.
V ours truly,
PP<>B<.P DBAPF.B,
| \ ri
Boston, .Jan. I, lssi.

BY

ave Marhin-port e\er
Monday
Thursday morning, at ft.30 o’clock, b»u liabove, arriv ing n. Portland .-nine evening, <•■a

II \WKI\a, \dmini-trat m
BKTMA | 11 A W Is I \>, lab
aldo, in said ( minty ot \\ aldo. de< .-a-ed, has
in.”' presented her second and final account d VI

at

Bensons Capcine
Porous Plasters. Cure Your Corns !

At tliis season, various diseases of the
bowels are prevalent, and many ires an
lust through lack of knowledge of a sale
and sure remedy. Perry Davis Pain
Killer is a sure cure for Diarrhoja, Dysentery, Cholera, Cholera Morbus, Summer
<
'omplaint, etc., and is perfectly safe.
Head the following:

SICK

regard Mr. Eddv

lice.

POSITIVELY CURED

lyrnn

Returning, will h
as

M.

liepuhlic;

Inventors cannot employ a person more trustworthy or more ca]»ahle nt -ccuring for them an
early and favorable consideration at the Patent Of-

...

lit: deceived iy anicicK.,:
He ure v >:i get

Maeliiasport.

w ithin and fm
-.•••.Hid Tm -das m

tin

ii

Wharf, Port land,

and

> o| the e-late of
1>IT\I)STKI:i:T
ot W

der

of the most capable
successful practitioners with whom 1 have had
ollicial intcreour.-c.
< HAS. MAsnN,
Connnis-ioner of Patents.”

>

and

EDDY,

TESTIMOM

A WELL-KNOWN PHY/It IAN WRITES:
It does H"t dry up
ough, .m l K uve the au>e
is the case with most
behind,
;
prcp.srati. .:i
loosens it, cleanses the lungs and allays irrit.it
thus removing the cause of complaint.”

Murray

H.

No Agency in the I 'uitcd States
possesses
acilities for obtaining 1‘atents or

names.

-learner I. K \\ INTO V
1»I I;iMn<.. Ma-ter, will l.-av
e\erTuesday and Friat
II.
I a o'clock, or on arrival
day evenings,
Pullman o\pre.-- train from llo.-ton, lor Kocklai d.
< asline, I >eer Isle.
Sedgwick, So. W e-t Harbor, lia,
Harbor, Mi. I>e-ert, Millbridge, done-port, a
Railroad

■

No. 7«> State st., opposite kllby, Boston,
Secures Patents in the 1 uitcd States; also In t.ivat
Britain, France and other buvign eon!dries. Copies
"1 the elainis of am Patent furni-hed
by remitting
"lie dollar.
Assignment- rec«.r led at Washington.

CONSUMPTION.

,,

R.

Tlu*

r

kjg^T: .V-L<

Belfast,

a I
on

Kl»s'Tl-d; TIM-: \T. \dmini-tralor •! the
l ate of IP >I;KI; I TIM-: \T. late ot Frank fori.
Mi -aid < on nt y ot W ald<>, <ice* a -ed, ha \ i a
piv -ent
d an account ot Administration for allow a nee.
< irdered,
Thai the said Administrator u: *• m-tic.•
to till }*e 1-sons ml ere-ted by <au-imr a
e«»pv .>i this or-

B. II. EDDY, Solicitor of Patents.

Complaints

held

aid",

Ai a Probate Court indd
tile County of Waldo,
duly, A. I). ISSl.

PATENTS.

patentability of inventions.

bummer

n| \\
A. I>. |S>I.

dui\

V

including'

iA

( ourl

( "mils

\>l T

THROAT, LUNGS AND CHEST,

1

Si'c'j.

*>ll|o~| 1

♦

Fly*1 Trips Per Week, Commencing June I Ith.

■

JOHN E. DeWiTT, President.
IIAMKL SIM It I*.
.1 AM US I*. I A It I* KNT K

4 MAIN

--FOR-

Ml. Itacrl, Rockland, CastincJillbrid-'f & Maclnas

ain't'.

••

Bangor,

Fare to Boston .$3.00
Bound Trip
5.00
Fare to Lowell. :t,50
JAMES LITTLEFIELD, Superintendent.
It. LANK, Aecnl.
Bellas!, .lime 15, 18Sl,--l:i

I “I I \ IT I MAN Admini-traPe- <»f ih*-e-la!*l)'»|p \- \ 'II \s|-.. late
*}
II.
( -Minty "! Waldo, deceased, liavinir
pn -••uti-1 Inlir-l and linal account ot Administration t.,r allow

Ih'canlK

ing similar

Ala Prohale

A'J'i UltW \M

1

mm or stock.

no NOT

Belfast, svii bin and f.»:
tile ..I I ue -das ..?

[he

AND

Every affection of tho

el
on

Boston,even weektlav

S^a5 Can

at 5 o’elurk p. vi., eummeneiii"' Saturday, aline I stir
Cunneetiuns with steamers at Hoeklamt fur all "i
their eastern lamlings. Tlmmastiin, Wahlohnru.
f.ineoln Itailroail.
Ilamariseotta, by the Knox

KoifCK

|o

any

Coughs, Colds, Hoarseness,
Sore Throat, Bronchitis,
Influenza, Asthma,
Whooping Cough,
Croup, and

1

f

■

M 1 *tLT

com-

Itegister

<

>

I" Hrnoks o|
acr- >. ie-irah|e.
well located, good soil, pa-turim.'
and water.
I lain I v to mills, mar
v i 11: r. ■.
mi-, sr..
111 * i li.

»

l> LA Mx i\ .Indue.
A. \ Ll.l-. I in-.i;,

Utc-

eopv

Ala Probate <
11
held
tin- ( mint s of Waldo,
\.
I)
|ssi.
duly,

for Sale I

Farm

t rue

A steamer leaves Bki.i vstf.o

rjm

re Boston, every week -lay at
vJUj.,
I'. M.
I.eaves l.lueuln
-1yAMilFy'.k^.jTpy o'eliH'k
u~11,1 rl

!»

Tm-das of A ii ir ust next, at ten of 111«• clock he (’■ >r.
noon, and show cause, if ans thes have, svlis tin
pras e]' of -aid petition, r should not in -raided.
d A .MKs |). |, \ Md»N, Judyv.
A true copy. Atte.-t
\ A. Pit I. I IKK, Ueyister

....

bonds, desiring

I. LINCOLN

It. llol.MPS, haviny pr.-ent.-d a pe
tition to l»e appointed Vlminish atm of tin
‘•Male of |,m M. I(< »L.M l->. late ot It. Had, ii
said ( minty of Waldo, deceased.
Ordered, That the said Petitioner yive noti.a
to all persons inter.•-led by eatciny a
cops of thi
order to he publched three week- .-ue<’e.--isels
in the itepubliean .Journal printed at Belfast:, lha
tlu-> mas appear a! a Probate Court, to l*e held a
Belfast, s\ ithin and for said Counts, on the

ply
other

J \f\ PAl

\t a Probate Court held at Belfa-t, \s iiliin and I'm
tile Counts of Wa do, on the second Tucsdas o'
.July, A. I). |ss|.

I'riee reasonable.
*.ood reasons for selling.
A j.
at this oiiiee to
IT <,
|»^ Kit
He I last, April 1 J. Issp l.Ml

or

\

Ml

J

A

Tin subscriber oil;*- for sale hi.~
r.V'i*lcncc on 11: \ View street. Tbc
house i~ two storn-s,-ill finished,
large cistern in cellar, w itii a good
-—•---—‘-garden spot. The view overlook
the
ie.g
harbor and hay i- not Hirpa ^-ed m the eily.

Owners of Belfast

o I. \, named K \ ecu tor in
instrument purporting to be the la-

late of Searsinont, in said < oimt> id Waldo, de
ceased, having presented the same t‘<*r Probate.
(Ordered, That the said Lxeeutor give notice to a 1
persons intere-ted by causing a eopv of this ordei
to he published three weeks xieees>i'velv in the lb
publican .Journal printed at Pellast, that tin -v mav
appear at a Probuh Court, to he held at Pelta-t
within and for said Coiintv. on the >ec.,nd Tuesdav
of A umi- I next, at eu •-! the < |oek In-fore n...)h
ai d slmw cause, it ;.uy
they have, why the sum
should not Ik* proved, approved and allowed.

FOR SALE.

Tonic.—“Increasing the atreng'h, ot/rialing the
effect* of debility, find restoring healthy functionc.'1
Webster.

A. I). IKS1.

LI.LY’ N l.l N(

Situated on a high bank and coni
mauds a view of the entire bay, a
few minutes ride «»r walk Horn tin
south end of Little IP. er bridge.
I*ia//a in front and ■ n south side. Shed for horse.'.
< ook room,
dining room, uood chambers, plentv ol
lisli and clam-, and an excellent beach for bathing,
ami in every respect ot.. llienm-i le-irablc |o.
• alilicin the town of Northport.
le ader, \ou
"hould not lei this opportunity skip, xrnre thibeautiful -pot for the pleasure <
yourself and
I a111i i\
For further particulars enquire of
<> «•
( Kilt 111.TT or It. I
wi;i.l>,
.Joint Owners, lielfast, Me.

-simple,

a

and testament ot <

Oris Inuisahavi
Cap!. W. It. Uoix,
( apt. F C. IIoviku.

(apt.

I

kATAlllXV,
\HV BRlNSWKk

an.

foregoing petition, Ordered, that tin

1 certain
ILLW
will

I’OH HA LK (IIEI IV

«»unt\

PRICE, $2.50
| |( K N K V’S sliiip and

all at

.July,
_><:

CAMBKUKiE,

Mr.

the second Tue-da v

Probate Court held at Pellasl, within and t'm
( ounty ot \\ aldo, on the
econd Tuesdav oi

At a
the

in

A Summer Residence

Mr l>0 V I/ />.

\jfent- for Waldo

Pettast, within

a I
on

Pegistcr

(
V

The Destroyer is dc.-i^rncd for tin* use of litjuid
Paris (ircen for the de.-l met ion id F< >T A T») I»1 t •>,
and is the best thine, in tin- market.
Mann fact tired
at Belfast h\

ahlo,

notice to all persons interested, h\
copy ot said petition, with this ordei
thereon, to be published three weeks >urrcssivcl\
ill the lb-publican .Journal, a paper printed at Pci
last, that they may appejtr at a Probate ( urt t<> i><
held at the Probate otliee in Pel fas f aforesaid.<u
the second Tuesday of August next, at ten oYloel.
in the forenoon, and sliow cause, it'
any they have
whv the same sluMild not he granted.
.JAMLS !>. I.AMsON, Judge.
A t rue copy. Attest:
\ A. Pi J1T( H ;:u,

■

with

held

r< u >;» t

petitioner give

command' an excellent view >! the hay. I nn min
utes walk from the telegraph and po-t <mice, and
within a stone’s throw of the water and a line beach.
It has beautiful shade trees, with some elmice fruit
trees. A very dcsiiabh summer residence and can
l»c bought at a bargain.
For particular' < mpiirc «d
AltI- <
Tllu.MI!', lielfast. Me., or of
apt. \l.
W. PKIlUY.at l.ineolm ille lieaeh.
jstf

BERT R. MCDONALD,
<M

UE3piui*dicd

min

causing

Desirable house for sale
■v'"

<

I pon the

FOR SALE OR RENT.

HALL, Leasee.

v-.JL5«I*eaeh.

Sole

-.

wrt.n

DR. J. C. AYER & CO., Lowell, Mass
Practical and Analytical < licmist.
!)
"mid by all Druggists and dealers in medicine.

,>

M Hi l>/: \

The

Ship

Work

liberal patronage.
POWER WITH ROOM TO RENT.

a

C.

Ash-ToniC

&

as

will be nia<U* a specialty.
Duplicate parts or full
sets of nearly all agricultural implements in use in
tills vicinity in stock or made t<> order.
Brices will
be made low, ami we hope and expect to merit and

Death

William .1. Coughlin, ot Somerville, Mass says
In the fall of IS7o I was taken with iu.kkmno'ok
TitK li nos followed by a severe cough.
I lost my
appetite and llesli, and was contined to my bed. In
1*77 I was admitted to the Hospital
The doctors
said 1 had a hole in my lung as hig as a half dollar
At one time a report went around that I was dead
] gave up hope, but a friend Told me of DR WIL
LIAM HALL’S BALSAM FUR TIIKLl'MiS
1
got a bottle, when to my surprise. 1 commenced
to feel better, and to day 1 feel better than for
three )ears past.
“I write this hoping every one alllieted with dis
cased Lungs will take DR WILLIAM HALL’S
B A LS A M. and be convinced that CON SC M DTK L\
CAN BL Cl’RFD.
I can positively sa\ it has
done more good than all the medicines I have
taken since my sickness."
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they are gone, the disorders they product
disappear, such as l Ice rut ions if the Liver, Stomach.
Kidneys, Lungs, Erupt ions and Eruptive ]>iseuSe>
°J the Skm, St. tilth any's Eire, /lose or Erysipelas,
Pimples, Pustules. P.lotehes, Soils, Tumors, Tettn
and Salt Illmun. Seald Head,
IHn/pr>r:n. Hirers ana
Sores, /l/ieumatis n, Wuraiyia, Pain in the panes.
Side and Head, f emale Weakness,
Sterility, Leu,'or
rluca arising from internal ulceration and nterim
diseases, Drops//, D//spepsia. Emaciation and (da
era! Debility. With their
departure health returns,

shop is
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now lairly running, and belli#
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in Roudout, N. Y.f I’ll stop in Dr.
ottice and tell him of this
j Lxcliange.
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lie

purges out tin* lurking humors in the system, that
undermine health and settle into troublesome dis
orders, hruptions of the skin are the appearance

we

trums

you.
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STREET, XEAR SHOE

sullicient to answer his iu.st debts am
charges of administration by the sum of four him
dred dollars, that said Joseph Morse died seize*
an*l possessed of certain real estate situated in sai*
Searsport, described in the inventory returned b\
her as the home lot and building—the Uoss lot i
acres and the Brown lot .11'., acres—the whole be
ing his homestead farm; that it is necessary tha
the same should be sold for the payment of sai*
debts and charges of Administration'; that sin* ha
received an advantageous otter for the same? Iron
Thomas Hannon, of Belfast, to wit, the sum of scvei
hundred dollars, and that the interest of all person;
concerned will be best promote* 1 by an immediate
acceptance of said otter.
Wherefore you petitioner prays your honor t<
grant her a license to sell at private sale and con
vey to said Hannon for the sum above stated, tin
above named real estate of sai*l deceased, (im lml
ing the reversion of the willow’s dower thereon,;
as will satisfy said debts, and incidental
chargeami charges of Administration, without notice *»
I he time and place of sale.
JOANNA 11. MOUSE.

vegetable alteratives, Sar
saparilla, Dock,Stil!ingin
>an<l Mandrake, with tin
^Iodides of Potash an<
^Iron, makes a most effect
^ual cure of a series ol
complaints which are verj
prevalent and afflicting

nitf

rases.

t

II.

JOANNA

are

<‘(>111)101111(1 ot

Judge

Probate for the ( ounP

of

MOUSE, Administratrix of tin es
tate ol JOSEPH MOUSE, late of
Searsport, ii
said County, deceased, respectfully represents Ilia
the goods, chattels and credits of said deceased

FOR PURIFYING THE BLOOD.

heater.
1 Iprlght Portable Steam Knginc, 3 1-2 Horse
Power, with Feed Pump ntturhed, and a copper
roll heater.
These engines having been thoroughly repaired,
are as good as new, and can lie seen in motion if
desired.
I lluntoon Governor (new) right size fora 15
Horse Power to a 20 Horse Power Engine.
1 Air Pump for condensing engine (new,)
cylinder SxlO, conned Ions for 1 3-4 Inch pipe.
I Irregular Moulder,In good condition, und with
over $100 worth of Moulding Cullers.
I am also prepared to cut on
carriage axles, to
take up end play in box, and will guarantee satisfaction in all

To the Honorable
of Waldo.

SARSAPARILLA,
1 Ills

The Sanford Steamship Company

PROBATE NOTICES.

AYER'S

sufl'erera. Address I. II. BE FI YES, 4;» Chatham st.,
N. Y.
lyrl(»

Babbitt Metal for
X

Machinery.

METAL, the best anti-friction metal fo
lining machinery boxes, for sale at
20istt
THE JOURNAL OFFICE.

FINYPE

A. B.

MATHEWS,
k26teow0«

Belfast, Me

